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.OBSTRACT

lbe Effect of l,Íonetary PoIicJr on tbe Net Revenue

of lfestern Canadian l{heat Producers

by

Neil Allen Hamilton

Major Advisor: Dr. Colin Carter

Changes in ühe structure of agricullure have made producers more

vulnerable to fluctuations in exchange rales, interest rates and inflation

rates. The aforenentioned variables are interrelated, as well as being

jointly influenced by the Bank of Canadars nonetary policy. The

simultaneous adjustments which occur as a resulf of a shift in nonetary

policy affect each subsector of bhe econony in a different way. This

study gives special consideration to the wheat producing seclor due to its
relative inportance within lhe Canadian economy.

Throughout bhis fhesis, net revenue is used as welfare measure.

From a policy standpoint, iü is i-nportant to determine how a change in

Canadats monetary policy wiII inpact on the net revenue (welfare) of

individual wheal producers. In pursuing this goal, four sp'ecific

objectives b¡ere outlined. These include: (1) to exanine the theoretical

relationship between nonetary vari-ables and the Canadian wheal industry;

(2) to build a model which can be used to estinate the inpact, of monetary

shocks; (3) to use the model to sinulate how net revenue is affected by

changes i-n monetary policy; and (4) to analyze the simulated resuLts in

order to provide policy prescrÍptions.

The estimated models are used to sinulate how net revenue reacts

to four different nonebary policies. These include: a change in the size



of the money supply; and change in the growth rate of the money supply; as

weII as a change in bhe Bank of Canadafs target interest rate and target

exchange rate. In each scenario, the chain of events begins with a

manipulation of the noney supply, which in turn affects the interest rate'

lhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate and the domestic inflation rate.

The results of bhe study suggest fhat in the short run there is a

positive relationship between the net revenue of individual wheat pro-

ducers and changes in the money supply. Monetary policies which lead to

an increase in the money supply exert a negative pressure on interest

rates while at the same time eausing the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate and the

donestic inflation rale to rise. hlhen the underlying relationships are

ex¡minedr net revenue is found to be negatively related to interest rates

and positively related to movements in the Cdn./U.S. exchange raLe. The

manner in which donestic wheat prices reacl to a change in the Cdn./U.S.

exchange rate overshadows the inpacts which interest and inflation rates

exert on the cost of producing wheat.

Out of the four scenarios which were tested, a 1 percent change in

lhe Bank of Canadafs targel interest rate produced the greatesb change in

a wheat producerfs net revenue. Adjusting lhe growth rate of the money

supply by 1 percent accounts for the second largest response. The third

and fourth largest reactions are produced by a 1 percent change in the

target exchange rate and a 1 percent change in the level of fhe noney

supply, respectively

It is inportant to eonsider all of the inplications which arise

from a change in nonetary policy. Examining the problen fnom a partial

equilibrium setfing may shed some Iight on how exchange rates affecf

I1



export prices, or hov¡ interest rates inpact on production costs, but tells
us relatively little about how a producerrs overall net revenue posifion

is affected. This study attenpts to bridge the nacro-nicro gap by

outlining a nodel which is capable of assessing the microeconomic inpacts

which result fron a particular change in nonetary policy.

Ll_l_
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problen Statement

During bhe late 1960fs and early 1970ts, bhe Bretton !'Ioods systen

of fixed exchange rates became a contributing force behind the worldwide

balance of payments problem. By 1971, foreign holdings of U.S. dollars had

grobrn fo fhe point where U.S. gold reserves stood at only one sixfh the

size of the official U.S. foreign liability.1 Tfr" U.S. ad¡ninistration

reacted bo this siLuation by refusing to convert U.S. U.S. doil-ars into

gold and abandoned the defense of the U.S. dollar in foreign exehange

markets. A subsequent neeting of world financial leaders in December

1971, resulted in the Smithsonian Agreement, whereby world currencies !.¡ere

revaLued relative to gold.

Albhough the value of the U.S. dollar declined following revalua-

tion, the nove was not sufficient to restore international stability. In

March 1973, the Bretton !'Ioods system was officially abandoned, Ieaving in

ifs place a complicated aruay of convertible and pegged currencies which

function under the general guise of managed flexibility.

During the period of fixed exchange rates, the behavi-or of the

Canadian dolIar r^ras rather unique. tihen the Bretton I'Ioods system was

originally established in 1944, Canada !¡as one of 40 countries which

agreed to peg the value of ils currency. However, unlike other countries,

Canada had initially abandoned fixed rates in October 1950 only to rejoin

1U.n. Cameron, Money, Financial Markets and Economic Activity.
(Don Mil1s, Ont.: Addison-l{esley Publishers, 1984). pp. 603-604.



t'he system in May 1962. 0n fhe date that Canada nejoined the fixed

exchange rate systen, the Cdn./U.S. rate was pegged at $1.081.2 However,

an unusually strong current account and a normal capital inflow led bhe

CanadÍan Government to once again abandon fixed rates effec|ive June 1,

1970.

Following Canadats adoption of flexible rates, the Cdn./U.S. ex-

change rate experienced a rapid revaluation falling fron $1.081 to below

par. As depicted in Figure'1, the five years following the revaluation

(1971-1976) failed to produce a pronounced trend in the Cdn./U.S. exchange

rale.3 However, beginning the fourth quarter of 1976, the value of the

Canadian dollar began a protracted decline.

In late 1975 Ehe Bank of Canada adopted a policy of Gradualisn.

Under this regine the growth rate of the money supply (M1) was gradually

reduced in the ain of reining in inflation. Not, surprislngly, lhis fight

noney policy contributed to a positive differential between Canadian and

U.S. short term interest nates. As Canadian interest rates increased,

private corporations and pnovincial crown corporatJ-ons began to float an

increased volume of bonds in fhe u.s. market.4 The resurt was an

inmediate increase in the anount of long-tern capital flowing into Canada,

2Giu"r, that the U.S. doIIar is the predominant world currency,
normal contenbion is to express exchange rates wibh U.S. dollars in the
denoninator. If the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate is $1.081, then the value of
lhe Canadian dollar is 92.5 cents U.S.. Therefore, the Cdn./U.S. exchange
rate and the value of Canadian dollars in terms of U.S. dollars are
reciprocals. As the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate increases, the value of the
Canadian dollar decreases

3C. Freedman and D. Longworth, 'rSome Aspects of the Canadian
Experience with Flexible Exehange Rates in bhe 70tstt, Technical Report 20,
Bank of Canada, JuIy, 1980, p. f.

4C.1. Barber and J.C.P. McCaIlum, Unenployment and Inflation, t,he
Canadian Experience. (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company i.n association
with The Canadian Institute for Economic Policy, 1980), p. 70.
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and an increased requi-renent for future debf servicing. Escalating debt

payments, poor perfornance in merchandise lrade, and reduced inlernational

confidence in Canadats fiscal affairs due to high inflation, unemploynent

and internal struggles wi-th Quebec, all combined to exert negative pres-

sure on the value of the Canadian dollar.

The long slide in the value of bhe Canadian dollar v¡as successful

in reestablishing Canadafs competitive position in nerchandise trade. In

1975 Canada recorded a trade deficit of $638 million, but as fhe Cdn.,/U.S.

exchange rate appreciated (i.e., the value of the Canadian dollar de-

clined), bhe deficib quickly turned into a surplus. By 1982 Canada's net

trade balance stood at a record level of $17.g biltion.5

It is debatable whether a depreciation in the value of the

Canadian dollar benefits or harns the Canadj-an economy. As noted in the

previous paragraph, depreciation incrèased Canadat's international competi-

tive position and hence, reduced unenployment. However, declines in the

value of the Canadian dollar produce an increased rate of domesLic infla-

tion (through the increased price of imported goods) and may also result

in an increase in noni-nal Canadian interest rates.

Examining nonetary shocks from a traditlonal rnacroeconomlc context

does not always provide an adequate base for analysis. In order bo ana-

Lyze fhe fqI1 effect of monebary shoeks, a disaggregated approach is

required. Individual sectors of bhe econony will react in different r¡rays.

In some sectors nonetary shocks will transnj-t direcbly into the price of

both inputs and final- products, while in other sectors the linkage may be

indirect or possibly even nonexistent.

of Canada
1 984.

5Bank of Canada, Bank Review, TabIe 68, p. S130, July



Monetary linkages between fhe macroeconomy and agriculbure

represent an important area of study. This is particularly true in the

case of Canadian wheat production, where monetary variables such as

exchange rates, inflation rates and inlerest rates are expected to have an

inpact on both fhe profitabilify and behavior of individual firns. At-

bhough considerable effort has been extended at the macroecononic leveI,

Iittle has been written in regard to the macro-micro linkages. As Schuh6

notes, fhe liberature which exists on the macroecononics of agriculture is

cast in a sectoral context. As a result, the linkages between individual

agricultural units and the general econony have tended to be ignored.

In order to provide a clear illustration of the relationship

between Canadafs nacroeconony and an individual wheat producer, bhis study

will exanine four nonetary linkages. The first two deal wifh the impact

of exchange rates on both ühe Caàadian wheat narket and fhe factor input

markets. A third linkage lies between lhe factor input markels and domes-

t,ic inflation, while a fourth and final linkage relates to interest nates

as an input in wheat production. These four linkages are dj-scussed in the

fol- Iowing paragraphs.

The first consi-deration is lhe structure and behavior of the worl-d

wheat market. There are at least three competing theories regarding the

formation of wh.eab prices. In their 1978 article, Alaovze, lüatson and

Sturgess 7 ."gu" thab bhe world wheal market is best described as a

6c.g. $ehuh, trThe New Macroeconomics of Agriculturetr, &14E, vo1.
58, December 1976, pp. 802-811.

7C.pl. Alaouze, A.S. hiatson and N.H. Sturgess,,,Oligopoly pricing
in the !{orId I'Iheab Marketrr, AJAE, Vol. 60, No. 2, May 1978, pp. 174-185.



triopoly, with Canada acting as the price Ieader. Carter and Schmílz8

take a different tack, hypothesizing that world prices are set by rnajor

inporters such as Japan and the EEC through manipulation of import tariffs

(or their quota quivalents). Recent studies by Olesong and G"oen""egen10

conclude that Canadars role has shifted fron price leader to price taker,

with world wheat prices established in fhe U.S" markel.

All of these theories will be dealt with later, but for the time

being, if we are willing to accepf thaf bhe U.S. behaves as a price

Ieader, then il is possÍble to envision how a ehange in exchange rates

will impact on Canadian wheat prices. The problem revolves around lwo

exchange rates; the relative value of world cumencies in terms of U.S.

dollars, and the conversion between Canadian and U.S. dollars. Assuning

bhat international wheat sales are prices in U.S. dollars, the relative

value of the U.S. dollar becomes very important to wheat imporbers. l,,lhen

bhe value of the U.S. dolIar increases, the price of wheat as expressed in

an imporlerrs currency will also increase. The price change which results

fron an adjustnent in the value of the U.S. dollar will be lempered by bhe

fact bhat most importing nations insul-abe their domestic price fron the

world price. The resulb is that a change in lhe value of the U.S. dollar

will probably not have that large an irnpacb on the export demand for

wheat.

SCoti.n Carter and Andrew Schnilz, rrlmport Tariffs and Price
Fornation in bhe l{orld I'Iheat Marketrt, &IE, voI. 61, No. 3, Aug. 1979, pp.
517 -522.

9g.f. OIeson, rrPrice Deternination and Markel Share Formation
the International tlheat Marketrr, unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University
Minnesota, Aug. 1979, pp. 158-164.

10.1.n. Groenewegen, Market Commentary. (ottawa: Agrieulture
Canada, June, 1984)r pp. 14-19.

in
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Given that Canada is not an importer of wheat, and assuning once

again that world wheat prÍces are denominated in U.S. dollars, a change in

the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate is not expecfed to exerf a pronounced in-

fluence on Canadian wheat exports. Although Canadian export prices as

expressed in U.S. dollars renaln constanb as the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate

changes, the Canadian donestic price (as expressed in Canadian dollars)

wilt be directly affected. In olher words, as the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate

increases, both 0he price received by Canadian producers and the price

paid by Canadian consumers will increase.

Figure 2 provides an illustration of price spreads between Canada

and lhe U.S. Between 1970/7 1 and 1976/77, Canadian and U.S. wheat prices

followed each other very closely. However, beginning in 1976/77 t t,he

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate escalated rapidly (Figure 1) and the gap between

Canadian and U.S. prices as expressed in their ob¡n currencies began to

widen. As the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate conlinued to appreciate, the price

difference widened to its 1983/84 level of approxinately $56 per tonne.

Meanwhi.le, Canadian and U.S. wheat prices as expressed in U.S. dollars

naintained a fairly paralleI course.

Throughout bhe period of appreciabing Cdn./U.S. exchange rates, it

appears lhat the C.IJ.B. chose lo price wheat in U.S. dollars. It has been

widely argued that a deberioration of the Canadian grain transportation

system contributed to a reductlon in Canadian wheat exports fron 1976/77

to 1g78/7g.11 tf transportation ü¡as a serious constraint, as suggested by

the ClfBrs purchase of hopper cars, bhe policy of pricing export sales in

U.S. dollars probably was successful in maximizing producen returns. If

11Hon. Jean-Luc Pepin,
to the Saskatchewan !{heat Pool
Saskatchewan, Nov. 20. 1980.

Minister of Transportation, in an address
Annual Meeting of Delegates, 1980. RegÍna,
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the Ïfheat Board had chosen to use the devaluation in the Canadian dollar

to undercut U.S. prices, Canada would have assumed the role of price

leader with t,he U.S. following suit. Consequently, Canadian producers

would have suffered a decline in domestic price without receiving any

benefit through increased exports.

The result of the CWBrs pricing policy was that Canadian narket

share did not increase as the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate increased. Figure 3

plots Cdn./U.S. wheat exports and the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate over the

1970/71 lo 1983/84 period. Relative exporb volumes are used in place of

absolute levels in order to separate changes in the Cdn./U.S. relationship

from general deviations in world wheat trade.

In examining Figure I, it is obvious that Canadian wheat exporls

did not increase relative to U.S. exports as the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate

increased. If anything, the ovenall relationship appears to be negative;

however, there are certain instances where changes in Cdn./U.S. exports do

appear to coincide with changes in the Cdn.,/U.S. exchange rate. Although

a weak relationship could be postulated, these paralIel movements may be

better explained by variations in suppJ-y and demand.

For exanple, between 1972/73 and 1973/74, Cdn.,/U.S. wheat exports

and lhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate declined simultaneously. The reduction in

t,he Cdn.,/U.S. narket share r{as more likely due to a difference in storage

stocks and productive capacity than to a change in the exchange rate. Af

the beginning of the 1972/73 crop year, U.S. wheat stocks exceeded

Canadian leveIs by 8.6 nillion tonnes. 12 This ]arge difference v¡as partly

due to Canadars LIFT progran, which was instit,uted in 1971 to take land

12l,lheaü market statistics are included in Appendix A.
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out of production and reduce storage stocks. As wheat prices began to

escalate in 1973, the U.S. capi0alized on its exisling storage stocks and

huge productive capacity in order to outpace Canadian wheat exports.

A second example of a parallel movenent bebween export ratios and

the exchange rate took place between 1975/76 and 1976/77. Declining

prices led the U.S. to reduce wheat exports throughout this period re-

sulted in an increase in Cdn./U.S. export ratio. This was compounded by a

dranatic increase in the exportable surplus of bolh Argentina and

Australia which cut into markets previously served by fhe U.S..

Argentinafs exports increased fron 3.1 million tonnes Ln 1975/76 to 5.8

million tonnes in 1976/77. Australian exports j.ncreased at a l-ower raEe,

rising fron 8.2 Eo 9.T million tonnes.

The final period to be considered covers 1981/82 Lo 1982/83. The

behavior of the Cdn./U.S. export ratio during bhis period can largely be

explained by Soviet purchases. Following the U.S. enbargo in 1980, the

U.S.S.R. began to rely nore heavily on Canada for its wheat supply. U.S.

exports to fhe U.S.S.R. fel1 from 6.9 niltion tonnes in 1981/82 Lo 3.0

nillion tonnes in 1982/83. Meanwhile, Canadian exports to the U.S.S.R.

greb¡ fron 4.8 to 7.0 million tonnes. In total, the U.S.S.R.rs purchasqs

resulted in a net shift of 6.1 million bonnes of wheat from the U.S. to

Canada.

This cursory examination of the world wheat market can be sumned

up by the following hypofhesis. Canadars domestic price of wheab is

directly related to the Cdn./U.S. exchange rale, but Canadian wheat ex-

ports are Iargely unrelabed to bhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate. It is

inportant bo recall, however, that the trade side of the question does not

encompass the full impact of an exchange rate ehange. A second linkage

Iies between the exchange rate and the cost of producing wheat. More
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specifically, the question can be reduced down to estinating how a change

in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate wiIl inpact on the price Canadian wheaL

producers pay for individual factor inputs.

Appealing to the raw of one price,l3 it seens plausible that any

factor lnput enjoying free trade between Canada and the U.S. should be

directly affecled by a change in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate. Fertilizer,

farn machinery, refined petroleun products and formulated agricultural

chenicals represent four agricultural inputs which are traded in sone forn

between Canada and bhe U.S..14 TabIe 1 records the total value of

Canadian-U.S. trade in these four inputs over the past three years. In

1983, Canada enjoyed a positive balance in ferüilizer trade of $604 mi1-

lion. Total nel trade in refÍned petroleum products for bhe same period

stood at $1.857 biIlion, which is more than three tines the fertilizer

balance. For the other two inpuls,' Canada recorded trade defÍcibs. Neb

Canadian imports of U.S. farm machinery during 1983 totalled 9867 million,

which is equivalent to 42 percent of the total amount of machinery depre-

ciation charged by Canadian far¡ners during that y""".15 MeanwhiLe, the

net imported value of agricultural chenicals reached $168 miIli-on, or 35

percent of the total Canadian farn expenditure on chemical products.

13n.c. Bressrer and R.A.
Trade. (New York: John I'Iiley &

King, Markets. Prices. and Interregional
Sons Inc., 1970), pp. 87-89.

14Ferti.l-izer, machinery and petroleum products nove between Canada
and fhe U.S. without tariffs or quotas. However, fornulated agricultural
chemicals can only be imported by manufacturers, and are usually very
specialized in nabure (i.e., not general 1y applicable to wheaf
production).

15st"ti"lics Canada, Farm
202, 1983, p. 43.

12

Net Income 1983, Cafalogue Number 21-



Table 1

Value of Canadian/U.S. Trade

ClassificaLion 1 981 1982 1 983

Canadian $pqþt a

Fertilizer
Farn Machinery
Petroleum Products
Agricultural Chenicals

-Canq¡lian Inports Þ
FertiLizer
Farn Machinery
Petroleun Products
Agricultural Chemicals

Net Canadian Tracþ:
Fertilizer
Farm Machinery
Petroleun Products
AgriculturaL Chenicals

940,607
798,676

1,ggT ,455
620

150,553
2, 1 36, 440

74,283
129,856

790,054
-1,337 ,764

1 ,813 ,17 2' 
-129,236

750,451
566,891

1r793,317
4,032

137 ,693
1,547 ,045

61,596
171 ,946

612,758
-980, i54

1 ,731 ,721
-167 ,964

775 ,122
49z,o6l

1rgg7 ,381
6,697

17 1 ,065
1 ,349 1475

140,832
1 74, 844

604,o5T
-957,414

1 ,762,318
-168.154

aStaLislics Canada, Eports. I Conmodity, Catalogue Number 65-004,
December 1 983.

bsU.ti"tics Canada, Imports I Connodity, Catalogue Nunber 65-007,
Decenber 1983.
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As is the case for most products, the U.S. is Canadars rnost in-

portant trading partner in terms of agricultural inputs. During 1983, 62

percent of Canadats world trade in fertil-izer was carried on with the

U.S.. Other inputs exceed bhis 1eveI, with fhe U.S. accounting for 80

percent of Canadars world lrade in agricultural chenicals, 89 percent of

agricultural machinery and 95 percenb of Canadats tobal trade in petroleun

products" The strength of the relationships between bhe Canadian price of

agriculbural inputs and Lhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate depends not only on

the level of trade but also on the structure and pricing behavior of the

individual factor input narkets. Each market behaves in a different way

and as such, ùransmission of exchange rate shocks will vary bet,ween pro-

ducts.

Thus far only directly traded commodities have been considered.

By extending the discussion, a third linkage, nanely, the indirect'effect

on non-traded goods, can be included. In an open econony such as

Canadafs, a curency depreciation is bound to have domestlc price effects.

Prices increases have an ongoing inpact on the rate of inflation (througn

fornal v¡age agreenents) and as such, nay either create or sustain an

environment of inflalionary expecbations.l6 A change in the exchange nate

will indirectly affect the price of all inpuls, not just those which are

traded.

The causati-on beLween domestic inflation, interest rates and ex-

change rates presents a very difficult empirical question. Il is hard

enough to determine the direction of causation, let alone the speed and

16C.C. Thiessen, rf The Canadian Experience with Monetary
Targettingtt, â paper presented to the International Conference on Monetary
Targetting, sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, New York,
May 2-5, 1)82, p. 13.
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size of response, given that boüh exchange rales and prices are constantly

in motíon.l7 The problem is further exacerbated by bhe fact that monetary

authorities tend to combat exchange and inflationary novements by nanipu-

1aûing of bhe same ¡nonetary aggregates.

The traditional view of nonetary t,argetLing stresses thab policy

nakers should be indifferent to movenents in the exchange rate. However,

continued downward pressure on the Canadian dollar and a growing concern

over imported inflation resulted in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rabe recei-ving

an increased weight in the conduct of Canadian monetary policy. 18 Since

1978 bhere has been a series of exchange rate changes which the Bank of

Canada has attempted to moderate. !'Ihen interest rates go up abroad,

Canadian interest rates tend to foIlow. Current policy at bhe Bank of

Canada is to react t,o internatj.onal pressure by allowing some of the

impact to faLl on domestic interest rates and some on the exchange rate.19

Interest rates represent a fourth linkage to the macroeconony and

are of particular concern to agriculture. Estinates for western Canada

show that in 1983, inlerest accounted for approxinately 16 percent of

total operatlng costs.20 There can be litfle doubt that the connection

between interest and exchange rates is inportant i¿hen discuséing ùhe net

incone of western Canadian wheat producers. At this point, our discussion

has cone full circle: once the impacts ofmonetary shocks on the wheal

17p.¡1. Kenen and C. Pack,
Ad iustnent Process. Occasional

-

Thirty, 19E0), p. 3.

Exchange Rates, Do¡nestic Prices and lhe
Paper No. 1. (New York: The Group of

18c.c. Thiessen, op.cÍË. r p. 11.

19pept. of Finance, ItForeign Exchange Market Intervention in
Canadatr, a report submitted to the Ïtorking Group on Exchange Market
rntervention of the Economic summitr Ottawa, canada, sept. 1982, p. 9.

20St.¿i"tics Canada, Farm Net Incone 1983, op.cit., p. 47.
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narket, the Ínput markels and interest rates have been considered, it

should be possibte to make a comprehensive statement about producer in-

come.

The struclure of the wheat narket forces an individual. producer to

act as price taker. If ühe Cdn.,/U.S. exchange rate changes, the Canadian

donestic price of wheat will change in the sane direction. Wheat exports,

on the other hand, are hypothesized to renain largely unaffected. The

iesult is thal a change in fhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate wiII have a direct

inpact on gross revenue. However, since it is net revenue rather than

gross nevenue which affecbs an individual producerts welfare, changes in

both the price of factor inputs and interest rates must also be accounted

for.

Any cost or benefit derived from a monetary shock wil-I be absorbed

by producer income. If producers perceive monetary changes to be transi-

tory, the impact nay be limit,ed to a short run variation in income. The

probable result is that producers wiLl nake a short run adjustment in

personal consumption and operating expenditure. However, if producers

come to view monetary adjustments as a pernanenl phenomenon, the value of

fixed assets and industry strucbure may also be affecbed.

Although t,hè preceding discussion has revolved around an indivi-

dual producerfs welfare, the inportance of t,his issue is far broader.

lfheat producbion is not only the nainstay of western Canadian agriculture

but is also a significant contributor to Canadars balance of payments. Tn

1983, wheat exports produced $4.6 billion in foreign earnings, which is

equivalent to 48 percent of bhe total value of Canadats agricultural

16



exports.2l F"or these figures, if is elear that wheat and wheat producers

conprise an important conponent of the Canadian econony.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Study

The nonetary regime adopted by lhe Canadian government has a

direct effect on exchange rates, interest rates and inflalion. Although

the relationship between monelary variables and Canadats macroeconony is

fairly well defined, the connections between these variables and indivi-

dual sectors of the economy are not well understood. The assunption bhab

a nacroecononic effect is equal to a sun of its partsr mâJ/ be very mis-

leading. I,lhat is deened t,o be beneficial for the econony in general may

not be beneficial for every subsector. this is not to say thal every

subsector should receive individual atbention in the policy process, but

bhe differences which exist should at least be recognized.

The unique position of Canadian wheat producers make lhem an

interesting sector for examination. Not only is the net revenue of wheat

producers affected by nonetary policy, but lhese inpacts are often

inpossible to guard against. Under certain conditions, nonetary shocks

will work to bhe benefit of Canadian wheat producers. However,

alternalive cases can be perceived whereby Canadian wheat producers will

suffer declines in net revenue.

From a policy standpoint, it is important bo determine exactly

whaf inpact a change in Canadars nonetary poliey exerts on the net revenue

of Canadian wheat producers. In order to achieve this general goal, four

specific objectives are:

2lPersonaI correspondence with Mike Shumsky, Statistics Canada,
May 23, 1985.
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1. to exanine the theoretical relationship between nonetary
variables and the Canadj-an wheat industry;

2. to build an econometric nodel which can be used to estimate
the impact of monetary shocks;

3. to use the estinated model to simulate how the net revenue of
wheat producers is affected by changes in monetary policy; and

4. to analyze the results of the simulations in order to provide
poIÍcy prescriptions.

The scope of bhis research has been linibed so as to be concerned

only with short run incone vari.abions. Although long run equilibriums

exist in eeononic theory, it can be argued that we never actualJ-y aftain

them. In order for a long run equilibrium to occur, aI1 economic vari-

ables must equal their expected values. The unlikelihood óf such a situa-

tion neans that, ühe economy j-s constanbly operaling in fhe short run.

Liniting the discussion to short run incone varj-ations also has a practi--

cal attraction in that it precludes the necessi.ty of diseussing êapital

asset values or structural change.

The problen is further limited by including only wheat pro-

duction. Since very few western Canadian farms are nestricted solely to

wheat, it may seenmore reasonable to accon¡nodate all crops nabher than

Iimiting bhe discussion. However, in order to accornplish such a task, bhe

idiosyncrasies of nunerous comnodity markets and fhe possibilit,y of sub-

slitution between crops would have to be examined. Therefore, it was

decided that the problem would be simplified fo include only wheat, wlth

net revenue stated on a per hectare basis.

Exctuding a1t crops obher than wheat will obviously reduce the

generality of bhe nesulbs. However, we should not loose sighb of the fact

thaf wheat is the nosf import,ant, crop in western canada. rn 1983, wheat

comprised 57 percent of total western Canadian crop receipts. t'lhen
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examined on a Canada-wide basis, wheat aecounted for approximabeLy 42

percent of total crop receipfs.

Fron the outset, ib is recognized t,hat it, will be difficult bo

separate monetary effects fron what are termed to be real (supply and

denand) pressures. For g¡¡ampl€¡ il is very hard bo identify exactly what

proportion of exports are due to an exchange rate change when world con-

sunption and production patterns for wheat are changing simultaenously.

Finally, since bhis study presupposes monetary flexibility, the period of

analysis will range from Canadats adoption of flexible rates in 1970 up to

the second quarter of 1984.

1.3 Organization of the Study

The remainder of this study is divided into six sections. Chapter

II reviews the related Ilteralure. Chapter III presents a theoretical

discussion ranging fron the deternination of exchange rates to the in-

direct impact of exchange rates on the factor input markets. Chapter IV

provides a concept,ual framework for the model, while Chapfer V includes

lhe model specification and estination. Chapter VI ouflines the modelling

scenarios and provides an analysis of bhe resulls. The seventh and final

chapter presents a surunary of the thesis, wifh special reference to poliey

implicat,ions.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEI'I OF RELATED LTTERATURE

Prior to the 1970rs, agriculture was basically modelLed as a

closed systen. Agricultural economists generally eategorized their dis-

cipline within the sphere of microeconomics, and as such, tended to

divorce themselves from nacroecononic considerations.22 In the early

1970rs, the world econony experienced a nunber of structural changes which

brought into question the independent treatmenb of agriculture within

eeonomic model-s. Two of the more significant sbructural changes included

a 52 percent j-ncrease 23 in the real value of agricuttural trade between

1971 and 1974, as htell as amove away fron fixed exchange rates toward a

systen of managed flexibility.

As the structure of the world economy changed, so did its perfor-

mance. Supply shocks during the early 1970fs led to speculation that the

flexible exchange rate systen may in fact be contributing to instability.

In an insightful paper, Schuh 24 exanined the relationship between exchange

rates and U.S. agriculture. The basic contention of his paper was thab

22e,.f. McCaÌIa,'rlmpact of Macroeconomic Policies Upon
Agricultural Trade and International Agricultural Developmentrr, AJAE, VoI.
64, Dec. 1982, p. 861.

23The reat value of agricultural trade was derived by devaluing
the current dollar value of world agricultural trade by the U.S. consumer
price index. The source of fhis infornation was: Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nalions, FAO Trade Tearbook--1977, Vo1. 37
(Rome: Food and Agriculture Organizati-on, 1978), p. 38; and u.s. Bureau
of commerce. Statistical Abstracts of the United States--1985 (l'Iashingt'on
D.C.: U.S. Government Prinaln* 0ffice, 1984¡, p. 467.

24n.C. Schuh, rrThe Exchange Rate and U.S. Agriculturetr, AJAE, VoI.
56, Feb. 1974, pp. 1-12.
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exchange rates play a significant role in explaining both agrieultural

trade and the value of agricultural resources.

Schuh argued lhab t,he U.S. dollar glas over-valued throughout most

of the 1950ts and 1960fs. The resull was an increase in the price of U.S.

conmodities as expressed in foreign currency. As the importerts price for

U.S. comnodities increased, the foreign demand for U.S. products began to

disappear. This occurred despibe the fact that new technology was in-

creasing the effÍciency and output of U.S. agricultural. The end result

was that the U.S. producers failed lo capitalize on technologieal pro-

gress. Instead, the benefits of technology were transferred to foreign

and donestic consuners through .a reduction in food priees.

The autonomous decrease in commodity prices which occured as a

result of an overvalued U.S. dollar was a powerful incentive for techno-

logical ehange. Faced with deci-ining prices, producers r.Iere forced to

i.ncrease outpuf in order bo maintain their revenue position. Research

institutes responded to the call for higher yields and a steady flow of

new technology was developed. Research and exlensj.on focused primarily on

land augmenting inputs such as seed, fertil-izer and chemicals. Labour

augmenting capital was not researched as extensively since it was vi-ewed

as being a Less effective way of increasing ouput.
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!{hen the U.S. dollar bras finally adjusüed25 .g"ioultural prices

(as expressed in fhe importersf currency) began to falI. If Schuhfs

interpretation is correct, the devaluation of the U.S. dollar led lo an

incneased demand for U.S. agricullural commodiiies ¡hich helped to spur

ühe nid-1973 rise in agricu]tura1 prices. Alfhough Schuh recognizes the

importance of other factors such as weaLher and t,he failure of the

Peruvian fishmeal industry, he stresses that the role of exchange rates

should not be ignored.

The argunent posed in this study is opposite to the one put for-

ward by Schuh. I'Ihen viewed from the context of Lhe underlying econonic

conditions, the Canadian dollar is currently trading at a very weak posi-

tion relative to ühe U.S. dolIar. If this is the case, the Canadian wheal

industry may be subject to structural pressures opposite to those

described in Schuhrs discussion of induced technological change. If a

depreciation in the value of the Canadian dollar affords Canadian wheat

pnoducers an increased return, it may also allow Lhen to adopt a Iess

efficient mode of produetion. In other words, producers may not be forced

to make ühe adjustments which should occur as a result of economj-c pnes-

sure.

Schuhrs article stinulated a good deal of research. In 1976,

Kost 26 reviewed the theory associated with the brade impacts of a currency

25tn first devaluation had ifs origin on August 15, 1971 when ühe
U.S. announced bhat it r,ras suspending convertibility of dollars into go1d.
In Decenber 1971, menbers of the IMF realigned their currencies, wilh the
U.S. dollar being devalued 8.57 percent vis-a-vis go1d. In February 1973,
the U.S. devalued their curency again, this time bhe U.S. doll-ar dropped
by approxinately 10 percent relative to other hard currencies.

26W.g. Kost, trEffects of Exchange Rafe Change on AgriculturaL
Tradeff, Agricultural Econonics Research, Vo1.28, No. 3, July 1976r PP.
99- 1 06
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devaluation. In fhab article, Kost argued that agricultural economists

had been guilty of nisapplying theory, and that the importance of exchange

rates had been overemphasized. In attempbing to prove his hypolhesis,

Kost nade use of a sinple two country one comnodity trade modeI.

Agricultural products are generally characlerized to have low

elasticities of supply and demand, and as a result, Kost was able to

demonsfrate that a devaluation in an exporterts currency shouJ-d generate a

larger change in prÍce than in quantity. Kost theorized lhab the exchange

rale effect on volune is relatively snall and lhat any change in the

comnodity price will be limited to the percentage change in t,he exchange

rate. Since the nain reaction to an exchange rate change is captured by

price, it seems reasonable that any trade barcier whieh isolates a domes-

bic market from the worl-d priee should serve to restrict the exchange rate

effect. This is equivalent to sayÍng that trade barriers reduce Lhe

amount by which exchange rates shift the export supply and inport demand

curves

Response to Schuhrs article $ras not Iimifed to the theoretical

issues presented by Kost. Vellianitis-Fidas 27 sel- out to estimate whether

bhe devaluation of the U.S. dollar had altered the quantiby of agricul-

tural products exported out of ühe U.S. Using an econometric model, bhe

author demonstrated that exchange nates were not significant in explaining

the variation in U.S. agricultural exports. Although this may be sonewhat

surprising, Vellianitis-Fidas clained t,hat the results are not counter

27 1,. Vetlianitis-Fidas, rrThe Impacb of Devaluation on U.S.
Agricultural Exportsrtt Agricultural Econonics @þ, VoI. 28, No. 3,
July 1!76, pp. 107-116.
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Íntuibive

work.

when eonsidered in conjunction with Kostts theorefical

Vellianifis-Fidas presented two arguments in defense of her re-

sults. The first was thab barciers to trade isolafe import denand. The

second was that the maxinum amount by which denand can shift is timited by

the size of the devaluation, and that the actual U.S. dollar devaluation

was less t,han bhe official U.S. dollar devaluation vis-a-vis gotd. Given

that nany currencies nove in concert with bhe U.S. dollar, the demand

curve for U.S. exports should be expected to shiff less if we consider

only the actual U.S. dollar devaluations.

Both Kost and Vellianibis-Fidas refute Schuhrs hypothesis thaf the

devaluabion of the U.S. dollar had a significant impact on U.S. agricul-

tural trade. However, both authors concede that t,he price of U.S. agri-

cultural commodities nay have been affected by currency changes. In a

subsequent article, Johnson, Grennes and Thursby2S fo"used attention spe-

cifically on the price effect of an exchange rate change. The intent of

Johnson et alrs article was to estimate what portion of the early 1970ts

increase in wheat prices was attributable to the devaluation of the U.S.

dollar. Other variables, which provide alternate expi-anations include:

the tariff poJ-icies of the EEC and Japan, trade controls on the part of

Canada and Ausfrali-a, as well as U.S. transport policies which t,end to

distort ocean freight nates.

A trade model was specified, which isolated the effect of the

aforenentioned variables. The model disfinguished trade flows by place of

ori-gin, which added a sense of realisn to the analysis. In the world

28p.n. Johnson, T. Grennes
Trade Controls and Donestic l.lheat
619-627 .

and M. Thursby, ttDevaluation Foreign
Prices,rr AJAE, VoI. 59,. Nov. 1977, pp.
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wheat market, importers differentiate between export,ing nations for tech-

nical as well as polifical reasons. Consequently, it is not uncommon for

an importer to purchase from a nunber of different export sources.

The results of Johnson et alrs nodel suggest that a 10 percent

devaluation of the U.S. dollar (relative to bhe German mark and Japanese

yen) caused the price of U.S. wheat to increase by a maxlnun of 7.1

percent. As a result, Johnson et al conclude that exchange rates contri-

buted to the ri.se.in U.S. wheat prices during bhe 1973-74 period, but that

fheir effect should not be overstated. During the sane period, Japan and

the EEC reduced their import tariffs, which served to increase the world

demand for wheat. A second change was t,hat Canada and Australia imple-

mented two-price systens for wheat. Subsidization of doraesfic prices

increased local consumptÍon, and reduced the amount of wheat moving into

the export markeb. As a result, the international wheat market faced

upward pressure on prices. Given the small size of the domestic market,s

in both Canada and Australia, and the inelasticity of demand, if is doubt-

fu1 that bhe resulbing change in domestic use had any noticeable impact on

the international price of wheat.

Shipping costs are another variable which are thought to have had

an impact on wheat, prices during lhe 1973-74 period. Ships operating

under U.S. registry are known to charge higher rates due to U.S. construc-

tion costs and operating restricliorr".29 These U.S. ships depend on cargo

preference laws (i.e., P.L.480 and Russian shipments) for survival. A

Iarge proportion of the increase in exports which occurred during 1973-74

period was destined for the U.S.S.R.; consequently, these shipments served

29 ¿.r. BinkJ-ey
Rates for Grains: An
1981, p. 48.

and B. Harrer, rrMajor Determinants of Ocean Freighf
Econornetric Analysisrr, AJAE, VoI. 63, February,
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to increase the average ocean shipping cost. Between 1972-73 and 1973-74,

the average U.S. ocean freight rate increased by nore than 200 percent.3o

As freight rates increased, the price received by exporters decreased.

Johnson et al conclude thab U.S. shipping policy nay have exerted a nega-

bive impact on U.S. wheat prices which was aL least as great as the

positive impact caused by the devaluation of ühe U.S. dollar.

In the second section of their article, Johnson et al analyze the

structural pressure created by increased wheat prices. The nesults of

Floydts land price modeI3l r¿ere used to establish a relationship belween

the price of Iand and the price of wheat. In order lo facilifafe such a

conparison, the authors rely on two questionable assumptions. The first

assumption is that the donestic price of U.S. wheat can be used as a proxy

for average U.S. agricultural prices. The second assunption is lhat land

values are influenced only by the gross value of crop production.

Floyd's model predicls that the value of land will change by a

factor of 1.5 to 3 times the change in product pnice. Using the para-

melers estimated in their nodel, Johnson et al predict that a 10 percent

devaluation will cause wheat prices to increase by approximately 7 per-

cent. The increased wheat prices brought about by a 10 percent devalua-

tion will subsequently cause land rental nates to increase from 10.5 Lo 21

percent. l,Ihen Johnson et aI compared lhe predicted increase in land

3oFooa and Agriculture Organizalion of fhe United Nations, F.A.O.
Tearbook--1983 (Rone: Food and Agriculture Organization, 1984J;F;TradeT

3irfoyd used a six equation
between U.S. agricultural prices and
Effects of Farm Price Supports on
Agriculturê," @, Vol. 73, 1965, pp.

model to estinate lhe relabionship
lhe price of 1and. J.E. Floyd, ItThe

the Returns to Land and Labor in
1 48-58.
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values to the actual- increase, they conclude ühal the nodel over-esti.nates

the relationship.32

According t,o Johnson et al, the actual daba are inconslstent with

Schuhts contention that curency devaluations have a major inpact on fhe

value of the fixed factors of production (tand). Although not acknow-

ledged by the authors, the evidence provided by Johnson et aI may in fact

support Schuhts contention. The theory of Iand bid mode1s,33 tells us

that land rental rates are responsive to net revenue rather than gross

revenue (producl price). The early 1970ts $¡as a period of escalating

inpub prices. A very importanl part of the problen is omitted if we

inelude only product prices. Ib is interesting to note lhat Floydrs

coefficients, which later becane an important part of Johnson et alts

analysi-s I"Iere estinated during the early 1960ts when input prices r^¡ere

reasonably constant. Had Johnson et al re-estinated. these coefficients

for bhe early 1970rs, they nay have found quite differenb resuLts.

The foregoing debate on exchange rate effects was brought, into

focus by Chanbers and Just.34 The divergence of nesults which emerged

fron lhe various studies posed a puzzlLng problem. The original article

32fotlowing the 1971 deval-uation, wheal prices rose 7 percent,
while land values increased 4.5 percent. The devaluation prior Lo 1973-74
was followed by a rise in wheat prices of 19 percent with land up 13.1
percent.

330n" example of these models is lf.F. Lee, rrA Capital Budgeting
ModeIforEva1uatingFarmRea1EstatePurchases'',@FarmEcononics,
Vol. 11, No. 3, 1976, pp. 1-10.

34n.C. Cha¡nbers and R.E. Just, rrA Cribique of Exchange Rate
Treatment in Agriculfural Trade Models'r, AJAE, VoI. 61, l(ay 1979, pp. 250-
257.
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by Schuh and a subsequent one by Fletcher, Just and Schnitz35 suggest that

exchange rates are an inportant deterninant of agricultural prices. Mean-

while, Kost, Vellianitis-Fidas and Johnson et aI have shown counter

exanples whereby exchange rates have a reduced effect. Based on their

review of the problem, Chambers and Just speculate that the divergence in

results nay be due to differences in bhe specification of demand and

supply equations within the various ¡aodels.

The studies conducted by Vellianitis-Fidas, Kost and Johnson et al

assune that the excess denand for wheat is solely a function of its own

price. This is contrary to neoclassical theory which designates that

denand is a function of incone and all other related prices rather than

just one specific price. Chanbers and Justrs basie contention is that

both price and income effects should be included when estinating an ex-

change rate induced shift in excess denand. If an exporter devalues its
currency, the inporterrs incone wilI increa"".36 ïn a case where the

income effect is large enough, there is no reason to believe that the

change in comnodity price musl be liniled by the magnitude of change in

the exchange rate.

Chanbers and Just draw upon a hypothesis originally pul forward by

Orcuft3T in order to provide a pragnatic approach to the problem. If we

JJS.M. Fletcher, R.E. Just and A. Schmitz, ttThe Inpact of Exchange
Rates and Other Factors on North Anerican I'Jheat Export Demandrr, Forld Foo4
Crisis: Issueq and Policy Alternatives. Ed. Gordon, C. Rausser.
(Ansterdan: NorLh Holland Publishing Co., forthcoming), as cited in R.G.
Chanbers and R.E. Just, op. cit.

36tfri" is true only when large proportion of goods is traded. The
Canadian-U.S. conparison represents a good exanple.

37C.H. Orcutt, rrMeasurenent of Price Elasùicities in International
Trade,rr Review of Economics and Statistics, VoI. 32, 1950, pp. 1178-32,
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assune that exchange rate effects differ fron price effects, both bhe

exchange rate and price should be specified as separate regressors. As

noted by Chambers and Jus!, recent research by Fletcher, Just and Schniüz

apply these techniques (exchange rate as a separate regressor) to the

wheat market. The resul-ts are reported to indicate lhat exchange rates

have had a dranatic effect on both bhe price and export volune of U.S.

wheat.

The nanner in which exchange rates inpact on donestic prices was

further discussed by Bredahl, Meyers and Co11ins.38 This work questions

fhe validity of the assunption thaf bhere is perfect prlce transmission

between U.S. export prices and the donestic price in foreign countries.

Price transnission parameters are usually bounded by zero and one. Under

the classical assumplion of perfect market clearing, the price trans-

mission parameter is set equal- to one. However, Bredahl et aI found that

when governnents insulate lheir domestic price from prices established in

the world markel the estinate of price transnission may be aL or very near

Eo zero. There is strong evidence that nany of the major trading coun-

fries insulate lheir internal prices. Given fhis infornation Bredahl et

a1 argue thal calculating a weighted price transmission elasticity based

on assumed supply and denand elasticities while neglecting foreign price

adjustnen¡39 wiIl obviously nesult in an overestimate of elastlcity.

At lhis point, the formal revj-ew of received literature is com-

plete. I{hat is now required j-s that we abstract fron the findings of the

38M.g. Bredahl, i,I.H. Meyers and K.J. Collins, tfThe Elasticily of
Foreign Denãnd for U.S. Agricultural Products: The Importance of Price
Transmission Elasticity", A¡|.¡!E, Vo1. 61, 1979, pp. 58-63.

39This fype of elasticity calculation is used in P.R. Johnson,
ffThe Elasticify of Foreign Demand for U.S. Agricultural Productsr', !|$,Vol. 59, 1977. pp. 619-627.
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cifed llteralure i.n order to explain the problem at hand. There appears

to be three inportant onissions in the existing body of literature,

especially when viewed fron a Canadian context.

The first onission is that the sinple trade nodels used in most of

the aforementioned studies fail to account for the interaction between

exporters. Under a regime of floating exchange rates, it is nof only the

U.S. dollar which is changing in value" All other hard currencies ¡nay

also be experieneing a simultaneous revaluation. For example, a change in

the value of the U.S. doIIar relative to a bundle of foreign currencies

may be quÍbe different from a change which takes place in the Cdn./U.S.

exchange rate.

If Canada and fhe U.S. actually behave as pri.ce conpetitors, then

it is possible bhat a devaluation in the U.S. dollar nay not result in an

increase in U.S. narket share. For this to occur, the Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate would have to increase nore than bhe U.S. dollar devalues. Although

the export price of U.S. wheal as expressed in foreign currency would

fall, the increase in t,he Cdn./U.S. exchange rate would cause the Canadian

export price (as expressed in foreign currency) to faLl below the already

depressed U.S. price. The end result is that if relative market share

changes at all, it should shift in Canadafs favour.

However, if Canada actually selIs wheat by matching the U.S. price

(as hypothesized in Chapter One), bhe ratio between Canadian and U.S.

wheat prices as expressed in U.S. dollars will renain relatj.vely constant.

Given this, there is no economÍc reason why relative narket share will

change. Instead of affecting rel-ative narket shares, a change in the

Cdn./U.S. exehange rate wi-ll create a divergence in the donesfic price of

wheat between the two countries
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A second area of onission is in the way the impact of exchange

rate changes are assessed. Discussion of exchange rate inpacts are typi-

cally linited to export price and volume. Despite the fact that ühese

effects are nost obvious, they may not be lhe nost important. Input costs

nust be included before a conprehensive statenent is possible.

The foregoing critj-cisn is justified if we view ühe problem fron a

Canadian context. In the case of U.S" wheat production (r¡hich forns the

base for the previously cited studies), the prices of factor inputs such

as fertilizer, machinery and agricultural chenicals are deternined dones-

tically and as such are largely isolated from exchange rate changes. In

Canadars case, the same conclusion does not hoId" Given fhat a large

proportion of the inputs used by Canadian wheat producers are eifher pro-

duced or priced in the U.S., a change in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate is

theoretically expected to effect both input prices as !ìIe1l- as'output

pri.ces.

The idea thaf exchange rates affect all input, prices equally nay

be a misnoner. As Isard40 poi-nts out, when conmodities are examined on an

individual basis, the effect of an exchange rate change nay vary. At bhe

nost disaggregated leveI, bhe 1aw of one price cannot be'counted on to

naintain equivalent prices. This is particularly true for markets such as

fertitizer and agricultural chenicals. Within these narkets, perfect

conpetifion does not exist; bherefore, it is not surprising that cornmodiüy

arbitrage persists between Canada and the U.S.. In other words, a change

40p. Isard, trHoûr Far Can I,Ie Push the Lai+ of One Pricetr. American
Econonj-c Review, Vo1. 29, Dee. lgTg, pp. 942-948. Although Isaffiffi
ñEiderffiËe a pioneer in this area, his work does draw upon a
previous study by Irving B. Kravis and Robert E. Lipsey, rrPrice
Competitiveness in !üorId Traderr, The, National Bureal+ ol Economig Research
Studies in International Econonic Relations, VoI. 16, 1971.
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Ín the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate nay not necessarily be natched by a change

in the Cdn./U.S. price of factor inputs.41

The third and final omission to be discussed is in regard to the

endogenous nature of exchange rates. The Iast few years have yielded

convincing evi-dence of how inportanf the exchange rate can be to the

overall econony. Changes in exchange rates have a strong influence on

inflation, trade and economic growth. Most countries have an exchange

rate policy, in the sense that they cannot afford to be indifferent to

where the exchange rate is going. Exchange rate novements are generally

accounted for wiühin an overall econonic strat"gy.42

UntiI recently, studies wÍt,hin agriculture such as Schuh,

Vellianitias-Fidas, and Johnson et al have tended to treat exchange rates

as exogenous factors. In a 1982 study, Chambers and Just,43 specify a

model whereby agricultural brade and lhe value of the U.S. dollar (ex-

change rate) are endogenously deternined. The exchange rate equation

included in the Chanbers and Just model can be broadly described as mone-

tarist in nature. The independent variables r¿hich appear in the equation

are: the discount rate, fhe general price IeveI, as r.Iell as a lagged

variable which represents the balance of paynents.

Chambers and Just use their model bo examine how changes in the

level of donestic credit (i.e., money supply) affects the value of ühe

41C.1. Carter and N. Hanllton, rrThe Law of One price in Wheat
Inputsrr, unpublished paper, University of Manitoba, 1984.

42O. Emminger, Exchange Rate PoIicy Reconsj-dered. Occasion paper
No. 10. (New York: The Group of Thirty, 1982), pp. 1-2.

43n.C. Chambers and R.E. Just, rfAn Investigation of lhe Effect of
Monetary Facbors on Agri.culture:, Journal of Monetary Econonics. Vol. 9,
1982, pp. 235-247.
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U.S. dollar and its subsequent inpacb on agri-cultural trade. The results

suggest that a 10 pereent reduclion j-n domestic credit eventually leads to

a 17 percent increase in the export price of U.S. wheat. Although

Chambers and Just nake sone progress toward addressing the issue of nacro-

economic shocks, the authors recognize EhaE they have linked the agricul-

tural sector to only one of a nunber of inportant monetary variables.

Ïfith IÍttle doubt, the effects reported here would be
nagnified if obher linkages lrere speci-fied. For example, fhe
leveI of fhe discount rate and the corresponding level of
interest rates deternine to a large extent the amount farmers
borrow to finance either the purchase of new land and
equipnent or the actual planting of crops. Such effectst
coupled with those already noted fhrough the exchange rate,
nay be too large to be ignored and nay, in fact, nagnify
considerably the results obtained here.44

The omÍssion of interest and inflation rates fron fhe problen nay prove

far from trivial, since these variables have a direct inpact on the cost

of producing wheat

Over the past 10 years, a good deal of work has been devoted to

studying the inpact of exchange rates on agriculture, but most of bhis

research has concentrated on the U.S. narket and is not designed to ana-

lyze lhe problen fron a Canadj.an perspective. When the possible faiLure

of the law of one price in the factor input markeCs is conbined with lhe

nacroecononic interacLions between exchange rates, inlerest rates and

inflation rates, some interesting questions emerge.

1. I,Ihat is the nature of bhe relationship which exists between
monefary variables and wheat production?

2. How will changes in nonetary variables effect fhe net revenue
of Canadian wheat producers?

!{ith bhese questions in mind, it is possible to proceed wibh the

lheoietical- framework and model specification.
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CHAPTER IIT

THEORETICAL FRAME}JORK

This chapter presents a conceptual framework for assessing the

effecb of nonetary shocks. The first section provides a brief overview of

exchange rate deternination. Following this a description of two finan-

cial-equilibriun nodels which are widely used in forecasting exchange

rates will be presented. The third and fourth sections discuss ûhe link-

ages between money supply, interest rates, exchange rates and do¡nestic

prices. The final sections address how nonetary shocks impact on the

factor input and output narkets, which direcüIy affect the neb revenue of

Canadian wheat producers.

3.1 Deternination of Exchange Rates

As in nost macroecononic theories, there does not appear to be any

one definitive proposition regarding exchange rate deterninalion, A1-

though economj-sts generally agree that exchange rates are rnarket clearing

prices which fluctuate in order bo equilibriate supply and denand in the

foreign exchange narkeùr45"th" exact nanner by which thÍs process takes

place is open to debate. Four najor viewpoints regarding bhe theory of

exchange rate deternination include: Purchasing Power Parity, the Balance

of Paynents Theory, Forward Exchange Theory and lhe Speculative Run Viei¿.

Each of lhe aforenentioned variants provides a partial explanation of

exchange rate movement, but each view also has sone linilations.

Views and Recent Models. PriñceFon Ef,udles :in fnE
4¿7( pEncõ n-, l'l.FÞ r i n c e t o n U n i- v e r s i t y, 1 9 7 I ) .
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3.1.1 Purchasing Power Parity. The modern theory of Purchasing

Power Parity dates back fo the writings of CasseI.46 In 1918, Cassel

proposed bhe Absoluüe Purchasi-ng Power Parity hypothesis, which states

ühat fhe exchange rate between two countries should be equal to a ratio of

fheir general price levels. Since most pri-ce data lake the form of in-
dexes rather than absolute values, a relative forn of bhe hypothesis

eventually energed. According to the relative hypothesis, the exchange

rate between countries should be a constant nulLiple of the ratio of their

general pri-ce indexes.

As nofed above,

between exchange rates

matically, this can be

46G. C"""e1, ItAbnornal Deviations in
Econonic Journal, VoI. 28, Decenber, 1918, pp.

Purchasing Power Pariüy is a theory of equilibrium

and sone designated ratio of price indexes. Mafhe-

P=EP*orE=

depict,ed as follol¡s:

P /P* (3.1)

where:

P = ârr index of domestic prices

P* = aR index of foreign prices

E = an exchange rate with domestic curency expressed in terms of
foreÍgn currency.

Any divergence between exchange rates and the ratio of designated

price indexes wiII prompt a corrective force which acts to restore eàuil-i-

briun. However, since it bakes tine for lhese corrective forces to exert

bheir influence, the validiüy of Purchasing Power Parity depends on the

lime frane being examined.

IntennaLional Exchang€s",
413-415.
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Recent evidence4T suggesLs that Purchasing Power Parity nay not be

a very reliable way of predicting short tern fluctuations in exchange

rates. In order for Purchasing Power Parity to hold in the short run,

comnodity arbitrage between countries must be conplete. UnIess we are

willing to rely on perfect market c1earing,48 it, is like]y that discrep-

ancj.es between exchange rates and price indexes nay persist for several

years. This'does not inply that Purchasing Power Parify has no predictive

pos¡er. Over a period of time which is long enough for national price

indexes to adjust, Purchasing Power ParÍüy nay have considerable

validity.49

3.1.2 Balance of Paynents yiew. The Balance of Payments View is

closely related to bhe Bretton hloods systen of fixed exchange rates.

During that era, pressure'to adjust official exchange rate leveIs vlas

predleafed on the occurrence of funda¡nental disequilibrium, which for all
practical purposes came lo be associated with persistenb current account

inba1"n""".50 As a result, the Bretton l{oods systen served to induce a

correlation between current account inbalances and subsequent adjustments

in exchange rates.

47laro"ence H. Officer, ttEffective Exchange Rates and Price Ratios
0ver the Long Run: A Test of Purchasing-Power-Parity Theoryttr 9g!!4
Journal of Econonics, VoI. 13r May 1980, pp. 206-230.

48Fot a critical assessment of continuous market clearing, refer
to Janes Tobin, Asset Accumulation and Econonic Aetivity. (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1980), pp. 32-35.

49l".rd, Exchange Rate Determinabion: A Survey of Popul-ar
and Recent Models, op.cit., p. 8.

5oruia., p. B.
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The popular Balance of Paynents View Ís also known as the

Elasticities Approach. Under such a nodel, the exchange rate is identi-

fied as the relative price of goods and is deternined by the allocation of

purchases betr.¡een donestic and foreign narkets. Given a fixed domestic

price, a depreciation in the value of donestic currency relative to

foreign currency raises the price of inports" Increased import price

should result in a shift in demand toward donestj-cally produced goods. If

ühe supply of donestic goods is perfectly elastic, and the absolute vaLue

of lhe elasticiûy of the devaluing nationrs denand for inports plus the

elasüicity of denand by the resl of the world for bhe devaluing nationts

exports sun to less than one, then a depreciation of domestic cunrency

will serve to increase the balance of paynents.5l

In the absence of capital flows, exchange nates can be adjust,ed in

order to naintaj.n an equilibriun brade balance. An exogenous shift in the

curcent account toward a deficit will normal-Iy lead to a depreciation in

bhe value of dornestic currency. As the current account moves into a

deficit, inports exceed exports, causing bhe supply of donestic curuency

to exceed the demand for donestic currency, and consequently, lhe value of

the currency declines.

Although the principle behind bhe Balance of Payments Theory is

well accepted, when examined aIone, it does not appear to provide a ade-

quate expl'anation of exchange rate novements. Capital flows must be

incorporated into the nodel before a conprehensive view of short run

exchange rate deternination is possible.

51FornalIy, fhis
mathematical treatment,
(Honewood, I11. : Richard

is known as the Marshall-Lerner Condition. For a
refer Lo H.G. Grubel, International Econonics,
D. Irwin Iñc,, 1977), pp. 322-324.
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3.1.3 Forward Exchange Theory. Development of the Forward Ex-

change Theory is generally idenüified with Keyn"".52 Over the years, it

has also come to be known as the InteresL Rate Pariby or Asset Market

Theory. Basically, the Forward Exchange Theory recognizes that investors

have a choice between donestic assets with an interest rate of rO or

foreÍgn investnents with an expecbed yield of r¡. If we assune that

arbitrageurs have lhe ability to nove freely between donestic and foreign

narkets, the following equilibrium condition should hold:

1+rO=s(1+r¡)/f (3.2)

where:

s = the spot conversion befween domestic and foreign currency
(i.e., the current exchange rate)

f = the expected forward conversion between domestic and foreign
curnency (i.e., the expected future exchange rafe).

The asset narket equilibriun described in 3.2 can be nanipulated so that s

and f drop out of the equalion. This leaves us with the following

interest rate parity condition:

("r-r¿)/(1+r¿)Ërf-rd (3.3)

Those participants who are expected to arbitrage the international

interesl rate market include: foreign traders aruanging for the purchase

and sale of goods; interest rate arbitrageurs who recognize the poLential

for profit; as well as risk baking speculators. From Keynesr original

literature, the notion emerged that speculation in pursuit of profit would

prevent large discrepancies between forward exchange rates (f) and the

spot rates (se) wfrich the speculators expect to prevail on a future date.

If se exceeds f, then there is an expected profit. The result is that the

52¿.u. Keynes, A
Publishers, 1923).

Tract on Monetary

38
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open interest in forward exchange increases to the point where the

expected future spot rate and lhe forward exchange rate are equivalent.

s€= f (3.4)

l{hen eonsi.dered together, conditions 3.3 and 3.4 provide a

description of the Forv¡ard Exchange Theory.

(se-s)/s=rf-rd (3.5)

The above equilibriun condition (3.5) has an inportant practical

appli-cation in that it can be used to forecast forward exchange rates. If

$¡e assu¡ne thal interest rates are set exogenously (i.e., not deternined in

equatlon 3.5), bhen i! is possible to derive a value for forward exchange.

The inherent problen with this method is thab variables such as inferest

rates are influenced by government policy and as such should nol be

treated as purely exogenous factors.

A second problen with the Forward Exehange Theory is that, if

treats speculation as a consistent phenomenon. In realiby, each indi-

vidual participating in the forward exchange market wilI react to a change

in governnent policy or interest rates in a different way. The Forward

Exchange Theory provides no infornation in regard lo how Lhe speculative

process is forned.

3.1.4 Speculative Run View. According to the Forward Exchange

Theory, alnost all short term fluctuations in exchange rates can be linked

to interest rate differentials. If we interpret bhese differentials as

the expected rate of exchange rate depreciation, then there appears to be

a good deal of support for lhe hypothesis bhat short lern fluctuations in

exchange rates are a functÍon of market expectations.
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Many markef participants believe that exchange rates nay move in

speculative runs touched off by a change (or expecbation of a change) in

fundanental eeonomic conditions. Atthough this fundamental change may

spark a market reaction, lhe monentum generated by the market ifself may

produce exchange rate values which cannot be justified on the grounds of

prevailing econonic conditions. frl'lhen the train is racing through the

station at 90 nj-les an hourr lou don?t t,hink about where its going to

stop; you just try to get on boardrr¡ (anonyu¡ous broker).53 This type of

speculative nental-iüy nay be sel-f-sustainlng. If spectators perceive ühat

a particular currency will decline in value, mass exodus out of thal

currency will in itself depress lhe price.

The Speculative Run View challenges the notion that investors are

molivated by long run expectations.

The ancedotal evidence suggests rather, that nany of the
largest participants in exchange narkets--nameIY'
international banks--operale within narrow linits in their
open positions in different currencies, apparently resisting
tenptalions to take long run positions on fhe basis of their
long run expectatÍons which no doubt are very inprecise.
Indeed, several of the large banks who participate actively in
exchange markels co¡r.ventionally refrain fron carrying open
PositioTrs overnigh¡.54

To date, there have been several attenpts to model exchange market

movements using simple commodiby trading ru1es. Dooley and Sfrafer55

exanined the problen from the poinb of view of buying a currency when its

value had risen a certain percentage fron the nearest trough and selling

when its value had fallen a certain percent from its nearesf peak. A1-

Ã2
'Jlsard, Elcchange Rate Deternination: A Survey of Popular Views

and hecent Model-s, op.cit., p. 16.

54ruio., p. 16.
LL¿rl'(.P. DooIey and J.R. Schafer, rrAnalysis of Short-Run Exchange

Rate Behavior: March, 1973 üo Sept, 1975n, International Finance
Discussion Paper No. 76, I'Iashington, Federal Reserve Board, Feb. 1976.
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though the Speculative Run View represents an interesting alternative, fhe

existing models have not been very successful in predict,ing exchange rate

movenents.

3.2 Financial Equilibriun Models

The theories of exchange rate determination outlined in the

previous section have spawned a nunber of predictive nodels. If we

eIÍninate the Speculative Run vari-ety fro¡n our dlscussion, rñre are left

with two general types of model, namely, Keynesian and Monetarist.

Although Keynesian and Monetarist exchange rate nodels are often thought

to be mutually exclusi-ve, they are, in fact, directly related.

Munde1156 and FtemÍng57 were the first to expand the basic Balance

of Paynents model to include capital flows. Instead of being confined to

current account devialions, this new generati.on of Keynesian model estab-

Iished a link bebween donestic and foreign interest rates. Out of bhis

model building process came a series of large econonetric models, such as

the Bank of Canadats RDX2 model and the Focus nodel which was designed by

the University of Torontofs Institute of Policy Analysis.

This type of Iarge macroeconomic nodel is built to describe the

interactions of a particular countryrs economy. Included in most

Keynesj-an nodels is a foreign exchange section, which estimates bolh trade

and capital flows. Exchange nates are norrnally calculated by solving a

Balance of Payments equation.

56n¿. MundeII, International
1968), chapters 11, 17 and 18.

Economics. (New York: MacMil 1an,

57M""ou" J. Flening, tfDomesti.c Financial
Under Floafing Exchange Ratesrt, IMF Staff 334,g,
pp.369-79.
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During the nid-1970ts, many economists began to lose faith in the

Keynesian approach to exchange rate deternination. Keynesian models which

hrere based on trade flows and interest rate differentials were unable to

explain exchange raüe movements when faced with inflation. Instead of

concentrabing on fIows, recent literature dealing with exchange rate

deternination tend to emphasize stocks, particularly the money supply.

The evolution of the Monetarist Approach to exchange rates is very

si¡nilar to the Monetarist cause in general. In bobh casea, it was felt

that the predictive pol¡er of the nodels could be inproved by concentrafing

on what v¡as considered to be fhe key variable in the econony (i.e., the

noney supply). The Monetarist Approach is actually a réduced forrn nethod

of estimating of a nore conplete (multiequation) Keynesian nodel.58

gilson59 provides an exanple of how flexible exchange rates ean be

derived using fhe Monetary Approach. Assumíng that the, demand for rnoney

is stable and can be specified by a Cagan functionr60 we have

= ks-eitn (3.6)

where:

. = stock of noney denanded

= price leve1
= interest rate
= level of real income

n&e:paraneters

58lsard, Exchange Rate Deternination: Survey of Popular Views
and Recent Models, op.cit., p. 40.

59Jofrn F.O. Bilson, rtThe Monetary Approach bo the Exchange Rate:
Some Enpirical Evidencett, E Staff !ePers., Vol. 25, 1978, pp. 50-54.

60prrir rip Cagan, I'The Monetary Dynanics of Hyperinf lationtr,
Studies in the Quantity Theory of Money, edited by Milton Friednan
@:-unFerffinicaep Pressl tsl6), pp. 25-117.
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Now, if we include the purchasing pohler parify condition

E=P
¡-r

(3.7)

where:

E = exchange nate
P = donesti-c price
P* = foreign price

and assune an identical noney denand function in the both countries, it is

possible to substitute (3.6) in¡o (3.7) in order to derive a relatlve

noney demand function. In lhe following equations, M represents the

donestic money supply, while M* represents a foreign countryrs outstanding

stock of money. For example, M and M* could represent the stock of

Canadian and U.S. dollars, respectively.

M

M

gs*=Hþ)"

= Pkdi¡n+
P lre-e1*y *n

(3.8)

. e-e (i-iit¡ (3.e)

The relative noney denand function (3.9) can be solved for the exchange

rate (E) to yield

'=(þ.) (Ë) Fi" '"e(i-i*) (3.10)

The Monetarist Approach to exchange rates j-s successful in simpli-

fying the problen, but is not devoid of some negative aspecbs. Given bhat

the Monetary Approach is based on a single equation technique, it nay fail

lo account for some of the inportant interactions which occur in bhe

economy.
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3.3 Money Supply. Interest a$l the, Rate of Inflation

Now bhat a brief overview of exchange rate determination has been

presented, it is possible to discuss sone of the other najor monetary

variables. By revertJ-ng back to basic macroeconomic theory, we are able

to examine how governnent actions affect the econony. In his fanous

treatise on enployment, interest and noney, Keynes demonstrated lhat

within a capitalisû systen, investnent denand is highly unstable. The

result is that aggregate demand Lends to stray fron a state of fulI
employment. Keynes proposed that governments intervene, running eiCher

surpluses or deficits in order fo sfabilize ühe leveI of aggregate denand.

The Keynesian approach was widely adopted following Ïlorld l{ar II,
but by fhe late 1960ts, the inverse relationship which developed between

enploynent and inflation (as exemplified by the Phillips Curve) Ied nany

Keynesians to question.their betiefs.6l üIith süagflation escalating,

Keynesian prescriptions began to be viewed as ineffectual. Meanwhile, the

Monetarist school maintained that the apparent correlation between money

supply and inftation held the answer. The end result was that Monetarisn

I^Ion acceptance within nany western nations, such as Canada, the U.S. and

Britain.62

the basic policy lool prescribed under a Monetarist systen is

control of fhe noney supply. 0f all the rnonetary aggregates, the one most

offeri selected for manipulation Ís M1. By definition, M1 includes

61¡¡..i. Gordon, The Post-Keynesiar.¡ Debate. a Practical Guide to
Current Economic PoIicy Trends þ Canada,. The Canadian Institute for
fficEE Sffi', -oGionaE!Ër No. z. (Otbawa: Canadian
Institute for Econonic Po.licy, 1980 ) , p. 6.

62Canadats conversion to Monetarisn or more specifically
Gradualisn r.ras described in Chapter 1.
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currency and denand deposits, and as such it is lhe most liquid of all

financial assets.

' Theoretically, there are four ways in which the central monetary

authority can influence the size of the money supply. These include:

open narket operati-ons, government transfer of deposits, nanipulation of

bhe chartered bank secondary reserve requlrement and moral suasion. In

Canadars case, only the firs0 two options are exercised since bhe Bank of

Canada views moral suasion as ineffective, and considers manipulation of

reserve requirenents lo be contrary lo fhe way monetary policy should be

conducted. 63

Since the adopfion of Gradualism in 1975, alnost all of the

changes in Canadars monetary base have been the result of the open market

operations (i.e., purchases and sales of treasury bills and bonds), and

the transfer of Federal Govern¡nent deposits. Transfers fron the central

bank to ühe chartered banks increase the cash reserves held by fhe char-

tered banks. This in lurn allows the chartered banks to increase lending

and consequently has an inpact on the overall money supply.

At bhis stage, it nay be beneficial fo give a brief graphical

description of how a change in the money suþply exerts a short run impact

on both interest nates and prices. The upper section of Figure 4 repre-

sents an e.quilibriun between the conmodity narket (IS) and the money

markel (LM), while lhe lower section provides an equilibriun between the

aggregate supply and demand curves.

As money supply increases, the money market curve shifbs righf

from LM1 to LM2. The appearance of excess money supply market pushes the

63I¡.g. Cameron, op.cit., pp. 534-538.
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lhe noninal interest rates down to r2r and subsequently causes an increase

in both investment and agg.regate demand. The shift in the aggregate

denand curve from AD.t to AD2 creates excess demand in the econony which in

turn exerts an upward pressure on price" As prices begin to rise along

AS1 the real noney supply (Ms/P) contracts from LM2 to LM3. hlhen prices

have risen to the point where AD2 intersects AS1 r the econony is baek in

equilibriun. At fhe new equilibrium point, noninal interest rates have

fallen from 11 to r3r prices have risen fron P1 lo P2t and i.ncone (enploy-

nent) has increased from y.t to y3.

The nodel described in FÍgure 4 is obviously Keynesian in nature.

The najor difference between this nodel and one of a Monetarist design is

in regard to the slope of the aggregate supply function (AS). Monetarist

theory adheres üo the classical notion that the aggregate supply curve is

vertical in the long run. in the long run. Attenpts to nove away fron this

natural rate of unenployment through fiscal or monetary neans will only

affect pri.ces, real incone will remain unchanged.

It is inportant to note that Monetari-stsf view the aggregate

supply curve as being vertieal only in the long run. If we disassociate

ourselves from bhe extreme posilion of rational expectations, and settle

instead for an adaptive adjustment procedure, shifts in the noney supply

should have a short run inpact on real incone (enployn"tt).64 As the

money supply increases, both noninal pri.ces and wages increase. ttorkers

are assuned to judge this change in real wages incorrectly. In other

words, workers witl initially suffer fron some degree of noney illusion as

fhey fail to properly account for the change in the price Ievel.

64u.r"i"dman,l|TheRo1eofMonetaryPo1icy'',@
, vor . 58 , March , 1968 r pp. 7 -11 .
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The curve shown in Figure 5 depicts a trade-off between nominal

wages and enployment. An j-ncrease j-n nomÍnal r.Jages fron l{1 t,o l{2 leads

workers to increase their supply. of labour, noving fron point A ùo B. As

the supply of labour increases, unenploynent drops fron the U¡ (tne

natural rate) fo U.t. Eventually, workers cone to realize that their real

wages have not increased, at whi.ch tine, the supply of labour begins to

contracL back to U*. After the adaptive process is conplete, the short

run Phillips curve (along which output increased) shifüs to a vertical

position af the natural- rate of unenployment. The actual path of adjusü-

ment wi-lI nost likely be sinilar to the arc joining point,s A and C" The

resulting increase in wages has a direct inpact on the rate of inflation

experienced within the econony.

A sÍmilar argunent to the.one presented in the previous par4graph

can also be applied to interest rates. If the nonetary authoriüy expands

the noney supply by purchasing bonds from the public, the price of bonds

are bid up and interest rates fa11. An increase in the anount of noney

held in household portfolios stimulates a rj-se in consunption. This,

along with an increase in investment (which is prompted by lower interest

rates) causes aggregate denand and prices to rj.se. Eventually, expecta-

tions adjust to the price j-ncrease, with lenders denandÍng inflation

adjusted rates of interest before they will consent üo lending out funds.

Once inflationary expectations become entrenched, noninal interesb rates

should return to their original level or possibly even increase.

Over lhe long run, fhe aggregate supply curve is generally thought

to be vertical. Such a result is possibly only if actual levels of demand

always coincide with expected levels. If this i-s not the case, the
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economy will continually be knocked off its adaptive learning curve. In

other words, we will always be in a short run situati.on where a growth (or

decline) in output is possible.

3"4 The Effect of Exchange Rates on Donestic Prices

The previous section presenled the basic linkages between money

supply, interest rates and donestic prices. In order to provide a nore

complete analysis, exchange rates must also enter the picture. Often, lte

tend to view the exchange rate sinply as a neans of changing the denand

for inports and exports. This initial pass-through effeet represenbs only

part of a much nore coÍrp1Ícated process. Exchange rate impacts are

acLualIy cÍrcular in nature. Dornbusch and Krugmanrs view is that ex-

change rates are deternined in the asset narket and in turn affect the

current account; the curuent account through its inpact on inconer. prices

and wealth, affects the rate of change in the exchange rate.65 Due to the

complexity of ühe problen, exchange rate interactions will be explained in

three separate gections.

The first and nost obvious exchange rate Iinkage involves fhe

dÍrect (traded) goods narket. Trade theory states ùhat a devaluation in a

particular countryts currency will produce a lagged increase in net

exports. This resul! is brought about by a relative decline in the price

of exports and a relative increase in the price of inports. The strength

of the relationship between inport prices and donestic prices (inflation)

depends on: t,he extent to which inports directly enter donestic

consunption, the degree to whj.ch domestic goods are conprised of inported

. 65R. Dornbusch and Paul
Short Runtr, Brookings Papers on

Krugnan, trFlexible Exchange Rates Ín the
Econonic Activity, No. 3, 1975, p. 555.
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factor inputs, and the ability to replace inported goods by donestic goods

in terms of bobh consumption and production.

The exchange rate relationship is not expected to be as symnetric

for consuner goods as it is for homogeneous rav¡ products. Product

differenüiation, whether real or perceivedr nrây result in consuners being

willing to pay a prenlum for inports. However, slnce not all consumers

differentiate üo the same degree, sone consuners will be encouraged to

shift consunption toward lower cost domestic goods.

Noticeable differences should also exist when comparing large

versus snall economies. Actually, if is not the absolube size of the

econony but rather its diversity which becomes the central issue in this

argunent. Presunably, an undiversified economy does not possess the

resourees which are necessary to completely substitute domestic for in-

ported goods. Fron this, it follows bhat an undiversified economy will

often be unable to shield itself from i.rnported inflation. This scenario

is especially lrue in the case of grain, where many countries lack the

physical capacity to become self sufficient.

A rise in import price relative to donestic price will serve to

increase the denand for domestically produced goods. Denand for domestic

goods is subsequently transferred into demand for the faclors of pnoduc-

tion. So long as there is an excess supply of factor inputs, t'here should

be very lit,tle upward pressure on price. Consequently, real domestic

incone wilt increase. If we assume thaf the propénsity fo inport is

directly related to donestic income, imports wilI also j-ncrease. Even

though inports increase, bhe balance of paynents should inptove66 sj-nce

66trri" can be shown
suggested by fhe P.B. Kenen
and the Adjustnent Process.

by the Keynesian foreign trade nultiplier as
and C. Pack, Ex_change Rates. Domestic Prlces
(New Tork: The Group of thirby), 1980, p. 12.
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bhe incremental denand for inports is not expected fo overtake t,he

additional exports which result fron the original currency depreciation.

If we drop lhe assr:mption of excess supply in the domestic econ-

ony, exchange rate changes begin to Ínpact on a second area of concern;

namely, fhe indirect goods and factor input markets. Goods which are not

traded internationally are not directly affected by an exehange rate

change" Instead, the price of bhese goods will be affected in an indirect

nanner,through a change in donestic economy activity.

Increased denand for donestic goods normally affects the prj.ce of

inputs. For example, in order to attracf additional labour, noney wages

are bid up. This interaction places us right in the raiddle of fhe

Phillips Curve debate. Recent work in this ^r.^6T has been unable to

refute the notion of a natural rate of unemployment. If the economy i.s

pushed below (above) its natural nate, domestic prices will increase

(decrease).

The absorptive approach to an exchange rate change incorporates

the idea bhat domestic prices need not rÍse so long as aggregate demand is

properly stabilized. This calls for a decline in government spending in

order to nake room for additional private sector acliviby. Unfortunately,

cut-backs in governnent spending can only prevent demand pulI inflaüion;

pressure from the cost side will still exist, as higher import prices

erode real wages.

Governnenls face a difficult situation in deciding whebher fo

accommodate inflation. If inflation is not accomnodated, unenploynenf

67r.u.
Trade-Off: A
Vol. 16, 1978,

Santamero and
Critique of the
pp. 488-544.

J.J. Seater,
Literaturerr,

rrThe Inf Iation Uneruployment
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will increase. 0n the ot,her hand, if inflation is acconmodated, the

country will risk further depreciation of their currency. As fhe vola-

tility of exchange rate novements increase, governments are not willing ûo

sib idIe.

Both the fluctuations in (exchange) rates and their side
effects soon caused governments to adopt exchange rate targets
and intervene in narkets. . . . Government realized bhal
exchange rate movenents had real effects: they altered
relafive prices and real incone and they caused inflation or
could serve to reduce inflationary pressure. . . . Confronted
with a transitory decline in real incone, policy nakers nuch
preferred using., revenues or boruowing to a free ad justnent of
exchange rate.o0

Market interventi-on on the part of governnent may not be able to'alter bhe

general trend of an exchange rate novenent, bu't il can at least reduce the

velocity of Lhe change.

This brings us to the feedback effect, which is the third and lasb

linkage between exchange rates and domestic prices. The way nonebary and

fiscal policy is used to fight the wage-price spiral largely deterni-nes

the strength of the feedback effect. Foreign exchange market participanfs

are very conscious of ehanges in governnenü policy. Countries suffering

fron high inflation rates tend to experi.ence curuency depreciation, while

those with Iow inflation aee their currency strengthen. At the extrene,

it can be contended lhat in the seven years prior to 1980, the speed of

adjustnent between exchange rates and domestic prices increased to lhe

point where if became questionable whether neal exchange rates could be

altered.69

68R. Do.nbusch and P. Krugmanr op.cit., p. 538.

69p.g. Kenen, 'rExchange Rate Variability: Measurement and Inpli-
cationsrr, International Finance Section, Pri-nceton University, Research
Menorandum, June 1979.
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At bhis stage, the relationship between exchange rates and infla-

tion has been emphasized. Although the basic linkage is fairly straight

forward, the direction of eausalty remai.ns illusive. Causation poses an

interesting question but is nol the major concern of this study. For our

purposes, the major concern regarding exchange rates ¡¡ill be bheir dones-

tic price effecb.

3.5 The Effect of Exchalge Rates on Factor Input Prices

The next step is to exanine how exchange rates inpact on the

factor inputs involved in wheat production. Tab1e 1 shows that a large

quantily of factor inputs are traded between Canada and the U.S. If we

assume ühat these inputs are priced within a North Amerj-can marketr âolf

change in bhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate is expected to affect domesbic

conmodity prices. Although direct price effects were diseussed briefly in

Section 3.4, the following section provides a more structured analysis.

A sinple two region, single product nodel can be used lo describe

a trade equilibrium belween Canada and the U.S. This model assumes that

fhe supply and demand curves are given for both regions. In the absence

of trade, the intersection of supply and dernand will deternine comnodity

prlces wiühin each of bhe individual regions.

If trade is introduced, product will nove between regions provided

bhat the difference in price is greater bhan the lransfer cost (trans-

porlation plus any per unit tariff). Figure 6 presents a case where the

before-trade price in country X exceeds the before-trade price in country

T by nore bhan the transfer cost (T). The transfer cost adjustment is

shown as a vertical shift in eountry Yts supply and denand schedules. The

difference in transfer adjusted pre-trade prices is equal to a - b. This

price differential presents a situation of arbitrage where pobential
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profits can be made by moving goods fron country T into country X. As the

novenent of product continues, donestic prices within the two countries

will equallze.

By horizontally subtracting Dy fron Sy we can derive Lhe excess

supply curve (nSy¡. This curve gi.ves us the amount of product country y

is willing to export at each price level. Sinilarly, the excess supply

curve (ESx) can be constructed by horizontally subtracting D* fron S*.

The excess supply curve (ESx) provides a schedule of the anount of producb

region x is willing to export at each price Level.

The point of intersectÍon between ES* and ES, Vie1ds a trade

equilibrium (E) between countries X and Y. An equilibriun price is estab-

lished at pr with (0h) exported fron T into X. Another way of stating bhe

volume of trade is to say that at price p, country T exports (g - f),
while country X inports (e - d). It is inportant to note that all of

these quantiLies are equivalent (e - d = g - f = 0h).

Given bhat the international equilibriun process has been estab-

lished, it is possible to introduce exchange rates. Figure / provides a

sinplified exposition of a trade equilibria which is similar to the one

derived above. The major difference is lhat Figure 7 examines the general

case where a countrT (Canada) is either an exporter or irnporter of a

partlcular comnodity.

The right hand side of Figure 7 portrays the effect of an exchange

rate change when Canada is a net importer. If we assume t,hat fhe lt¿o

countries involved are Canada and the United States, then it is possible

t,o assess how a change in t,he Cdn./U.S. exchange rate will affect Canadats

domestic price. An increase in lhe exchange rate is shown as a shift in

fhe excess supply curve fron ES 0o ESt. The result is t,haf the price of
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goods inported into Canada increases from P2 Lo P2t, white the quantiüy of

goods imported into Canada decreases from 0Q to 0Q2r.

A decrease in fhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate results in a decline Ín

the domestic price of goods inported into Canada. This can be viewed as a

shift in the export supply curve from ES to EStr. Following an exchange

rate decline, trade increases fron 0Q to 0Q2rf with Canadats donestic price

falling fron 0P to OPrtt.

The left hand side of Figure J portrays a situation where Canada

is a net exporter of a partj-cuLar comnodity. As lhe Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate decreases, it beco¡nes nore expensive for U.S. consuners to inport

Canadian products. this is shown as a decline in the demand for Canadian

exports. Demand shifts fron ED to EDt, reducing trade and price by 0Q -

Q1 and 0P - P1' resPectj-velY.

Viewed from bhe opposite direction, an increase in the Cdn./U.S.

exchange rate reduces the pri-ce U.S. consumers pay for CanadÍan imports.

This is equivalent to an increase in the export denand faced by Canada, A

shift in export denand fron ED lo EDrf corresponds to a trade increase of

6Q1tt 0Q, as well as an increase in Canadian donestic price from 0P to

oP ltt'
The trade model presented above assunes that traded products are

homogeneous, and that connodity prices are determined through perfect

compelition. In other words, the intennational market is assuned to

function under the law of one price.

Students exposed to lhe pure theory of international trade
have been seduced by visions of an imaginary r,Iorld with few
goods, each typically produced by several countries but
nevertheless honogeneous. . . . In the absence of transport
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costs each good is unifornly priced (in comnon currency'5rnits)
throughout the world and the law of one price prevails.

Discrininating nonopolies and trade distortions create disparities

between export and domestic prices. In order for the law of one price to

hold (in bhe short run), we have to invoke the assumption of perfect

market elearing. IsardTl argues that real world examples of fhe law of

one prlce are extreniely difficulb to identify. Due to the non-competitive

nature of most markets, a change in exchange rates nay tend lo alter

relative prices even when expressed in a common curuency.

0ver ùhe long runr âDy relative price change associated with an

exchange rate movenent nay be conpletely offset. If exchange rates were

to change infrequently, bhe long run argunent may be nore pervasive;

however, the reality of the situation is that exchange rates are rarely

stable over long periods of tine. Therefore, long run equi-librium nay

never be attai-ned, and it is the short run inpacts which, if not nost

important, are at least the nost obvious.

3.6 pricrne Mechanisns !ùithin ühe tlorld l{heat Market

Now that bhe theoretical linkage between exchange rates and input

prices has been presentedr âD issue which renains to be addressed is how a

change in fhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate will inpact on Canadian wheab

prices. However, before we can proceed, we must first discuss how world

wheal prices are eslablished. Since the early l970ts, three prominent

theories have been put forward regarding the way wo'r1d (and Canadian)

wheat prices are determined. Each of these theories will be briefly

reviewed.

7oIsard, trHow Far Can lrle Push the Law of One Pricerr, op.cit., p.

71 rui¿.

942.
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3.6.1 TrÍopoly Prj.eing. Alaouze, !,latson and Sturg"""72 suggest

that the world wheat narket functioned as a triopoly throughout the

1970fs. The triopoly nodel is based on the following assumptions:

(a) bhat fhe duopolists (Canada and the U.S.) have a notion as lo
how the world wheat market should be divided betvreen lhenselves and
Australia, and that one of bhen (the U.S.) is prepared to initiate a price
war should a nininum acceptable market share not be attained through
negotiati-on;

(b) that the Unibed States and Canada have an agreement as to how
North Anericars narket share should be divided;

(c) that Canada (through the C!{B) attenpts to naximize revenue
and as such is assuned to act as priee leader. Although Alaouze et aI
make this assunption, it is not essential bhat one participant always
behave as the price leader;

(d) wheat is assuned to be homogeneous, and an individual coun-
tryts supply curve inelastic;

(e) ühe final assumption is lhat the duopolists wilI hold surplus
stocks.

The narket share arrange¡nent under a briopoly is illustrated in

Figure 8. l{orld denand for wheat is represented by D"0". The residual

denand curve facing the three najor exporlers is equivalent to D"D". If

Australiars exportable surplus is netted out of DrDr, $te are left with DD,

which is equal to the residual demand facing the duopolists. The broken

Iine labelled D2D2 represents the narket share curve which divides the

residual denand facing bhe major exporters between lhe duopolists (to Uf¡e

Ieft) and Australia (¡o the right). Meanwhile, the D1D1 curve further

separates the narket, by dividing Lhe duopolistsf share between Canada (on

the left) and the U.S. (on the right).

Theoretically, the market is stable since Australiats share (bc)

is less than that pernitt,ed by t,he duopolists (ac). If Australiars share

72C.U. Alaouze, A.S. l,Iatson. and N.H. Sturgess, op.cit.r pp. 174-
185.
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vras larger lhan lhe pernitted level, then the duopolists would likely take

aggressive action in order to attain their desired proportion of lhe

markel. In obher words, so long as bhe Australian share is equal to or

Iess lhan what the duopolists bhink thab it should be, bhe friopoly systen

will be stable.

The second crlterion. for stability is that the duopolists function

wifhin fheir area of co-operation. In order to explain this concept' vJe

T
\tt -t-
i\
| 

-1

Figure I

The Formation of Triopoly Pricing

Source: C.M. Alaouze, A.S. trIatson and N.H. Sturgess, ttOligopoly Pricing
in the l.lortd Wheat Marketrf, AJAE, Vol. 60, May 1978, p. 179.
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must nevert to duopoly theory. McCal ta73 uses an extension of fhe

Cournotrs model to describe market interaction within a duopoly structure.

Canada is once again assumed to be the price leader, while the U.S. is

assumed to follow the Canadian price. There is a maxi-mun price above

which fhe U.S. will refuse to co-operate and wiIl break ar{ay fron the

duopoly in order to naj.ntain its desÍred market share. Furthermore, there

is also a minimum price below which the U.S. would rather store its grain

than sell it. It is also assuned that subject to constraints, the duopo-

Iisfs will aftempt t,o naxj.mize lotal revenue.

McCallafs hypothesis is depieted in Figure 9. The botal denand

for wheat is given by the DD curve. The SS curve represenbs the supply of

wheat fron competitive fringe countries. Subtracting SS fron DD yields

D1D1, which is equivalent to the denand curve facing the duopolists. The

dd curve can no$t be constructed, and is based on the assumption that fhe

price leader attempts to maxinize ils total revenue. Theoretically, ühe

dd curve represents the price Ieaderts narket share. Tolal revenue i.s

naximized by operating on the dd curve at the point where elasticity of

denand is equal to one. In other words, total revenue is maxinized when

marginal revenue is equal Eo zero.

rf canada sets the price af P.,, the u.s. wirr accept a narket

share which is greater than or equal bo CE. Sinilarly, at price Pg bhe

U.S. wiIl desire a market share of no less than DF. Any point wibhin the

shaded areawill be acceptable lo the U.S. This is known as the area of

co-operation and can expand or contract depending on the posifion of dd.

n2I JA.F. McCa11a, rrDuopoly ModeI of I'IorId l,lheat Pricingrr, op.cit.
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Figure 9

. The Duopoly Prieing Model

Source: A.F. McCaIla, rrA Duopoly Model of !'forld
of Farn Economj-cs, Vo. 48, 1966, p. 717.
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Shifts in the dd curve are the result of either a change in market denand

or a change in the factors which determine the price leaderts desired

narket share. According to Figure 9, Canadats total revenue is maxinized

by selling Oqg at price Pg. Meanwhile, the U.S. sells q2 - eO, r¿ifh the

conpetitive fringe supplying 9: - 92 (which is equivalent to Qqf). Fringe

countries musb either match Pg or else charge a lower priee in order to

export 0q.,.

3.6.2 Monopsony Pricing. Carter and Schni¡"74 present a theory

which differs fron the one suggested by McCaIIa and Alaouze eL aI. The

Carter-Schnitz hypot,hesis is that world wheat prices are determined by

major inporters. l{ith the exceptÍon of the conmodiby price boon of 1973-

74, world wheat trade can be viewed as a buyerts narket with monopsony

power concentrated in Japan and the EEC. This approach does not réfut,e

lhe existence of triopoly or duopoly structures but suggests that such

arrangements play a relatively ni-nor role when compared to the buying

porrer of inporting nations.

Carter and Schnitz use an optimal tariff nodel to develop lheir
theory. Accordj-ng to Figure 10, Sf gives t,he supply schedule in the

exporting country, with MC¡ representing the marginal cost of importation

when an inporting country exerts monopsony polrer. In fhe case of the

inporting nation, S¿ and D¿ represent the respective supply and demand

schedules.

Under a free trade situatÍ-on, inports will equal BA (or 0Q6);

however, the importing country can inprove its position by inposing an

optinun bariff (Sd + MC¡). The application of such a tariff causes the

Andrew Schnitz, op. cit.
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Exporter ImporLer

S¿ + MC-t

sa*9r

Qo Qs Qr Qz Q¡ Q+

Figure 10

Monopsony Power I'Iibhin fhe hlorld l{heat Market

Source: Colin Carter and Andrew Schmitz, rrlmport Tariffs and Price
fornation in the Wór1d l{heab Marketrr, !|1\!, Vo1. 61, Aug. 1979,
p'518'
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tariff, exports to decline from BA bo JK (which is equivalent t,o 0Q5).

Prior to fhe tariff, the international price of wheat was equal to C.

Under the optinal tariff, the importerrs donestic prÍce is equal to I and

the exporter's price is H. The difference (I - H) is equal to the optinal

per unif fariff.

lfithin the inporting country, producers gain BCIJ, consurers lose

IKAC and there is a tariff revenue equal to JKMN. The producer gain plus

tariff revenue more lhan offsets the consumer loss. If the tariff revenue

is redistributed to consuners, there nay be an overall inprovenent in the

welfare of the importing nati.on.

The monopsony power hypothesis put forward by Carter and Schnitz

is able to explain how importing nations can reduce both the price änd

quantify of wheat exports, but does not explain how these reduced volumes

r¿ilI be allocated between exporters. It nay well be lhaL the èxport

narket share is decided through a duopoly nechanism with the U.S. behaving

as the price leader.

3.6.3 Price Determination in the 9.S.. A third variant of r¿heat

pricing theory treats the U.S. market as the .worldts price deternining

mechanism. Since 1972, the Canadian Wheal Board has been hesitant to

reduce prices for fear that U.S. retaliation wj-II weaken Canadats conpeti-

tive position.T5

A more conpetitive firn structure (private and public)
dominated the narket after 1972. The central elemenl of this
mechanism is the U.S. open narket with the pricing of the
state brading agencies (Austrqlia and Canada) based upon these
highly visible U.S. prices.'lþ

75g.r. oreson, op.cit., p. 161.

76or"sorr, op.cit., pp. 176-177.
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Groenewegen adheres to ûhe aane view stating bhat Canadian grain

prices are a direct extension of U.S. prices after lransportation,

handting costs and quality differences have been accounted for.

The U.S. grain price is often referred to as the world
price of grain. This is so because the Uniüed States is t,he
predominant exporter of grain and oilseeds, the price
discovery nechani-sms for grains are located in the United
States (i.e., the futures markets), there are no barri.ers
beLween domestic U.S. prices and world prices (i.e., f.o.b. or
c.i.f. prices ofU.S. exports) and bhe U.S. dollar is the nost
conmon currency used in international transaclions. Changes
in global supply o; denand factors for grain are reflected in
U.S. grai.n prices.l I

Therefore, lhe translation of U.S. v¡heat prices into Canadian prices will

depend on the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate, as weIl as cerlain locati-onaI,

lining and quality factors.

The fact that a large proportion of Canadian wheal is sold under

Long Tern Agreenents (LTArs) Iends further credence to the idea that'world

wheat pri.ces are determined in the U.S. During ùhe 1983/84 crop year,

Canada was commifted to a mÍnimum of 10.8 million mebric tonnes7S of wheat

through LTA|s. This works out to approximately 53 percent of Canadars

total wheat exports during that year. The nornal convention is for LTAts

to guarantee the inporter a ninimum quanüiby of grain at a price which is

adjusted every three to six months. During the past 10 years, the U.S.

open market has acted as the determining mechanism for these prices.79

I'Jhen you add Canadafs LïAts to the total quantiby of grain exported out of

77c"o"n"*egen, op.cit., p. 14.

TSWorlA l{heaü Statistics, 1984, op.cj.t., pp. 52-53.

79P"""on.1 correspondence with Harvey Brooks, Market Analyst with
the Canadian l{heat Board, June 1J, 1985.
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the U.S., it seems only logical to vi-ew bhe U.S. market as fhe major

deterninant of l¡orld wheat prices.

7.7' The Inoact of Exchanse Rates on Canadian tlheat Prices

If we accept the premise that the CHB sets its export priee based

on the U.S. open narket, it is reasonable to aasume fhat a change in the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate will directly affect Canadafs donestic price of

wheat. Figure 1 1 describes the structure of the Canadlan wheat narket.

The federally adninistered two price systen for wheat results in donestic

demand (D) which is kinked at bofh a floor (P¡) and ceiling price (P").

Since Canada is assuned to price its wheat based on the U.S. open narket,

the export demand curve facing Canada can be thought of as a horizontal

line. The price level for Canadars export demand curve is equi-valent to

the U,S. price of wheat expressed in Canadian dollars. Meanwhile, the

Canadian supply of wheat is assumed to be inelastic in the short run.

If the value of the Canadian dollar declines relative to the U.S.

do11ar, the U.S. (i.e., international) price of wheat as expressed in

Canadian dollars will rise. Figure 11 illustrates that an increase in the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate will cause the Canadian price of wheat prices fo

increase fron P to Pt. Donestic consumption falLs fron 0D üo ODt and

exports rise fron OE - OD to OEt - ODt. The total anount of Canadian

grain sold into bhe donestic and export markets increased by OEr - OE.

The theory described in Figure 1 1 suggests that an increase in the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate will lead to higher Canadian wheat prices, d€-

creased donestic demand and increased exports. The nagnifude of these

adjustments wiLl obviously depend on the elasticilies of demand and

supply. If the donestic denand and export supply curves are perfectly

inelastic, a change in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate wÍ11- be captured
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entirely by a shift in price. 0n the other hand, if the denand and supply

curves are not perfeetly inelastic, a change in the Cdn./U.S. exehange

rate will affect bobh price and volume" Alfhough it is hypothesized that

the exchange rate will have a greater impacf on pri.ce than on volune,

final judgment is postponed until Chapter V when Lhe relationships shown

in Figure 1 1 wil-I be estinated.

3.8 Net Revenue Considerations

This chapter has denonstrated sone of the theoretical linkages

between the macroeconony and the components which compri.se a wheat

producerts net revenue. General nacroecononic considerations $¡ere

described in Section 3.3r while input costs and gross revenue aspects were

included in Sections 3.5 and 3.7, respectively. In order to assess

whether a parbicular monetary shock leads to an increase or loss in net

revenue, both input costs and gross revenue will have to be estinated.

For the purposes of this study, net revenue will be used as a proxy for an

individual producerrs welfare.
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CHAPÎER IV

THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The general objective of this chapter is to outline a model which

can be used to neasure the effect of nonetary shocks on the net revenue of

Canadian wheat producers. The nodel is divided into a number of separate

yet interrelated submodels. Figure 12 provides a flow chart of the indi-

vidual subnodels and their respecti.ve linkages.

4.1 The Macroecononic Conponent

As depict,ed in Figure 12, Ehe ¡nacroecononic conponent drives the

entire process. The purpose of bhis submodel is to generate nonetary

variables which can be fed int,o the Trade and Input, Price ModeIs. More

specifically, the monetary variables generated wibhin t,he nacroeconomic

submodel include: the interest rate, the inflation rate and the Cdn./U.S.

exchange rate. The macroecononic model nust be able to accommodate the

relationships which exist within lhe Canadian econony. - All predicted

values should be the result of an endogenous algorithm.

4.1.1 The Focus Model. The design and availabiliby of the Focus

Model nade it a prine candidate for use in t,his study, Focus is an

acronyn for the Forecasting and User SinulaLion Model. The raodel was

developed at the University of Torontors Institute for Policy Analysis and

is designed to provide quarterly forecasts over the short, medium and long

run. Focus is a large scale nacroecononic nodel with over three hundred

behavioural equations and ident,ities.S0 A1ühough its basic orientation is

80tfr" description of the Focus Mode1 is laken from: Institute for
Policy Ana1ysis, rrFocus, Quarterly Forecasting and User Sinulaüion Model
of fhe Canadian Economyrr, nimeographed paper, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Ont., January, 1982.
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Keynesian, relationships within Focus can be adjusted to depict full
enploynent (i.e., vertical aggregate supply).

The design of the Focus Model includes a number of features which

will be particularly useful in bhis study. The first consj.deration is that

Focus incorporates nore than just an adaptive version of inflationary

expectations. Expectalional paraneters are synthetically estinated by

regressing the rate of price inflation against observed values such as the

growth rate of the noney supply, forej-gn prices, exchange rates, and pasl

'rates of price inflation. The designers of lhe Focus Model believe thal

Lheir nebhod of estimating expectations produces a result which is nore

accurate and consistenb than estinates based solely on past inflation

rates.

A second consideration is that the Focus Model links wages and

prices together using a tkeyr series approach. The tkeyt wage equation

measures the percentage change in fhe annual average wage rate of private

sector employees. The wage rate variable is based on an extended PhiIlips

Curve with the expected rates of inflation and unenployment represented as

explanatory variables.Sl As such, the rkeyt wage equalion provides a link

between real economic activity and inflationary pressure.

The wage rate equation allows a portion of the lotal expected

inflation to be incorporated within current wage settlenents. Focus

assumes that 50 percent of aI1 wage setflements are based on expected

future prices, with the remainj-ng 50 percent influenced by catch-up

actions. Cost of Living Adjustmenüs (COLA) represent a typical of catch-

814 d"t.ited list of explanatory variables includes: (1) a noving
average of actual unemployment, (2) a moving average of the natural rate
of unenployment, (3) ti¡e rate of change in output prices, (4) tne rate of

-change in CPI and (5) the expected future change in CPI.
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up procedure whereby vrages are adjusted to actual price novements after

the fact. In the long run, fhis type of wage price spiral should result

in noninal wage inflation which is equal to price inflation plus sone

constant which reflects labour productivity.

The link between the tkeyt wage equation and the tkeyt price

equalion i-s acconplished through a nark-up pricing rule. Inplicit price

deflators (i.e., tkeyt prices) are deternined lhrough stochastic equations

based on a nark-up of r,rages, inports, laxes and petroleum prices. Under

the nark-up rule, real pri.vate donestic supply is adjusted t,o accommodate

the econonyts aggregate demand.

This brings us to a third feature of the Focus Model; namely, an

integrated supply side. Cobb-Douglas production functlons are used wilhin

Focus to derive the demand for labour and capital. If we assume that the

economy is conpri-sed of optimally sized plants, with each plant displaying

decreasing returns to scaIe, supply side investment will be directly

related fo the number of firns required to satisfy demand. Positive neb

investrnent wilI occur when the change in t,he desired number of firms

exceeds ze?o. Investment is further stinulated by a positive dÍfferential

between the internal rale of return and the real after tax rate of in-

terest on governnent bonds. The Focus Modelfs investnent sector is de-

signed t,o approxinate the workings of a competitive industry. When pro-

fils are high, lhe nunber of firms entering an industry increases.

Addifional producli-on eventually causes a price decline, which moderates

incentive for further entry.

A fourth consi-deration deals with the determination of fhe

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate, which is of particular interest in t'his study.

Focus contains a disaggregated capital flows/balance of paynents sector,

which is capable of determining bhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate as a markef
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clearing price. The approach adopted by Focus is a fairly disaggregated

with a separate treatment of merchandise trade, capital servi.ces and debt

flows.

The participation of lhe Focus Model in Project LINK,82 pronpted a

disaggregation of the components included within lhe Current Account. In

the nost recent Focus Mode1, nerchandise trade is divided according to the

Standard International Trade Classifications. The four major merchandise

categories include: food and beverages; other crude nalerials; fuels and

lubricants; manufactured goods. I{ithin these groupings, spec5.al attention

is paid to oiL and natural gas, as brelI as t,o the auto industry. Also

included in the Current Account is a special provision for capital

servicing.

The Capilal Account is also modelled in a disaggregated form.

Long tern direct investment in Canada, Canadi-an direct j.nvestment abroad,

net issues of provincial and municipal bonds, net foreign issues of

Canadian corporate bonds and net short terrn capital flows are all esti-

nated separately. Once the estinates of the Current and Capital Accounts

have been conplefed, the Focus Model solves for Lh.e Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate, simulatÍng bhe behavior of the foreign exehange narket.

The Cdn./U.S. exchange rate 1s solved endogenously, according to

the following p"oo""".83 Changes in officiat reserves are added to

Special Drawing Rights in order to derive an Official Settlenents balance.

The Current Account and long term Capibal Account balances are then

82Fo" a description
national Li-nkaEe of National
197Ð.

of project LINK see R.J. BaII
Econonic Models. (Amsterdan:

ed., The Inter-
NortÏToffilÇ

S3lnstitute for Policy Ana1ysis, op.cit.,
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subtracted fron fhe Official Sett,lements balance leaving us with a resi-

dual, which is equivalent to short tern capital flow. By inverting the

equation for short-tern capital flow, it is possible to solve for the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate" However, since the Focus Model is sÍ.nultaneous,

the newly calculated exchange rate will affecf bofh nerchandise trade and

long fern capiüa1 flows, which in turn exert a further inpact on the

exchange rate. An iterative process conti-nues until convergence is

attained.

A fifth and final consideration deals wifh the monetary potiey

opti-ons available within Focus. Given that fhe Focus Model is Keynesian,

interest rates form the main channel through which financial aggregates

influence real quantities and prices. Since capital investnent is sensi-

tive to interest rates, such investnents wilI also be affected by monetary

policy. The Focus Model presents a number of different monetary options.

By altering these options, it is possible to sinulate how the Canadian

economy reacts to changes in rnonebary policy.84

4.1.2 LinkÍng the Macroeconony. The linkage between the nacro-

econony and bhe other subnodels Ís shown in Figure 12. The nacroeconomic

variables which are of prinary importance include interest rates, infla-
tion, and the exchange rabe. The interest rate variable is the Chartered

Banksr prime rate on business Ioans. The inflation rate is designed to

reflect the price of niscellaneous goods and services purehased by Canadian

wheaf producers. One half of ühe inflation index is conprised of the price

of consumer durables with ühe obher half related to the prÍce of fhe

84tt 
"however, bhis

Focus Model also allows for changes in fiscal policy;
study is restricted to monetary policy consi-derations.
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consuner services. A third and final link üo the nacroeconony is through

bhe Cdn.,/U.S. exchange rate.

The renainder of Ehis chapter is devoted to examining how the

macroecononic variables feed into the Trade and Input Price subnodels. At

this stage, the discussion will revolve around conceptual considerations

with bhe actual nodel specification and estination included in Chapter V.

4.2 The Trade Model

The objective of the Trade Model is to estinate the gross revenue

resulling fron wheat production. The general design of the Trade ModeI

follows fron the theory presented in Chapter III. Specifically, the Trade

Model is based on the hypolhesis that Canada acts as a price taker wiüh fhe

world price of wheat established in the U,S. market. As such, the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate is expected lo have a direct inpact on the dones-

lic price of Canadian wheat, but a very linited inpact on the quantity of

wheat exporled out of Canada.

The Cdn./U.S. exchange rate is the only variable linking the Trade

ModeI to bhe macroeconomy. Following fhe suggestion of Orcut!,85 the

exchange rate enters the Trade Model as a separate, exogenously deternined

regressor. In order to address both price and trade impacts, the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate variable is included in two behavioural equafions.

The first entry is through an equation which estinates the Canadian price

of wheat. The second interactj-on is through an equation designed to

neasure export denand for Canadian wheat.

In addition to the equations nenbioned above, other variables

estinated in the Trade Model include: Canadian wheat production, export

85c.¡1. orcutt, op.eit.
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demand for Canadian wheat, export supply of Canadian wheat, domestic

denand for Canadian wheat as well as the U.S. (world) price of wheat.

Using these predlcted variables it will be possible to calculate wheat

prices and deliveries on a per hectare basis.

In order to convert fron gross export volume Lo a per hectare

equivalent, sone sinplifying assumplions are required. If we examine the

historic pattern of Canadian wheal stocks, it appears that $¡e are cur-

rently at or near a ninimun 1eve1.86 This places bhe Canadian wheat

industry in a pipeline positionrST whereby current denand must be satis-

fied out of current production. Given thÍs, ib is possible fo calcuLate

the deliveri-es per hectare by dividing the botal disposition of CanadÍan

wheat by the nunber of hectares seeded.88 Once the price of wheat and the

estinated deliveries per hectare has been established, lhe gross revenue

per hectare can be calculated.

An estinate of average wheat yield is inpliciü in the previous

discussion. Predicting wheaf yield represents a very challenging

proposilion. The problen is that the main variable which determines

yie1d, nanely fhe wealher, is difficult, if not impossible to measure.

Weather is conprised of individual components, such a-s: soil moisture at

861" of JuIy 31, 1984, Canadian wheat stocks stood at 8.962
nillion tomnes. This conpares to a 30 year (1954-1984) low of 7.979
¡nitlion tonnes on JuIy 31, 1976. Canada Grains CounciI, Canadian Grain
Industry Statistical Handbook 84 (I{innipeg: Canada Grains ffiÐ i9.8-il;
various issues; and StatÍstics Canada unpublished data.

878.T. Oleson, statement nade in a seninar presentation on the
1985 hlheat Outlook. Department of Agricultural Econonics and Farm
Managenent, University of Maniloba, Dee. 6, 1984.

88Th""" is a problen with relating area seeded and quola on
to-one basis. Individual producers n¡ay allocate quota hectares in
which does not directly related to seeded area.

a one-
a vray
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line of seeding, the amount and tining of precipitation during the growing

season, heat units, and the possible occumence of frost. Even if all of

these co¡nponents could be aggregated, differences in weather between

regions would stil1 have to be accounted for. Adverse conditions in one

region nay be balanced by good growing conditions in anoLher area.

For the purpose of this sbudy, Canadian wheat yield will not be

estinated from a structural nodel; instead it will be treated as a trend

variabLe. Figure 13 illustrates the lrend in Canadian wheat yie1ds89 fron

1970/71 to 1983/84. As expected, there is a good deal of variation in

yield from one year to the next. It is interesting to note that Canadian

wheat yields do not appear to correspond directly with price. In 1974/75,

when the Canadian price of wheat was high, Canadian wheat yield was at a

1?-year low of 1.49 tonnes per hectare. By 1976/77, wheat priees had

dropped by $61 per tonne but the average yield of v,¡heat had increased to

2.1 tonnes per hectare. Although a direct relationship does not exist, it

can be argued that a lagged price effect is possible. There does appear

to be a certain degree of correlation between wheat yield and the price of

wheat lagged one to two years. A lagged impact is reasonable since it

will fake a period of ti¡ne for producens to react to changes in profib-

ability.

Tt¿o other assumptions included in t,he Trade ModeI also deserve

mention. The first is that wheat is treated as a single comnodity, and as

a resultr the different types and grades of wheat are not specifieally

modelled. The theoretical attraction of segrnenting the wheat market is

89tfr" trend line is estinated using an
procedure, with wheat yield regressed against
slatistic is significant at the ,05 level, while
nificant at the .10 leveI.

Ordinary Least Squares
tine. The resulling t-
the f-sbatistic is sig-
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Canadian !'Iheat Yields
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acknowledged, but in the aim of simplicity and in order to conserve de-

grees of freedom, wheat will be lreated as a honogeneous connodity.

the second sinplification relates t,o the formation of world wheat

pri-ces. Changes in the value of an importing nationts currency relative

fo ühe predoninant world currency (U.S. doIlar) should theoretically

result in an incone effect. Sfated nore explicitly, this neans that an

increase in the value of an inporLerfs currency is equivalent to an in-
crease in income. Traditj.onal denand theory tells us thaL as long as lhe

comnodity in question is a nornal good, the quantity denanded will in-
crease as incone increases.

It' is accepted lhat international income effects broughü aboub

through changes in exchange rates may have an inpact on the international

demand for wheat; however, such inpacts will not be accounted for within

the Trade Model. In order to do justice to lhe question of international

incone effects, individual incone elasticities would have to be estimated

for the various importing nations. In addifion, if r^re were to simulale

future impacts, it would be necessary to construct a model capable of

predieting fhe relatj-ve movement of various world currencies. Due to lhe

conplexiby of such a task, it. was decided bhaf bhe line would be better

spent by concentrating on the donestic rather than international side of

the problen. Consequenüly, the only exchange rate variable which is

included in the Trade ModeI is bhe conversion between Canadian and U.S.

dollars.

4.3 Measuring the Cost of lfheat Production

As we move from lhe trade (output,)

question of production costs, lhe linkage to

diverse. Refering back to Figure 12, $¡e can

side of the problen to lhe

the macroeconomy becomes more

see that interest, inflation
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and the Cdn./U.S. exchange raLe are all tied to the cost of producing

wheat. The objective of this section is to explain how these macro-rnicro

Iinkages occur.

Using a 400 hectare Manitoba grain farm as an example, it is

possible to estinate an average cost of wheat productio.r9O TabIe 2

illustrates how total wheat production costs for our case farn can be

separated into operating costs, machinery costs and a residual which

enconpasses labour, ¡nanagenent and land.

Now fhat the cost of producing wheat has been outlined (Table 2),

the problen becomes one of estinating the inpact which will result from a

change in the nacroecononic variables. In order t,o sinplify ühe problen,

the conponent describing labour, nanagement and land costs t¿iII be dropped

fron the nodel. The reasons for onitting these costs are twofold. First

of aII, by elininabing land costs, problems associated with capilal gains

ean be avoided. Secondly, it is debatable whether Ìabour, managenent and

land costs enter an individual producers short run deeision process. In

naking the long run decision of whether to enter or remain in agriculture

t,he opportunity cost associated wibh labour, managenent and land will

obviously be relevent. However, once the long run decisj-on has been made,

the appropriate short run decision revolves around the quantity and type

of grain to be produced.

After elininating labour, nanagement and land costs, we are lefb

with approxinately 68 pereent of fhe total production costs specified in

TabIe 2. By deleting the previously menfi-oned costs, we have in effect

90Whea¿ producti-on cosbs are based on fhe estimabes included in:
Maniloba Agriculture, "Farm Planning and Organization--1984 Crop Planning
Guj-derr, llinnipeg, Man., Nov., 1983. For nore information on the
budgefting procedure refer to Appendix C.
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Table 2

Estinated Cost of Producing Wheat--1984
(dollars per hectare)

OPERATTNG COSÎS:--Teã-
Fertilizer
Chemicals
Fuel
Mlscellaneous

Machinery operating
Insurance
0verhead

Interesting on Operating

TOTAL OPERATTNG COSTS

MACHINERÏ COSTS:
Depreciation
Investment

TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN THE MODEL

LAND. LABOUR AND }4ANAGEMENT:
Land Investment
Labour and Management

TOTÂL @S1

$20 .90
64.3s
45 .70
22.25

$ 17.30
11.75
12.35 41.40

12.60

fi207.20

65.75

û272.95

126.00

$393.95

34.60
31 .15

86.50
39 .50

Source: Manitoba
Planning

Agriculture, rtFarn Planning and
Guiderr, IrJinnipeg, ManJ-toba, Nov.

0rganization--1984 Crop
1 985.
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adopt,ed an approach which is based on cash costs and depreciation rather

than economic (opportunit,y) cosb. The net revenue which is available

after operating and nachinery costs have been paid, can in turn be applied

to land, Iabour and management costs. Any residual- which renains is con-

sidered to be profit.

4.4 Modelling Input Prices

The cost of producing wheat (as defined in Section 4.3) witl be

ôalculated by updating 1984 input costs. Individual forecasbing models

t¿ill be constructed for each of fhe following input prices:

1 " agricullural machinery,

2. fertilizer,

3. agricultural chemicals,

4. fuel,

5. seed,

6. niscellaneous itens.

These price indexes will be conbined wiûh interest rates (fron the macro-

economic nodel) in order to predict wheat production costs.

Miscellaneous items such as hydro and telephone are treated as a

separate cost component, and are assuned to be direetly affecùed by ühe

donestic price of durables and services (Figure 12). The argument here is

that the niscellaneous itens which go into the production of wheat are

much more heavily weighted by donestic prlces lhan by the price of in-
ported goods. Therefore, it seens reasonable that any change in the price

of miscellaneous goods should be bied elosely to the donestic inflation

rate.

Seed price is also treated as a separate .iten. As a general rule,

one can assume that Canadian wheat varieties are nutually exclusive fron
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those grovJn in the U.S. Since very litt1e seed moves across the border,

the Cdn./U.S. exchange raLe should influence seed prices only through bhe

domestic price of wheaü. Seed prices wi1 I be estinated through a be-

havioural equation which includes wheat price as one of the explanatory

variables.

As for the renaining four 5-nputs, the hypothesized relationshi-ps

are not as strai.ght forward. 0riginalIy, it was thought fhat price in-

dexes for nachinery, fertiLizer, chernicals and fuel could be estinated

through the law of one pri.ce. This doctrine (as presented in Section 3.5)

states that under perfect narket clearing Canada and the U.S. will

function as one rather than two separate narkets. Any change in the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate should have a direct impact on Canadars domestj-c

input prices.

The law of one price can be tested by examining the strength of

the short run transnissi.ons between the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate and

Cdn./U.S. input price ratio. Study of bhis relationship has led to mixed

resutts.9l Th" law of one priee is not successful in explaining the

pricing of petroleun products, agricultural chenicals or fertilizer. the

theory does, however, appear more appropriate in ühe case of agricultural

nachinery.

The nixed results obtained when analyzing the 1aw of one price can

be explained by bhe strueture of the narkets in question. Even though

there are no significant inport fariffs on factor inputs, prices between

Canada and the U.S. fail to equilibriate. The result is that there is a

very little correlation between relative price rati-os and novements in the

exchange rate. Given that many of bhe sane conpanies operate in Canada

91c.¡,. Carter and N. Hanilton, op.cit.
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and the U.S., and that fhe structure of these markets is oligopolistic, it

is not surprising bo find that, price discrinination is the norn rather

than ühe exception.

The apparent breakdown of Lhe law of one price when applied to

wheat inputs leads to tr¿o possible conclusions. The Carter and Hanillon

study exanined only short run Iags between exchange rates and relatÍve
prices. It could be that pricing parity exists only when examined over a

longer run. 0r, it could also be that the resuLts of the Cart,er and

Hanilton study are i.n fact accurabe, and that the lav¡ of one price between

Canada and the U.S. is a fallacy in regard to wheat inputs.

The study at hand draws upon the aforenenLioned possibilities,

proposing alternati-ve methods for measuring wheat input prices. If
pricing parity exi-sts in some distributed lag form, autoregressive pro-

cedures should not only be able to idenfify the 1ag, but should also be

able to predic¿ it. Assuning thaL input prices are set in the U.S., a

bivariate ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) procedure can

be used to predict future input prÍ.ces based on past input prices and the

cdn.,/u.s. exchange rate. conceptually, this option appears in Figure 12

where the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate feeds into the Input Price Models.

An alternate approach is to assume that the 1aw of one price does

not hold between Canada and ühe U.S. The nesull is thaf Canadian inpul

prices are trmade in Canadart and as such are directly affected by Canadian

inflation rates. If we assune mark-up pricing, any Íncrease in inflation

will translate into an increase in ühe cost of producing wheat inpuls. The

made in Canada option is shown in Figure 12 by linking the Input Price

Mode1s t,o inflat,ion and exchange nates.

The Input Price Models are used to forecast individual price

indexes for machinery, fertilizer, agricultural chenicals and fuel. After
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these indexes have been transformed into absolute dollar values, they can

be added lo seed costs and miscellaneous costs in order to calculate total

operating cosl before interest. The final step is to bring interest rates

into the model through an interest expense category.92

4.5 Calculating Net Revenue

Aü this stage we are able to bring wheat producti-on costs together

with gross revenue in order derive an estinate of net revenue per hectare.

As discussed in Section 4.J, the Trade Model multiplies deliveries by

wheat prices to estinate gross revenue. Meanwhile, the cost side of the

model described in Section 4.4, predicts the pricó of individual inputs

and combines then in order to estimate operaling costs on a per hectare

basis. Matching gross revenue wilh operating costs yields a forecasl of

net revenue per hectare"

- In order to assess what this estinate of net revenue actually

means, it is necessary to Iist the cost itens which are not included in

lhe mode1. In addition to land, Iabour and managenent which !¡ere dealù

with in Section 4.3, the nodel fails to account for off-farn handling and

transportation costs. These charges include: CI{B administration; eleva-

tion, handling and storage; as well as grain transporlation rates.93 To

arrive at an esbinate of net incone ab the farn level, handling and

transportation charges should be deducted. However, before the charges

can be deducted they must be esti-mated, and this would require cost pre-

dictions which are beyond bhe scope of this study.

92Fo" a more detailect description of how the various cost
conponents are combined to estimate operating cost per hectare refer to
Appendix D.

93T""n"portation and handling charges wi-II vary depending on loca-
tion, node of transportation and the route by which the grain is moved.
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The model described in Figure 12 does not inelude these trans-

portati-on and handling charges. As a result, Canadian wheat prices refer

to lþ1 C.!í.R.S. in store at Vancouver. The onissj.on of handling and

transportalion charges wilI make it more difficulb to relate the nodelrs

estimate of net revenue to net farm receipls; however, as long as the

omission of these charges is recognized, valid comparÍsons are sti11
possible. In bhe past, grain transportation and handling charges brere

relatively constant due to Statutory Freight Rates and Canadian Grain

Comni.ssionts tariff regulations. However, when bhe tlestern Grain

Transportation Act was adopted in 1983, Statutory Rates became a bhing of

the past. I,Iestern producers are no!{ required to absorb an increasing

portion of bhe cost of transportlng grain.
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CHAPTER V

MODEL ESTIMATTON AND EVALUATÏON

5.1 Analytical Procedure

Using the conceptual franework presented in lhe previous chapter,

it is possible to specify and estinate a nodel which can be used to

project net revenue. The fÍrst step is to outline the relevant estination

procedures and data sources. FoIlowing this, the individual subnodels

will be estinated and tested for statistical signifj-cance.

5.1.1 Estination Techniques. Given the diverse nature of the

subnodels incorporated Ín this study, a variety of estimation techni-ques

will be used. For the Trade Model, two-stage least squares and ordinary

least squares (OLS) will be applied. In bhe case of the Input Price

Models, both regression and bivari-ate ARïMA procedures will be investi-

gated.

Given that the theory of regression analysis is well accepted,

dj-scussion of fhis topic will be kept to a mininun. In ibs most basic

forn, regression analysJ-s is nobhing nore than a statistical techniques

which alIows us to gauge relationships between individual variables.

Ordinary least squares estinates are based on one-$¡ay causaliby, while the

two-stage least squares procedure allows dependent variables to be deter-

mined through sinultaneous j-nteractions. The regression results presented

in this study are derived using a Shazam computer package.g4

94r.;. hthite, shazan:
Rice University Press , 1979).

An Econonetric Conputer Program (Houston:
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Unlike regression, bivariate ARIMA models are a fairly recent

development in the field of quantitative analysis., As is the case in most

time serles techniques, the ARIMA model presume that an individual nunber

series is generated by a stochastic process, and fhaü bhe structure of

that process can be described.95 Such descriptions are not presented in

terns of cause and effecl relationships; instead, these descriptions

relate to the way randonness is embodied within a particular number

series.

ARIMA models tend to view a particular vector of nunbers (Y1, Yz ,

. . . Yn) as a set of jointly deternined randon variables. It is further

assumed that there exj-sts some hypothebical probability density function

which is capable of assigning probabilities to all possible conbinalions

of values within thaü vector. Although a complete specificabion of bhe

probability density functions is impossible, bre are often able to con-

struct a simplified model of the tine series which explains randomness in

a way which is useful for forecasti-ng.96

Box and Jenkins97 originally suggested bhat Autoregressive Inte-

grated Moving Average (ARIMA) models could be used to forecast current

values of a partj-cu1ar nunber series based on only a few of the proceeding

values in that same nunber series. A sinptified version of this process

is shown below.

It = Ø1Yt_1 * ØzYt-z + at - Olat-t - Ðz^t-z

95n.S. Pindyck and D.L. Rubenfield, Econometric Models and
Economic Forecasts. (New York: MeGraw HilI, rncT$Sllll 421. 

-
96ruia., p. 431.

97G.E.P. Box and G.M.
Control (San Fransisco:and

Jenkins, Time Series Analysis Forecasting
Holden Day Inc., 1976).
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where:

Ït = t,he dePendent variable

at = other influences on Y¿ (i.e., randon shocks).

The most inportant assunpti-on of an ARIMA modet is that recent events (y

and a) have a greater impact on the forecast than the nore distant events.

This neans that 01 must be a fraction where:

1 t 01 , A2 ....t0n.

The sane logic applies to past occurrences of the dependent variable

where:

,rØtrØZ ,Øn.

Another guiding principle behind the Box-Jenkins approach is in

regard to ühe parsimonious use of parameters. This reflects the view that

a social science time series can be predicted by using a limited number of

past randon shocks and tine series observations.gS ARIMA procedures

should be parsimonious not only in their use of time lags but also in

regard to the conplexity of fhe parameters included in fhe model.

As shown in Figure 14, autoregressive and moving average com-

ponents can be conbined wibhin lhe sane system. The first step in con-

structing a univariate ARIMA nodel is to difference the raw data in order

to attain stationarity in trend and variance. The lagged error pattern

displayed in the autocorrelation function can then be used to predict

which form of ARIMA model best fits t,he data. Once the model has been

identified and estinated, the final step is to diagnose the resulfs in

order to evaluate whether the model is statistically acceptable.

98n. Mccleary and R.A. Hay,
Lhe Social Sciences (Beverly Hills:

Jr., Applied Tine
Sage Publications,

Analysis for
1980), P..20.

Series

9'l

Inc.,



Adding an independent varj-able to a univariate nodel produces a

bivarÍate ARIMA process. Figure 15 portrays the case where the dependent

variable (T) is deternined by: past occurrences of the dependent variable

and its related randon shocks (a); as well as by past occurrences of an

exogenous variable (X), and fhe random shocks associated with bhat

exogenous variable (b).

lühen building a bivariate modeI, the first step is to estimate

individual univariate nodels for boùh the dependent and independent (exo-

genous) variables. The cposs-coprelation function between the prewhitened

dependent and independent varÍables ean be used to idenbify the transfer

function. Once the parameters of the bivariate model have been estinated

and are deemed to be sbatistically significant, the nodel building process

ab -----)
Moving Average

Fi1üer

Figure 14

FIow Diagran of a Univariate ARIIvIA Model

Source: R. McCleary and R.A. Hay, Jr., Applied Tine Series for the Social
Êcrenceg (Beverry Hills: sage publications, rnc., 19go), p. 133.

Autoregressive

Filter

Integration

Filter
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is conplete. WÍthin this study, bivariate ARIMA models will be estinated

using the Slatistical Analysis Syslem (SAS) computer package.99

The major difference between bivariate ARIMA models and negression

analysis is in regard to the model building process. The relationships

posited by regression analysis are based on prior research and bheory. 0n

the other hand, ARIMA nódels are based solely on existing data and, and as

such, are forced to incorporate a trial and error approach t,o nodel

building.

br- - )

Univari-ate

ARÏMA

Filber

__)*r_ ì

ar--+

Transfer

Filüer

Univariate

ARIMA

Filter

\,,,
A

Figure 15

Flow Diagram of a Bivariate ARIl,lA Model

Source: Derived fron R. McCleary and R.A. Hay, Jr., Applle4 Tine
Analysis for the Social Sciences (BeverIy Hil1s:
Publicati-ons, Inc., 1980) p. 241.

Series
Sage

99slS Institute Inc., SAs,/ETs
N.C.: SAS InstÍbute Inc., 1982-
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5.1.2 Evaluating the Estinates. Given that regression and ARIMA

nodels are based on different premises, they will have to be evaluated

accordi-ng lo different criterion. In the case of regression analysis, bhe

estimated nodel must be assessed for both econonic meaning and statist,ical

significance. The statistical conponent is further divided between sta-

tistical (first order) and econometri-c (second order) tests.

First order tests exanine the statistical reliabilily of the

estinated paraneters. Consideration is given to the coefficient of deter-

mination and the statistical significance of individual variables. Second

order tests deternine statistical reliability by concentrating on the

standard errors associated with individual paraneter estimates. Statisti-

cal reliability is detected by exanining bhe validity of various error

assumptions. The lhree specific error assunptions which will be tested

within lhis sbudy include: constant variance (homoscedasticity) i ze?o

linear relationship between independenb variables (multicotlinearity); and

serial independence of error terns between tine periods (autocorrelatÍon).

If heteroscedasticiby exists in a single equation model, the

standard tests of significance are invalid. The coefficients remain

statistically unbiased but are inefficient in "r.it sanples (i.e., Iack

mininun variance). Consequently, any predictions which are based on these

coefficients will be subject to variances which exceed the nininum case.

The estimates derived within thls study will be examj-ned for heterosceda-

sticity using fhe Goldfeld-Quandt Test.100

1004. Koutsoyiannis, Theory of Econometrics, An Introductory
Exposition of Econometric Methods, second edition (London: MacMillan
Press Ltd., 1977), p. 233.
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As stated above, the existence of nulticollinearily represents a

second error related problen. Perfect collinearity between independenb

variables will invalidate the regression procedure, making it inpossible

to obtain accurate estimates for individual paranelers. In practice, most

econonetrÍc models fall sonewhere between the extrenes of perfect and zero

collinearity. If is not clear as to what degree of collinearity can be

present before parameter estinates begin to be seriously affectea.l01

However, as long as the degree of nulticollinearity lies between certain

statistical linits, it is not perceived to be a serious problen. These

linits will be assessed through bhe inplenentation of ühe Faruar-Glauber

1ss¿.102

The third statistical problen to be considered when evaluating bhe

regression results is autocorrelation. The assumption of zero autocorre-

lation requires thal lhere is no significant tenporal covariance between

error terns. If autocorrelation exÍsts, paraneter estinates will renain

stat'islically unbiased, but the variance attached to t,hose estinates may

be greatly enlarged. The existence of autocorrelation will be examined

usi.ng the Durbin-l{atson and Durbin-h Testsrl03." well as by assessing the

strength of ühe relationship between past and current error terms.104

The problem of autocorrelation (which are inherent wifhin many

tine series) can be used to best advantage in bhe ARIMA process.

1o1l¡i¿., p. 185.

102D.8. Farcar and R.R. Glauber, ttMulticollinearity in Regressi-on
Analysislt, Iev:lev¡ of Econonics and Statistics, Vol. 49, 1967, pp. 92-107.

103 J. Durbin, ItTesti-ng for Seria1 Correlation in Least-Squares hlhen
Some of Lhe Regressors are Lagged Dependent Variablesrr, Econometrica, Vol.
38, 1970, pp.410-421.

1044. Koutsoyiannis, op.cit., pp. 216-217.
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GeneralIy speaking, fhe st,atistical problens encountered in an ARIMA nodel

are far Iess onerous than the ones encountered in regression models.

ARIMA paraneters must be statistically significant, with univariate moving

average estinates tying within the bounds of stationarity-invertibility,
If these criteria are met, model diagnosis proceeds with the residuals

being checked for white noj.se. As long as the autocorrelation function

(ACF) exhÍbits onty a linited nunber of unexplained variations, and the

Chi-Square statistic lies wiLhin theoretical bounds, the ARIMA nodel is

deened to be statistically acceptable.

5.1.3 Data @. Published tine series data is used in

all segmenls of this analysis. The Trade Model is constructed fron annual

data which is converted to a Canadian crop year basis (August 1 - July

31). The 14 individual observations which are included in the Trade

Mode1, span the period from 1970/71 to 1983/84. Trade data originates

fron three main sources: The International- l{heat Councilfs !'lor1d llheat

9t@.!icg; Canada Grains Couneilrs Ca-nadj.an Grain Industry StatistÍcal

Handbook: and the Bank of Canada Review.

Data included in lhe Input Price and Seed Price Models originate

from Statistics Canada publications. !,Jith the exception of seed prices,

all other costs are collecled on a quarterly basis, beginning in the first
quarter of 1971 and ending in the second quarter of 1984. This equals a

total of 54 individual observations. Seed pri-ees are collected on an

annual basis and are designed to correspond with the time frame used in

the Trade Model.

5.2 Estimating the Trade Modef

Two differe¡t approaches wi-II be investigated before arriving at

bhe final Trade Model. The first option is to estinate bhe model using a
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sinultaneous franework. Following this, the interaction between indivi-
dual variables will be restricted so as to transpose the sinultaneous

nodel into a recursive forn. Due to space linitations, a ful1 disclosure

of slatisLical tests is included only for the final model.

5.2.1 Simultaneous Approach. Using a sinple mode1, we wilI
abtenpt to approxi¡nate sone of the interactions which affect Canadars

wheat trade. A two-stage least squares (2SLS) technique is used to esti-

mate the nodel coefficients and bheir corresponding t-statistics (shown in

brackets). An asterisk denotes those variables which are significant aE

the 5 pereent level. The coefficients of determinationlo5 are included

for each equation.

CEXPS- =t -5537.2
( 1.20)

R2 = .77

379.75 -
(9.54)

R2 = .89

-209 . 1 8*
(9.54)

R2 = .gg

cExPDr

+ 16.267
( 1.43)

^cPcr + .646 cPRoD: + .428 cEsTK.l .(4.82) u (z.Tg) u-' (5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

CEXPD- =L

cÊc,

CEXPS- =v

where:

CEXPS

CEXPD

¿
+ 1.103 UPU*

(30.04) "
1g1.28 CUExr
(5.60) "

.243 !,¡EXPI(4.02) "

.0008 cExPS.(0.79) '

35.952 cPcf * 3872.1 cuEX+ +(3.85) ' (.47) v

Export supply

Export demand

of Canadian wheat,

for Canadian wheat,

(5.4)

in thousands of tonnes

in thousands of tonnes

105In 2sLS, the coefficients of deterninabion (R2) refer onty to
the second stage of estimation.
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CPC = ExporL price of Canadian wheaE (lI1 C.I{.R.S. Ioaded out of
Lhe Pacific Ports), in Cdn. dollars per tonne

CPROD : Canadian wheat production, in thousands of tonnes

CESTK = Canadian ending stocks of wheat (JuIy 31), in thousands of
fonnes

CUEX = Cdn./U.S. exchange rates

TJEXP = l{orld wheat exports, in thousands of tonnes

UPU = Export price of U.S. wheat (/É2 D.N.S. Ioaded out of the
Pacific Port,s), in U.S. dol,lars per tonne

t = Crop years (1970/71 - 1983/84)

Variables estinated in the nodel (endogenous).

The model described above is based on the assunption that world

wheat prices are deternined in ühe U.S. market" Although separate supply

and denand equations are estj-mated for Canadian wheal, their equilibrium

cannot be expected to be the sole deterninant of Canadian wheat prices.

The model suggests fhat U.S. prices and bhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate are

najor influences on fhe Canadian price. The Canadian price in turn

impacfs on the amount of Canadian wheat which is produced and sold.

Demand for Canadian wheat is influenced by the world price of wheat (which

is reflected in a conbination of U.S. prices and the Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate) plus a variable representing lotal world trade. The importanee of

nainlaj-ning market share is captured by the world trade variable.

The model is deemed to be sinultaneous due to a joinf defer-

mination of Canadian export supply (CEXPS), Canadian export demand (CEXPD)

and Canadian export price (CPC). The model was found to be identified,

with the signs of a1I variables consistent wiüh economic theory. The

individuaL coefficients were significanb at ühe .05 level with only three

exceptions. These include: the price variable in the export supply
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equafion; ¿he exchange rate variable in the export denand equation; and

the export supply variable in the price equation.

Although statist,ically insignificant, theory requires that fhe

price and exchange rate variables remain in the nodel. The argunent for

maintaining a price variable within a supply equation is straightforward.

However, sone addltional explanation is required for the case of exchange

rates. As originally mentioned in Seclion 3.5, the Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate enters the Trade ModeI through bhe export denand and export price

equations. The motive for including the exchange rate as a separate

regressor within the denand equation revolves around the idea tha! foreign

buyers are influenced by Canadian prices as expressed in U.S. doIlars.

For this reason, Canadian prices (CPC) and the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate

(cuEx) are bolh incruded within the export denand equation (5.2).

The constructlon of bhe simullaneous model aIlows for a partial

test of price delernination. The fact that Canadian export supply (CEXPS)

is not significant in explaining variations in Canadian export price lends

soúe support to ühe hypothesis bhat Canadian prices are established in the

U.S. market. This is reinforced by the fact thab bolh lhe U.S. price as

expressed in U.S. dollars (UPU) and the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate (CUEX) are

very significant in terns of explaining Canadars export price of wheat.

rf the variabre depict,ing canadian export supply is dropped from

bhe price equation, lhe nodel ceases to be simultaneous. Insfead, causa-

lion runs in only one direction, with the u..S. price and the Cdn./u.s.

exchange rate deternining the price of Canadian wheat. The Canadian price

of wheat in turn feeds into Canadafs export supply and export demand

equations. Before hle can attenpt to estinate a recursive model, we must

first assess whether sj-multaneous equation bias poses a serious problen.
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This can be acconplished by comparing

the following OLS estimates.

the 2SLS estimates (shor¿n above) to

cuxpst = _5549.6 +
(1.21)

RL = .77

&

- (.å.loftsrK¡-116.321
( 1.44)

F-

CPC¿ +

10.9t

¿
.646 CPRODT(4.87) -

curreDr = ??ã¡Tou 
-c3?A6To cpcf +(4qgT.1 cuEX¿ -(3:AB)lruxpt

R2=.89 f=26.8*

= -211.60r + 1.101 uPUf + ]96.QQ cUExå + ,09Q7 CEXPS¡(10.60) (30.90) - (-6.75) - (.78)
cPcr

a2 = .99 f = 678.8t

In terms of bhe coefficient values, the difference between the

2SLS estinates and OLS estimates range fron .3 to 14.0 percent. If we

disregard the export supply variable (CEXPS), the maxj.mun deviation be-

lween teehniques is reduced to J.4 percent. The intercept terms exhibit a

similar degree of variation, with the export demand equation necording a

maximum change of 761000 tonnes. If exanined alone, this difference

appears fairly large; however, r¿hen its nagnitude is consj-dered relative

to the üofaI export volune, the variation is ninimal. 0lher criterion

such as the signs of individual coefficients and R'i' values remain virtuaL-

Iy unchanged between the 2SLS and OLS esti¡nales.

It appears bhal simultaneous equation bias does not pose a serious

problen. This allows us to nove fron a sinultaneous nodel to a recursive

systen of single equations without incurring a significant increase in

bias. Recursive nodels have advantages in terns of forecasting which

prove be particularly useful in fhis study. Instead of having to produce

prelininary forecasts of aII exogenous and endogenous variables as is the

case in 2SLS, the recursive approach requires the prediction of only a

(5.5)

(5.6 )

(5.7 )
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linited nunber of exogenous factors. !{e are then able to solve for future

values of the endogenous variables using an iterative procedure.

5.2.2 Recursive Approach. The simultaneous model described above

will be used as a nucleus for the recursive model. Once the Canadian

export supply variable is dropped fron equation 5.6, it becones possible

to estinate fhe nodel from a recursive set of single equations. In order

to provide a more complete description of Canadian v¡heat trade, the three

original equations will be expanded to a set of ten equations. Four of

these are ídentities, while the remaini-ng six equations are. behavioral and

as such wiLl be estinated usÍng an OLS procedure.

The recursive approach cal1s for the model to be segnented info

blocks, which are solved sequentially. Three separate blocks will be

estinated. They include: Canadian wheat production; U.S. and Canadian

wheat priees; and fhe supply and demand for Canadian wheat. The

coefficient estimates for the three separate blocks are included beIow.

The estlnated nean elasticities for bhe nodel are included 'in Appendix I

(Table 11 ).

Canadian Wheat Production:

HÊct* = 2i39.2 +" ( 1.03)

R2 = '74

cPñoDr = uÉct, x

CSUP¿ = CPf;OD, +

Canadian

28.50 CPCf-1
(5.64) -

F = 15.9*

ïIELDr

CESTK. qu-l

I'Iheat Prices:

' ?î?;3 ) 

DELü- 
1

. 128 I{POP}
(10.69) u

U.S. and

UPU^ =v

(5.8)

(5.e)

(5.10)

-90.644r
(1.89)

R2 = .g3

- .oo9 cSupf
ß.02) "

F = lJ.l*
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CPc* = -251.15* + 1.og2 UPUr + 215.07 cuExf $.P)" (14.3r) (33,10) " (13.93) -

R2=.gg F=1055.9*

Supply and Demand for Canadi-an l{heal:
ú¿

cgÎpsr = -5549.6 + 16.321 cÊc, + .646 cPRooi * .428 cESTK;-1 (5.13)
" ( 1.21) ( 1.44) " (4.82) " (2.80) "-'

R2 = .77 F = 10.9*

cÉxpo* = 303.04 - 35.290 cÞcf + 4005.1 cuExf + .239 !,¡ExPr
' 1.-o¡) -(3:Bo) " (.49) " (3.99) v

R2=.89 F=26'8*

cÉxr, = (cÊxpsr +cnxYo")tz

cDôl,tor.= -1499.6 - i.TT6 cÞc, + .l8z coouof-., + .168 cPoPT
" (1.11) (1.57) " (2.40) " Q.zÐ

R2= "Tg F= 12.g*

csuPr-cExPt-cDoMDt

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

CESTK¡ = $.17 )

where:

CEXPS, CEXPD, CPC, CPROD, CESTK' CUEX' WEXP and UPU are as pre-
viously defined

HECT = Area seeded to wheat in Canada, i-n thousands of hectares

DEL = I'lheat deliveries (CEXP + CDOMD) /HECT, in tonnes per
hectare seeded

YIELD = Average Canadian wheat yields, expressed in hundreds of
kg. per hectare

tfPOP = l{orld population, in millions of people

CEXP = Represents an equilibrium between the estinated export
demand and export supply of Canadian wheat

CDOMD = Canadian domestic denand for wheal, in lhousands of
tonnes. This includes wheat used for food, feed and seed.

CPOP = Canadian populalion, in thousands of people.

Canadian wheat production is calculated by nultiplying average

wheat yields by fhe esti-nated number of hectares seeded to wheat. Average
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yield is treated as an exogenous variable, while the number of hectares

seeded is specified to be a function of both lagged wheat prices and

deliveri-es. I{ithin the designated Canadian Wheat Board region, a quota

systen serves to regulate producer deliveries. Consequentlyr Lhe ability

to deliver (quota) is an inportant consj-deration in regard to seeding

intentions. Including both price and deliveries in a lagged forn repre-

sents a crude neasure of expected gross revenue. The assunption is that

pnoducers react to changes in gross revenue in an adapüive nanner. An

increase in gross revenue during year t is expected to result in an

increase in the nunber of hectares seeded to wheat in year t + 1.

The delivery variables (DEL) used in bhis nodel should not be

identified with official CliB quotas. Cl'lB quotas differ in that they are

based on quota hectares rather than seeded hectares. As a rule' quota

heetares and s'eeded hectaies do not correspond. The difference comes

about because producers are able to allocate quota hecbares as they see

fib ralher than being constrained Lo allocaling quotd in aceordance to

actual seeding intentions. Additional discrepancies can be explained by

the fact fhat deliveries against officiat CllB quotas may originate fron

stocks as well as from current production.

Once Canadian wheat production has been estimated it can be added

to carryover stocks in order to arrj-ve at the total Canadian supply of

wheat (5.10). The variable representing Canadian suppfy (CSUP) is bhen

fed into the second block of fhe Trade Model which is designed to estimate

Canadian and U.S. wheat prices. The assunption within the second block is

that the U.S. market functions as the discovery nechanisn for world wheat

prices. 'This does not suggest thab lhe U.S. price is determined in iso-

lation. Given that fhe U.S. price is established in an op"r, t.tt et which
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reflects r¡rorId denand and supply eondilions, a change in the supply of

Canadian wheat should have an impact on U.S. price. This inberaction will

be very inportant in terms of simulating future events. If Canadian wheat

supply was not linked to bhe U.S. price, it would be possible for Canadian

wheat stocks to increase dramatically without having any effect on price.

The second explanatory variable included in the U.S. price equa-

tion is world population. In a sense, world population can be considered

as a proxy for world wheat denand. lrlhen world populaLion is conbined with

Canadlan wheat supply, both the denand and supply aspects have been

accounted for to sone extent.

Meanwhile, the Canadian price equation (5.12) remains essentially

the same as it was in the sinultaneous model. The U.S. wheat price and

the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate are included as separate regressors, with

both variab.les exhibiting a slgnificant positÍve relationship. Overal1,

the U.S. price of wheat and the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate were able to

explain approximately 98 percent of bhe variation in Canadian wheat prices

from 1970/71 to 1983/84.

The fhird and final block of the model accounts for wheat trade

and inventories. As was bhe case for the Canadian price equation, bhe

Canadian export supply and demand equations mainbain the same specifica-

tions as presented in the simultaneous nodeI. Export supply (5.13) is

staled as a function of price, production and caryover stocks. The signs

of bhe variables included in the export supply equation prove to be con-

sistent with econonic theory. All variables, wifh the exception of price

are found to be significant at bhe 5 percent level.

Export demand for Canadian wheat (5.14) has the Canadian wheat

price, the Cdn./U.S, exchange rate and the total world trade in wheal as

explanatory variables. Based on fhe eslinated equation, if appears bhat
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Canada has satisfied approximately 23.9 percent of Lotal world wheat

denand over the past 14 years. In addition to the trade variable, the

Canadian price of wheat is also significant in explaining export demand.

The exchange rate variable included in the export denand equation displays

lhe expected sign but is not found to be statistically significant.

Domestic demand (5.16) i.s explained by the Canadian price of

wheat, lagged donestj.c demand and a variable reflecting Canadian popula-

tion. Together, fhe aforementioned variables account for 79 percent of

the variation in Canadars donestic denand for wheat. The staListical

insignificance of the price variable is not surprising when you consider

thal food consumption nakes up a relatively snall proportion of Canadats

per capita incone. Since wheat products are a staple, the derived demand

curve for wheat should be boüh income and price inelastic

The two identifies shown in equations 5.15 and 5.17 close the

model. The first identiby equates export supply with export denand.

Alühough economic theory cäffs for a separate treatment of supply and

demand, when these equations are actually estimated, Canadian wheaL ex-

ports nust be used as the dependent variable in both cases. Given this,

it becones necessary to reconcj.le any differences which exist between the

estimated supply and demand variables. The second identity (5.17) is

sinply an accountj-ng procedure whereby Canadars ending stock of wheat is

derived by subtracting Canadian exports and Canadian donestic demand fron

the total Canadian wheat supply.

Thus far, the discussion has centered around theorebical consis-

tency and first order statistical lests. Before the estimated nesults can

be used, lhe second order (econonetric) tesfs nust also be exarnined. 0n1y
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a brief sunnary of these tests is included in the text. For a conplete

statistical discussion, readers should refer to Appendix C.

The results of the Trade Mode1 are deened to be free fron hefero-

scedasticity. In terms of nulticollinearity, all equalions pass the

Faruar-Glauber Test at the 10 percent level but, at the 5 percent level the

Canadian export denand equation (5.14) displays some degree of correla-

tion. SpecificaIIy, collinearity i.s present between the Cdn./U.S. ex-

ehange rate and the variable depicfing total world lrade in wheat. Since

bolh fhese variables are important for theoretical reasons, and since lhe

degree of nulticollinearity is not significant aL the 10 percent level,

the model wiII not be adjusted.

The sane situation does not hold for auLocorrelation. Durbin-

!{atson Tests }Jere carried out on all of the equatj-ons which do not include

a lagged dependent variable. The results of this analysis show that bhe

U.S. price equation (5.11) and the Canadian export supply equation (5.13)

are free fron autocorcelation. However, in the case of hecbares seeded

(5.8), Canadian prices (5.12) and Canadian export denand (5.14) tfre

Durbin-!'Iatson best proved inconclusive.

The bhree aforementioned equations (5.8, 5.12 and 5.14) together

wifh bhe equation for Canadian donestic demand (5.16) were subjected to

the Residual Regression Test for autocorelation. Hectares seeded proved

bo be the only equation where the past error lerms were significant in

explaining current error terms, and where the overall regression co-

efficient (F-statistic) was statistically significant. The error terns

resulting fron the hectares seeded equation were found fo be related

through a pattern of second order autocorrelation.
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The hectares seeded equation vras adjusted using the infornation

gained fron the autocorrelation fests. A second order Cochrane-Orcutt

procedure was applied, and the revised results are shovtn below:

Econometrj.c lests were conducted on the adjusted hectares seeded

equalion (5.18). As shown in Appendix C, the new êquation appears to have

no heteroscedasticiüy or nulticollinearity. Autocorrelafion need not be

tested for since an adjustnent has already been made. Given the improved

statistical properties of the revised equation, if will be used in place

of ühe original hectares seeded equation in the final Trade Model.

5.3 Estimating Seed Costs

Seed costs v¡ere estimated using a single equafion approach. The

two exogenous variables which enter the seed cost equation are the price

of Canadian wheat and the lagged price of seed. The ordinary least

squares estinale for the seed egualion is stated below.

HECTI = 3766.3r + 30.853 cPci-1 + 1130.0 DELi-1_ (3.20) (12.uÐ - (3.aa)

R2 = .98

SEED{- = -10.94 + .726 cPcT * .4gz sEEDf-1" (.41) (3.79) " (3.98)

R2=.89 f=45.4r

(5.18)

(5.19)

where:

SEED = the price index for seed

CPC = the Canadian price of wheat (as previously defined).

The positive signs displayed in the above equation are con-

sistent with a priori expectations. In addition, bofh of the explanatory

variables were found to be signÍfÍcanl at the 5 percent level. The esti-
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nated seed equafion is acceptable in terns

nulticollinearity, but the Residual Regression

degree of first order autocorrelation.

Given the above information, the seed

a first order Cochrane-Orcutt procedure. The

below.

of heteroscedasticiby and

Test revealed a significant

model was reestinated using

revised results are shown

ß.20)sEEDr = -11 "51 + "lz4 cecf, * .496 SEED;-1- (.45) ß"97 ) (4.10)

R2 = 'g1

!{hen the revised seed equation (5.20) was examined, it was found

fo be acceptable in terns of both the first and second order statistical

tests.

5.4 Estinating Input Prices Using Bivariate ARIMA Mode1s

Now that the Trade and Seed Cost Models have been specified, it is

possible to dj-scuss the remaining input costs. As mentioned in Section

5.1.1, bivariate ARIMA models and regression analysis will be enployed Ín

order to estinate fertilizer, machinery, petroleum and chenical prJ-ces.

The bivariate ARIMA models are presented in this section, t¡ith the regres-

sion version of the Input Price Model discussed in Section 5.5.

The firsb step in. building ühe bivariate ARIMA models was to

specify indivj-duaI univariate ARIMA models for fertilizer, machinery,

petroleum, chemicals and bhe Cdn.,/U.S. exchange *at,e.106 Once bhe uni-

variate nodels were specified and tested, they $tere combined to forn

bi.variate models. In each case, the particular price index was specified

106For a conplete specification of the bivariate models, including
fheir univariate components, refer to Appendix D.
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as a function of the Cdn.,/U.S. exchange rate. The time Iags were deter-

nined by examining the cross-correlation coefficients.

Chenicals (CHEM) and petroleun (PETR) were found to be related to

current novements in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rates (EX), while fertilizer

(FERT) and machÍnery (MACH) are correlated with a one and four period lag

in the exchange rate, respectively. Before the bivariate results can be

interpreted, the following definifions are required:

d = degree of differencing

sd = degree of seasonal differenclng

Ø1 = estinaled autoregressive parameter (p) of oràer i
gi = estimated moving average parameüer (O) of order i

Oij = estimated seasonal moving average parameler ("q) of order i- with a j period seasonal component

B = backward shift operator

bj = seasonal backr¿ard shift operator of j periods

V = transfer function between dependent and independent variables

â¡ = randon shocks associated with the dependenl series

I : time period (in quarters).

Using the above definitions, bhe results of the final bivariate

models can be stated as:

run{= 1r -yB)(1 -b)(1 -p1B-1)(1 -zB+ o2)-1'EX¡-1 + (1 -ø18)-1

(l - 2B + B2)-1'ar $.21)

estinated calculated
parameters l-statistics

v 159 .55 1 .58
9\ -4.5e 3.4e

Std. eruor = 14.62 *X1T = 21.62
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MAC
'+ = (1 - vB)(1 - B4)-1'EXr-4 + (1 - olB - 01,484)( 1 - zB +

(l - s4)1'"t

esfinated
paraneters

s2)-1

(5.22)

rer{ = 11

(l

\y 29 ,034
s* .759
aT,+ '693

std. error = 3.46

vB)(1 - B)(1

zg + g?)-'t'at

estinated
parameters

calculated
t-slatistics

calculated
t-statistics

1 .06
7.00
5.07

*x?l = fi "10

- 2B + g2)-1 'EXr + (1 - o1B) $.23)

¡2)-1.EX¡ + (1 - ØF - øzÐ-1

$.24)

v 54.780
ef 1.037

I

std. error = 11.12

Â
cHEMr = (1 -y B)(1 - 6p -

(t -28+ s2)-1'ar

estimated
paramefers

y* 23.077
øl -.708,þi -.648

st,d. error = 8.87

28.60
20.25

rXlT. = 21.28

Ø2Ð'1(t - 2B +

caleulated
t-stafistics

59.88
4.40
3-96

*X1Z = 16.69

The four models displayed above are said to exhibit white noise

since their calculated Chi-square values (*x) falI within acceptable

statistical limiùs. All estimated parameters with the exception of the

transfer functions in bhe fertilizer and machinery equations are statj-s-

tically significant at !o bhe 5 percent level. In addition, the absolute

values of the second order autoregressive and moving average parameters
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are s¡na11er than their corresponding first order estinates. The uni-

varj-ate noving average parameters r.Jere also found lo be acceptable when

examined on lhe grounds of invertibiliby.

NornalIy, a minimun of 50 observations is required to establish a

stable ARIMA process. In bhe case of agricultural ehemicals, the Canadian

price indexes were first published in 1977, which makes for a botal of 30

observations. However, given that all of the estinated paranefers are

statisticalty significant, and bhab white noi-se is present, the estinated

chenical price equation (5.24) is considered lo be acceptable.

5.5 Estinating Input Prices Using RegressÍon Analysis

Regression analysis represents the second nethod for neasuring

input prices. As was the case for the bivariate ARIMA models, indivldual

equations wilI be estinated for fertilizer, machinery, petroleun and

chemicals. However, unlike the enpirical nature of ühe ARIMA nodels,

regression analysis is designed to be explanatory. The regression models

v¡hich wiIl be presenbed in this seclion follow fron fhe idea that inpuf

prices can be explained and predicted fron a conbinalion of past price

Ievels, the inftation rate and the exchange rate. In other words, farn

input markets are assuned to function under a rrmade in Canadarr pricing

systen rather than sinply representing U.S. prices adjusted for the

Cdn./U.S. exchange 
"ate.1 

07

Nunerous Iag structures brere exanined before bhe final nodel

specification was determined.l0S In the case of fertilizer, a one-quarter

107Trr" discussion of rrmade in Canadarr pricing vs.
price wás included in Sect,ion 4.4.

10to." of the other equations which were exanined
Appendix D.

lhe law of one

are included in
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lag was deened to be mosf appropriate. Meanwhile, machinery, petroleun

and chemicals were shown to exhibit one, two and four-quarter Iagsr r€-

spectively. The esti¡nated coefficients for the four input price equations

are shown beIow. Once again, the calculafed f-stafistics are displayed in

brackets with an asterisk denoting statisfical significance at ühe .05

level. The estinated elasticities for each of the regression equations

are included in Appendix I (Table I2).

FERT¡ = 8.549 + .966 FERTf-1 + 43.436 (nx*. - EX¡-1) + (5.25)
" (1.6g) (35.41) v_, (.42)

4.045 (rt - rr-l)f
(3.33)

R2=.98 f=810.4*

RMAcHå =d:::i - ,?î.rMAcHà-r . .?1lr!t*r - EXt-r 6.26)

R2 = .87

PETRÐ = 
i?:?å,- i?:lrii"i-r 

.,?|ulon (EX¿ - EX¿-2) + $'27)

3.499 (rr - rr_z)*
( 5.41 )

R2 = 'gT

CHEMå = 
llA?Tt 

- 
i?;:n;iEMl-,+ îr]¿liu 

(rr - rr-,r)* (5.28)

R2 = .90

where:

FERT = fertilizer price index for tfestern Canada

RMACH = the |trealrr agricultural machinery price index for lrlestern
Canada (MACH¿/I¡)

PETR = refi-ned petroleun products price index for hlestern Canada

CHEM = agricultural chenical price index for hlestern Canada
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EX

I

t

Lhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate

the Canadian inflation rate (CPI is used as a proxy)

time period in quarters.

All of the final regression equations were slatistically

significant, with R2 values ranging fron 87 to 98 percent. Autocorrelated

error terns produced statistical problens in the nachinery, petroleun and

chenical equations, Therefore, equations 5.26, 5.2'l and 5.28 þ¡ere

adjusted for autocorrelation (as denoted by the superscript R) using a

first order Cochrane-Orcutt procedure. It should be noted that F-

statistics are not reported for equations which have been estinated using

an autoregressive process.

In addition to autocorrelation, bhe final regression equations

were also tested for heteroscedasticity and nulticollinearity. The tesl

stafistics included in Appendix C show thab bhe real nachinery price

equation (5.2ü and the chenical price equation (S.ZA) are free fron

heteroscedasticity at lhe .05 level. Fertilizer and petroleun (5.25 and

5.27, respectlvety) exhÍbib heteroscedasti-city al bhe five percent but not

ab the one percent level. .In Lerms of multicollinearity, real nachinery

prices, petroleun, and chemicals all pass bhe Farrar-Glauber Tesb at bhe

.05 level. If the level of tolerance i.s increased from five to ten

percent, the fertiLLzer equation also fa1ls within acceptable bounds.

The input price equalions which are specified above, deserve sone

additional discussion. FertiLizer prices (5.25) are described by past

fertilizer prices (lagged one quarter) plus the change in inflation and

exchange rates over the past quarter. The si-gns are all eslinated to be

positive. In addibion, the lagged price variable and the change in the

exchange rate are bofh statisûicalIy significant.
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The equation describing machinery prices $.26) differs fron fer-

tilizer in that inflation becomes the denoninator in bhe dependent vari-

able. l{hen inflation was i-ncluded in the machinery equation as a separate

regressor (Appendix D, Table D6) the estinated coefficient for bhe lagged

dependent variable was greater than one. In other words, the lagged price

variable was pieking up a type of builü in inflalion. Given that these

results will eventually be used to sinulate the reaclion to changes in the

rate of inflation, it was decided bhat machinery prices should be divided

by inflation in order üo yield an approxÍnation of real nachÍnery prices

(RMACH). Once the real machinery price is estinated, it can be nultiplied

by the inflation rate in order to derive an absolute machinery price

index.

Petroleum prices are estimated using a two quarter lag rather than

lhe one quarter lag which prevails in both the fertilizer and real

machinery price equations. I'lhen a one period lag was altempted, the

estimated sign on the Cdn.,/U.S. exchange rate was negative. A negative

sign also occurred when a two quarter Iag was first instituted; however,

when the equation i{as corrected for autocorrelation, the sign on the

exchange rate variable becane positive.

Chenical prices represent an anomoly anong fhe four inputs

examined. In each case where a change in exchange rates was included, Lhe

sign of the exehange rate coefficient was negative. I'Ihen both the ex-

change rate and inflation were stated in absolute terns rather lhan as

differences, their signs agreed with a priori expectalions but a high

degree of mulficollinearity was present. As a nesult, lhe exchange rate

$ras excluded fron the chemical equation (5.28). This leaves chemical
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prices lo be explaÍned by pasb chemi-cal prices (Iagged four quarters) as

well as by the difference in inflation over the past four quarters.

When exanined relative to the actual nature of the agricultural

chenicat industry, fhe final forn of the chenical equation appears to be

fairly consistent. Canadian agricultural producers are not allowed to

inport fornulated chenical fron the U.S. The result is that Canadian

prices appear to be nore dependent on the donestic cost of production (in-

flation) than on bhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate.. A four period lag was

selected in order to accomnodate both the tine involved in producing

chemicals and the seasonal nature which is prevalent in the pricing of

agricultural chemicals.

5.6 Goodness of Fit

Pri-or bo using the nodels estinated in this chapter, each indi-

vidual equalion will be evalualed in regard to its goodness of fib. Two

of the more prevalent nethods for measuring goodness of fit include mean

squared error (MSE) and mean absolute pereent error (MAPE).109 The dis-

advantage in using MSE is that the size of the ercor is direclly related

to the magnitude of bhe dependent variable being predicled. To avoid fhe

problen of varying magnitudes, the equations will also be evaluated in

terms of MAPE.

I,ÍAPE
n lA - P I J
x.---.=.--¡ x I00

t=l '^t 
J

= [,

L"
where:

At = the actual value

109 A.A. Weiss and A.P. Anderson, 'rEstinating Time Series Models
Using Relevant Forecast Evaluation CrÍterionrr, Journal of the Royal
statrsticaf sþ[y,, Vo. 147, March 1984, pp. 484-487.
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P, = the predicted value

n = nunber of observations

Table 3 presents the estinates of MSE and MAPE for each of

equations included in bhe final nodel. The MSE terms range from .0004

the real machinery price equation (5.26) üo a high of 3.3 nillion in

case of the Canadian export supply equation (5.13). In percentage terns,

the absolute size of the error ranges fron 1.92 for real nachinery price

to 18"36 for the ARIMA version of petroleum priees (5.23). tlith lhe

exception of ûhe ARIMA petroleun price equation and lhe seed cost equa-

tion (5.20) the nean absolute percent error for each equation is below 10

percent. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that fhe estinated equa-

tions fit the data reasonably well.

lhe

for

the
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Evalualing the

Table 3

Goodness of Fit of the Final Model

Dependent
Variable

Equation
Nunber

Mean Squared
Error (¡,fSE)

Mean Absolute
Percent Error (MAPE)

Trade Model:

HECTR

UPU

cPc
CEXPS
CEXPD
CDOI'ÍD

Seed Cost, Model:

SEEDN

378,200
198
27

3,319,300
1 ,569 , ooo

221800

1 ,069

ARIHA Hodels:

5. 18
5 .11
5.12
5.13
5. 14
5.16

9.79
8. ¡¡
2.21
7.53
5.69
1 .88

12.7 1

8.50
5.52

18 .36
3 .06

3.43
1.92
5.45
3.72

Input Costs

FERTA

MACHA
PETRA

CHEMA

Input Costs

FERT
RMACHR

PETRR
CHEMR

5.20

Usiag Bi.vari.ate

5.21
5.22
5.23
5.24

Using Regression Ânallrsis:

5.25
5.26
5.27
5.28

1,210
560

6,013
?71

215
.0004

124
84
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CHAPTER VT

SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The models presented in Chapter V can now be used to sinulate how

a change in monetary policy will impact on the net revenue of western

Canadian wheat producers. An explanation of the scenarios is included in

the first section of bhis chapter. Following thi-s, the sinul-ation

procedure is discussed. The remainder of fhe chapter is devoted to

presenting and analyzing the results of the simulations. Given that the

explanation of individual scenarios is a very tedÍous, those readers who

are nope interested in general results should concentrabe on the sumnary

(Secüion 6.4).

6.1 Explanatj-on of the Scenarios

One of the nain ways in which financial variables (such as bhe

money supply) influence the econony through fhe interest rate. !'Jithin fhe

Focus ModeI interest rates are deternined by equating t,he supply and

demand for money, Alfhough both the M1 and M2 definitions of money are

avaílable in bhe Focus Model, our discussion wilI be limited to M1

(cumency, coin and demand deposit"). ttO

l,lith the exceplion of the Base Scenari-o, all other scenarios

included in this study can be thought of j-n terms of a change in money

supply (M1). The first and second scenarios examine the impacts which

result fron a change Ín bhe leveI and growth rate of M1. In the fhird

scenario interest rate targets are achieved through a manipulation of fhe

1101n addition to the variables included in bhe definit,ion of M1,
M2 includes all other notice deposits and personal term deposits. For
modelling purposes, bhe authors of bhe Focus Mode1 recomrnend using M1.
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noney supply. Meanwhile, the fourth and final scenario requires that M1

be adjusted in order to attain an interest rate which will cause fhe

Foreign Exchange Marke! to clear at a previously set larget exchange rate.

The aforenentioned scenarios can be specified as follows:

Scenario 1--The Bank of Canada is deemed to control the supply of narrowly
defined noney (M1).

Scenario 1A -- 2f increase

Scenario 18 -- 2f decrease

Ln

tn

Scenario

Scenario

2 --The Bank of

M1.

M1.

Canada is deemed to set a
(M1).

target growth rate for

M1.

M1.

the noney supply

Scenarj.o 2A -- 2l

Scenario 2B -- 2%

increase in the growth

decrease in fhe growth

of

of

3--The Bank of Canada is deemed to set target values for short,
têrm noninal interest rates and adjust noney supply (M1) in order
bo dchieve these largets.

Scenario 3n -- lf increase

Scenario 3B -- 1Í decrease

in

IN

the target interest rate.

the target inlêrest rate.

Scenario 4--The Bank of Canada is deened to set target values for the
Cdn./U.S. exchange rate. Managers of bhe Foreign Exchangq fund
are assuned to regulate changes in Official Foreiln Reserve-.s111 so
as to maintain the exehange rate at its target level. The Focus
Model sinulates the behavior of these managers by searching ouf an
j.nterest rate which creates the required flow of capital.

Scenario 4A -- 2% increase in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rale.

Scenario 4b -- 2f decrease in fhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate.

111fhe sun of the Current Account and the Short and Long Tern
Capital Accounbs (which are aL least partially determined by the
prevailing exchange rate) equals the Official Settlenents Balance. Unless
there is a change in Speeial Drawing Rights, the 0fficial Seftleme.nts
Batancê is equal lo bhe change in Official Foreign Reserves (expressed in
Canadian dollars).
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The results of these scenarios will be conpared relative to the

Focus Models baseline projection. Periodically, the staff aL bhe

Institute for Policy Analysis establish what they consider to be the most

likely combination of events facing the Canadian econony. The Base

Scenario used in this study represents the Inslituters view as of

Decenber, 1984.112

6.2 Sinulation Procedure

The Trade, Seed Cost and Input Price Models descr.ibed in Chapter V

will be conbined lo simulate net revenue. The Trade Model sinulates gross

revenue on a per hectare basis, while the Seed Cost and Input Price Models

(ARIMA and Regression) predict the price of seed, fertilizer, agricultural

chenicals, fuel and machinery. l,lhen the aforementioned prices are coo-

bined r¡ith interest rates and ni-scellaneous costs (which are directly

affected by inflation) wheaL productÍon costs can be estinated.l13

The time frame for the sinulation spans the bhree crop years from

1984/85 to 1986/87. In terns of wheat production, a tine lapse obviously

exists between seeding and sales dates. A crop seeded in the spring of

1984 is not available for sale until the 1984/85 crop year. In order to

make meaningful comparj-sons, sales revenue and crop production

IL2A full description of the Base Scenario is presented in
Appendix F.

113Ferti1 izer, agricultural cheni-cals, fuel and machinery prices
are predict,ed (by the Input Price Model) as quarterly price indexes. The
predicted price index for Lhe second quarter of each year is then con-
verted to an absolute price 1eve1 by updabing fhe crop budget shown in
Table 2. For example, if fertÍlizer cost,s $20 per hect,are with a corres-
ponding price index of 100 at tine t, and the price index rises to 115 af
tine t + 1, the cost of fertiLizer will increase to (115/100 x $20) =
$23.00 per hectare. This process assunes that the quantity of each input
remains unchangied.
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costs must be related to each other. For instance, when discussing net

revenue for 1984/85, we will actually be conparing wheat sales made during

fhe 1984/85 crop year to wheat production costs incurred in the spring of

1 984.

Before r.te can simulate net revenue, a nunber of exogenous vari-

ables nust be predicted. In the case of the Trade Model, bhe exogenous

variables include: bhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate (CUEX); world population

(l,lPOP); Canadian population (CPOP); world wheat exports (I'JEXP) and average

Canadian wheat yields (IIELD). Lagged independent variables are not

considered to be exogenous since their values are known wibh certainty.

Given t'hat fhe Trade Model is recursive, the endogenous variables will be

estinaLed using a stepwise procedure. For exanple, once Canadian whea!

supply has been estinated (5.10), it will becone a known (exogenous) vaLue

within the U.S. price equation (5.11).

The exehange nate represents an anonoly among Trade Model vari-

ables in that it originates fron the Focus Mode1.114 Al-1 other exogenous

variables entering the Trade ModeI are predicted using trend analysis.

0rdinary least squares regressions are estimated by nunning each of the

exogenous variables against tine. The estinaled equations are used to

derive the predicted values shown in TabIe 4.

Once the exogenous variables have been determi.ned, it is possible

to use the Trade Model in order to simulate results for the 1984/85 Lo

1986/87 period. The Canadian pri-ce of wheat (CPC) which is derived in the

Trade Model, becones an exogenous variable wifhin the Seed Cost Model.

Results for the Trade and Seed Cost ModeIs are included in Appendixes G

and H, respectively.

ll-att" Focus Model predictions are included in Appendix E.
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The seed cost projections are then conbined with the other esti-

mated input costs. If the ARIMA nodel is used to predicl input prices,

the only exogenous variable required is the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate.

However, if bhe regression version of fhe Input Price Model is in place,

both fhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate and t,he Canadian inflation rate are

requi-red.

The Trade, Seed Cost and Input Price ModeIs r¡i1l be conbined in

two different lrays. In both cases, the structure of the Trade and Seed

Cost Models renains the same, but the way in which the input price

variables are predicted differs. The Focus-ARIMA conbinati-on specifies

lhat fhe Focus Modelrs predictions for exchange, inflation and interest

rates be used with the ARIMA version of Lhe Input Price Model. Meanwhile,

the Focus-Regression combination calIs for the Focus predictions to be

used in conjuncti-on with the RegressÍon version of the Input Price Model.

Tab1e 4

Forecasted Values for the Exogenous Variables

Year I'Iorld
Population

Canadian
Population

I'lor1d lfheat
Exports

Canadian
Wheat Yields

1984/85

1985/86

1986/87

4,756 1900

4,841,500

4 1926 ,000

r 000.

25,064

25,343

25,622

...f000t....

101 , 130

105 ,310

1og,49o

....|/ha.,. .

2.0196

2.0440

2,0683
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6.3 SÍnulating Net Revenue

As stated in SectÍon 6.1, four individual scenarlos will be run

using the Focus-ARIMA and Focus-Regression options. This section presenfs

the results of these scenarios in a fairly defailed form" A summ¡nary of

the results is included in Section 6.4.

6.3.1 Scenario 1--Changing the Level of the Money Supply. If ühe

Bank of Canada ehanges the size of the noney supply, interest rates will

be directly affecfed, Figure 16 indicates.how nomÍna1 interest rates

react Eo a 2 percent change in the monetary base. As economic theory

predicts, increasing the noney supply (Scenario 1a) reduces interest rates

relative to the Base Scenario. Reducing the noney supply wiIl have an

opposite effect on interest rates. Given that a change in the noney

supply is viewed as a one shot event, bhe init,ial divergence in interest

rates tends to be reduced as time goes on. By the fourth quarLer of 1985,

interest rates appear to be moving in a parallel fashion.

The change in interest rate different,ials beLween Canada and lhe

[r.S. invokes an adjustinent in short tern capital flow. A decrease in the

Canadian interest rate (Scenario 1A) results in a net outflow of Canadian

capital. As the supply of Canadian dollars begins to exeeed the demand

for Canadian dollars, the value of bhe Canadian doIlar drops (i.e., lhe

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate begins to rise). Figure 17 i-llustrates how the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate reacts to a 2 percent change in Canadars noney

supply. UnIike interest rates, the Cdn./U.S. exchange "^t" 
(as forecast

by the Focus Model) continualty diverges from the Base Scenario. This is

due to bhe lagged trade or J-curve effect. A period of time must elapse

before merchandise trade reacts to an exchange rabe change. Until fhe

adjustment takes place, the exchange rates will continue to diverge.
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rnfration rates are also affected by a change in the money supply.

As interest rates decline, investment and consumption begin to rise. This

increases economj-c activiby producing a classic case of denand-pu11 infta-

tion. In addition, increases in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate (which were

initially caused by a decrease in the interest rate) r¿iII evenually tead

fo imported inflati.on. As shown in Figure 18, the divergence in inflafion

rales betv¡een scenarios j.s not very great, but does continue to gro$¡ as rr¡e

nove toward the end of 1987.

The Focus Model predictions for Scenario 1 will be combined wibh

the exogenous varj-ab1es included in Table 4 in order to generate a set of

results. The explanalion of each scenario is simplified by restricting

the discussion to net revenue considerations. However, should more infor-

mation be desi-red, a complete list of the simulated results for the Trade

and Input Price Models is incl-uded in Appendixes G and H"

As shown in Figurs 17 t a 2 percent increase in the money supply

(Scenario 1A) leads to an increase in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate. The

result is that the Canadian price and production of r.¡heat begins to rise.

This increase in price leads to a increase in fhe total dispostion

(exports plus donestic demand) of Canadian wheat when compared to lhe Base

Scenario. Given that the increase in wheat disposilion is exeeeded by fhe

increase in seeded area, lhe estinated level of producer deliveries are

projected to decline (relative to the Base ScenarÍo). The increase in

price overshadows the decnease in deliveries with gross revenue as ex-

pressed on a per hectare basis recording an inereased as the Canadian

money supply is incneased. As shown in Table 5, gross revenue per hectare

is estimated to be $519.35 in 1986/87 conpared to the Base Scenario
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estinate of $515.95. 0n average, a 2 percent increase i.n the noney supply

is expected to raise gross revenue by only fi2.96 per hectare.

Exanining Scenario 1B (a 2 percent decrease in money supply), we

find thab lhe 1986/87 gross revenue is estinated to b" $513.16 per hectare

(TabIe 5). This is fi2.79 per hectare belov¡ the Base Scenario and $6.19

per heetare below Scenario 14. Changes in fhe price of wheat are

moderated by an opposile novement in deliveries. Consequently, gross

nevenue cannot be considered to be a straight nulliple of prJ-ce.

Turning to fhe cost side, the Focus-ARIMA optio:r will be exanined

firsf. As the noney supply i.ncreases, both the Cdn./tJ.S. exchange rate

and bhe Canadian inflation rate j-ncrease (relative to bhe Base Scenario),

white the interest rate declines. The aforementioned changes result in a

decrease in the estinated cost of producing wheat. For 1986/87, the Base

Scenario estinate for total eost is $313.00 per heetare; however, as t{e

move to Scenario 14, total cost falls t,o $311.6T per hectare. The de-

crease in interest rates more than offsets the co¡nbined influence embodied

wit,hin t,he Cdn.,/U.S. exchange rate and bhe Canadian inflation rate. It is

important to note that the exchange rate effect, as neasured bhrough fhe

bivariate ARIMA process has virtually no impact on the predicted inpuf

costs.115 The change in total cost is due to the impact of inflation on

miscellaneous costs and lhe interest rate effect which is felt through

interesb expense and machinery investmenf.

As shown in Table 5, the Focus-ARIMA model predicts ühat by

1986/87, the difference in total costs between Scenario 1A and Scenario 1B

will be $5.47 per hectare. This compares to a Focus-Regression difference

1 1s_-"-Information on the bivariate ARIMA predietions is included in
Table G1, Appéndix G.
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Table 5

Sinulated Revenue for Scenario 1

Crop
ïear

Canadian
I'll¡eat Price

Estinated
Deliveries

Gross
Revenue

Total
Cost

Net Deflat,ed
Revenue Net Revenue

($/t)

Base Scenario

Focus-ARII'fA 0ption:

(E/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha)

Focus-Regression Option :

84/85
85/86
86/87

84/85
85/86
86/87

84/85
84/85
86/87

84/85
85/86
86/87

84/85
85/86
86/87

84/85
85/86
86/87

253.78
243.o1
248.65

253.78
243.0 1

248.65

255.50
244.71
250.65

255.50
244.71
250.65

25.2.06
240.88
246 .T 1

252.06
240 .88
246 .71

1.971
1 .983
2.075

1.971
1 ,983
2"075

1.970
1.979
2.072

1.970
1.979
2.072

1.971
1.988
2.080

1.971
1,ggg
2.080

500.20
48 1 .89
515.95

500.20
481 "89
515.95

503.34
484 .24
519 "35

503.34
484.24
519.35

496 .8 1

478 .87
513.16

496 .8 1

478.87
513. 16

277.21
2gg.gg
31 3.00

277 .21
296 "05
300.29

277 .21
298.19
311.67

277.21
295.57
300.5 1

277.21
301.76
31 4.30

277 .21
296.62
299.41

222.99
181.90
202.95

222.99
1 85.84
215.66

226.13
1 86.05
207.6;8

226.13
188 .7 1

21 8.84

219.60
177.11
1 98.86

219.60
182.25
213.75

222.99
173.49
185.91

222.99
177 "25
197 "55

226.13
176.89
189.32

226.13
179.39
1 99 .50

219.60
1 69 .30
182.93

219.60
174.21
1 96.64

1A-21 Increase in Hl

Focus-ARII,IA Option:

Focus-Regressi.on Option :

1B-Zl Decrease in Ml

Focus-ARII'[A Option:

Focus-Regression 0pbion :
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of only $1.63 per hectare. The reason why total costs vary less under the

Focus-Regression option than under the Focus-ARIMA option is because the

input prices predicted by the Focus-Regression Model are affected by both

the inflation rate and the exchange rate. In the Focus-ARIMA Model, not

only is the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate the only independent variable, but

sensitivÍty of input prices to changes in the exchange rate is extrenely

linited. Given fhat boüh ûhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate and the inflation

rate are predicted to nove in an opposite direction to the interest ratet

their respective inpacts will be partially offset. As the sensitivity of

input prices to changes in the exchange raÈe and the inflation rate in-

creases, a greater proportion of ühe interest rate effect will be câD-

ce11ed. This is exactly what happens in lhe Focus-Regression Model.

Estinates for Scenario 18 show that in 1986/87, the increased input costs

are more than offset by bhe decline in interest. The end resulf is bhat

tobal cost increases from $300.29 in the Base Scenario to $300.51 in

Scenario 14"

Since gross revenue renai.ns the same regardless of whether the

Focus-ARIMA or Focus-Regressi.on options are in pIace, the variations in

net revenue which appear in Table 5 are a direct result of differences in

estinated costs. As discussed in the previous paragraph, fotal costs are

more variable under the Focus-ARIMA option than they are under the Focus-

Regression option. Consequently, the estimates for net revenue and de-

flated net revenue will also be nore variable. In the final sinulation

year, deflated net revenue for Scenario 1A (Focus-ARIMA) is $194.80, whieh

is $18.97 above the estinate for Scenario 18. The Focus-Regression esti-

mate for 1986/87 is $203.30 per hectare in scenario 1A and $191.08 per

hectare in scenario 18, a difference of Û12.12.
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Compared bo lhe Base Scenario, a 2 percent increase in ühe noney

supply êauses an increase in deflated net revenue. Focus-ARIMA estinates

for the 1986/8T crop year show that increasing the money supply pushes the

deflafed net revenue estinate up fron $185.91 (Base Scenario) to $189.32

per hectare. Meanwhile, the Focus-Regressj.on Model predicts ühat deflat,ed

net revenue will increase from ç197.55 to $199.50 per hectare. A 2 per-

cent decrease in ühe noney supply (Scenario 18) results in a lower esti-

nate of deflated net revenue. Predictions for 1986/8T show deflated neb

revenue declining to 182.93 per hectare under the Focus-AnIMA option, and

$196.64 per hectare under the Focus-Regression option"

6.3"2 Scenario 2--Changing the Growth Rate the Money luppÅI. The

direction o, ollrru" in monetary variables wÍII be the same in Scenario 2

as it was in Scenario 1. By adjusting the growth rate of the money

supply, we are in effect continually changing the size of the monetary

base. The fact lhat the change i-s continual rather than being a one shot

event (as in Scenario 1 ) will lead to greater dÍvergence of results.

the change in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate between Scenario 2 and

Scenario 1 causes Canadian price of wheat lo rise. Comparing Table 6 üo

Table 5, sre can see fhab in 1986/87, Scenario 2A predicts ühat the

Canadian price of wheat to be $253.90 per tonne versus ç250.65 per tonne

under Scenario 14. As wheat prices increase (from Scenari-o 1A to 2A),

estinated delj-verj.es decline fron 2"072 Eo 2.066 tonnes per hectare.

However, the increase in the price once agai.n compensates for the decl-ine

in deliveries, with gross revenue increasing fron $518.35 per heetare

(Scenario 1A) to $524.56 per hectare (Scenario 2A).

Produclion costs also follow a pattern similar lo the one

discussed in Scenario 1. In the case of the Focus-ARIMA Model, an
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TabIe

Sinulated Revenue Scenario 2

6

for

Crop
Year

Canadian
llheat Price

Esfinated
Deliveries

Gross Total
Revenue Cosb

Net Deflated
Revenue Net Revenue

($/t)

Base Scenario

Focus-ARIt"lA OptÍon:

253.7g
243.01
248 "65

84/85
85/86
86/87

253"78
243 " 01
248.65

1.971
1.983
2"O75

1 .971
1 .983
2.075

1.970
1.979
2"066

1.970
1.979
2"066

Grorth Rate

1.971
1.ggg
2.085

1.971
1 .988
2.085

(E/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha)

Focus-Regression Option :

84/85
85/86
86/87

84/85
85/86
86/87

84/85
85/86
86/87

84/85
85/86
86/87

255.29
246 "79
253.90

255.29
246.79
253;90

252.06
239.16
242.87

502.92
488 "40
524.56

502.92
488.40
524.56

496 .8 1

475.45
506.38

496.8 1

475.45
506.38

277.21
298.39
310.24

277.21
295.69
301.00

277.21
301 .60
315.71

277.21
296.63
299.37

500.20
481.89
515 "95

500.20
481.89
515 "95

277 "21
299 "99
31 3.00

277.21
296"05
300 .29

222.99
181"90
2O2.95

222.99
1 85.84
215.66

225.71
190,01
214.32

225.71
192.71
223.56

219.60
1 73 .85
190.67

219.60
178.82
207.01

222.99
173.49
185 .91

222.99
177 "25
197 "55

225 "T 1

1 80.66
1 94.80

225.71
183,23
2o3.20

219.60
166 . 18

176.01

219.60
170.92
191 .08

2A-21 Increase in lll Gronüh Rate

Focus-ARII,IA 0ption:

Focus-Regression Option :

29-21 Decrease in !11

Focus-ARIl"lA Option:

84/85 252.06
85/86 239.16
86/87 242.87

Focus-Regression Option:
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increase in the growth rate of the noney supply leads Lo a reduction in

both interest rates and total production costs. For the Focus-Regression

Model, the inpact of inflation and the increase in the Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate tend to overshadow bhe drop in inlerest costs. As a result, total
production costs increase by only a mininal- amount as the growth rate of

the noney supply is increased.

Increasing the growth rate of the noney supply by 2 percent

(Scenario 2A) causes the Focus-ARIMA estinate of deflated net revenue to

increase from the Base Scenarj.o level of $185.91 per hectare (Table 6) to

$194.80 per hectare. Meanr¡hi1e, the Focus-Regression option predicts that

deflated net revenue will increase to $203.20 per hectare. Similar nagni-

tudes of change are recorded when the growth rate of ühe noney supply is

reduced. Estimates for 1986/87 show Scenario 29 aE $176.01 per hectare

for the Focus-ARIMA option and $191.08 per hecbare for ühe.Focus-

Regression option. Once again, these estinates should be compared to the

Focus-ARIMA and Focus-Regression base predictions of $185.91 and $197.55

per hectare, respecbively.

6.3.3 Scenario 3--Changing the Target Interest þþ. Unlike the

first two Scenarios, the prinary notive behind Scenario 3 is to control

interest rates. However, sj-nce interest rates are regulafed by changes in

the noney supply, the end result will be sinilar to the previous scen-

arios. In order for interest rates to rise above the Base Scenario, the

noney supply (M1) is reduced. Such a change in the money supply results

in a decrease in both bhe Cdn.,/U.S. exchange rate and ühe Canadian infla-

tion rate.

Although the general direction of results is the sane for Scenario

3A as it was in Scenario 2A, fhe nagnitude of change is greater. In order
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for the target interest rate to increase by 1 percenErLL6 the annual

growth rate in the noney supply nust decrease by more than 2 percent. 0n

the ofher hand, a 1 percent drop in fhe target interest rate requires M1

to grow ab a rate which exceeds Ehe 2 percent increase experienced in

Scenario 2.

As interest rates increase, the Focus Model predict,s that the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate will decline. The Trade Model translates the de-

clining exchange nate into a reduction of gross revenue. As depicted in

lable 7r an increase of 1 percent in bhe target interest rate reduces

gross revenue from its Base Scenario leve1 of $515.95 to $¡OS.+Z per

hectare by 1986/87. At the sane tine, ã 1 percent decrease in the target

interest rate (Scenario 38) increases gross revenue Eo fi527.24 per hec-

tare.

The cost response is consistent with ühe events recorded in

Scenarios 1 and 2. In bhe Focus-ARIMA Model, interest rate changes once

again overshadow the inpact of the exehange and inflation rates. For

1986/87, a 1 pereent increase in target interest rates causes the Focus-

ARIMA cost esti.nate to increase fron $313.00 to $316.57 per hectare (Tabte

7). In lerms of the Focus-Regression ModeI, production cost estinates

continue to nove in an opposite dÍrection to those eninating from the

Focus-ARIMA Model. The conbined effects of fhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate

and the Canadian inflation rate produce an influence on cost whÍch exceeds

the impact of interest rates.

116'¡¡9 target interest rate which is included in the Focus Model
is the yield on 90-day financial conpany paper. As the t'arget' rate
increases by 1 pereent, the i-nterest rate on prine business loans
i-ncreases by less than 1 percent. For example, if we examine Scenario 34,
we find bhat the interest rate on prine business loans increases frora the
base level of 13.089 percent to 14.029 percent (an increase of .94
percent) tne aforementioned interest rates are taken from Appendix E.
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TabIe

Sinulated Revenue Scenario 3

7

for

Crop
Year

Canadian
Ïlheat Price

Esfinated
Deliveries

Gross Total
Revenue Cost

Ne! Deflated
Revenue Net Revenue

($/t) (t/ha)

Ease Scenârio

Focus-ARI!14 Option:

84/85 253.78 1.971
85/86 243.01 1.983
86.87 248 .65 2.075

Focus-Regression OptÍon :

($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha)

84/85
85/86
86/87

253.78
245.O1
248.65

277.21
296.05
300.29

277.21
303.66
316.57

277.21
296.75
297.39

277.21
296.31
309.35

277.21
295.41
303 .20

222.99
1 85.84
215.66

215.78
1 69 .44
1 88.85

215.78
176.35
208.03

229.51
1 94 .37
217.89

229.51
195.27
224.04

3A-1f Increase in the

Focus-ARII'lA Option:

84/85 250.12
85/86 237.38
86/87 242.06

Focus-RegressÍon

84/85 250.12
85/86 237.38
86/87 242.06

3B-11 Decrease in

1.971
1.983
2.075

1 .971
1.993
2"088

0ption:

1'971
1 .993
2.088

1.970
1.974
2"063

Target Interest Rate

Focus-ARIl,fA Option:

84/85 252.22 1.970
85/86 248.57 1 .974
86/87 255 "57 2.063

Focus-Regression Option :

tbe Target Interest Rate

506.72
490. 68
527.24

500.20
481.89
515 "95

500.20
481.89
515.95

492.99
473. 10
505.42

492.99
473. 1 0
505.42

506.72
490. 68
527.24

277.21
299.99
31 3.00

222"99
181.90
202"95

222.99
173"49
185.91

222.99
177.25
197.55

215.78
162.62
175.47

215.78
169.25
193.29

229.51
184. 10
196.63

229.51
1 84 .95
202.19

84/85 252.22
85/86 248.57
86/87 255.57
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The conbined results of the Trade, Seed and Input Price ModeIs

show that deflated net revenue decreases relative to lhe Base Scenario as

the target interest rate is i-ncreased. The opposite lrend appears to hold

true when target.interest rates deeline. For the Focus-ARIMA Model,

deflaüed net revenue decreases fron $185.91 to $175"47 per hectare as the

targef interest rate rises by 1 percent" Focus-Regression estinates

record a snaller drop, falling fron the base level of fi197.55 to 9196"63

per hectare. As the target interest rate increases (Scenario 38), the

Focus-ARIMA and Focus-Regression estinates for the 1986/87 erop year reach

$196.63 and $202.19 per hectare, respectively.

6.3.4 Scenario 4--Changing the Target Exchange Rate,. Given that

the Focus Model considers foreign interest rates to be constant, capital

flot¡s can be altered by changing Canadian interest rates. Scenario 4 is

based on the prenise that the Bank of Canada will intervene in the foreign

exchange narket in order to naintain a target Cdn./U.S. exchange pate. In

order for the Bank of Canada to increase the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate, the

supply of Canadi-an dollars nust exceed the denand for Canadian dollars.

By decreasing interest rates (through an increase i-n noney suppty), ühe

Bank of Canada in effect increases the net outflow of Canadian capital.

The result is an increase in the supply of Canadian dolLars and a deeline

in the value of the Canadian doIlar.

Therefore, it appears that if the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate is to be

increased above the leve1 attained in ühe Base Scenario, Canadian interest

rates nust decrease. As was lhe case in t,he first, three scenarios, the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate and the Canadian inflation rate continue to move

in a direcfion which is opposite to the interest rate. Conparing Seenario
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48 to the Base Scenario (Appendix E), lre see that the target exchange rate

and the inflation rate decline while the interest rate increases.

0f the four scenarios which have been examined, changing the

target exchange rate leads to the sharpesf initial adjustnent in interest

rates. However, once bhe initial adjustnent has occurred, the interest

rates converge back toward the Base Scenario. As is the case for interest

ratesr the change in bhe Cdn./U.S" exchange rate is also greatest between

the second and lhird quarters of 1984. Proceeding beyond this point, the

exehange rate predietions for Scenario 4A and 48 form 2 percent bands on

eifher side of the Base Scenario. By the fourth quarter of 1985, Scenarj.o

4A predicts fhat the Cdn../U.S. exchange rate wÍIl be 1.333, whi.ch is
approxinalely 2 percent above lhe Base Scenario forecast of 1.307

(Appendix E, Table E3).

The increase in lhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate which is experienced

in Scenario 4A causes wheat prices and gross revenue to increase relative

to Base Scenario. Table 8 shows thab by 1986/87, gross revenue is esti-

mated to be $521.03 per hectare given a 2 percent increase in the target

exchange rate" ShouId the targeü exchange rate decrease by 2 percent

(Scenario 4B), gross revenue is predicted !o faIl to $510.84 per heetare.

Afber bhe est,imates for t,otal eost have been deducted, net revenue is

shown to nove in concert wibh changes in the target exchange rate.

In t,erns of bhe Focus-Regression option, thei change in net revenue

between Sçenario 4A and Scenario 48 is very slighü ($.96 per hectare as of

1986/87). This snall degree of difference between the two nodelling

options produces a situatj-on whereby ühe deflaLed ¡et revenue estinates

for the Focus-ARIMA and Focus-Regression Models nove in opposite direc-

tions. As fhe target exchange rate increases, bhe Focus-ARIMA est,imate

for deflated net revenue rises fron its 1986/87 Base Scenario Ievel of
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Table

Sinulafed Revenue

I
for Scenario 4

Crop
Year

Canadian
I{heat Price

Estinated
Deliveries

Gross Tota1
Revenue Cost

Net Deflated
Revenue Net Revenue

($/t)

Base Scenario

Focus-ARII,fA Option:

ft/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha)

84/85 253.78 1"971 500.20 277.21
85/86 243"0t 1 "983 481 "89 299"99
86/87 248"65 2.075 515"95 313.00

Focus-Regression Option :

84/85 253.78 1.971 500.20 277 "2185/86 243.01 1.983 481.89 296.05
86/87 248.65 2.075 515.95 3oo"2g

4^-21 Increase in the Target Cdn./lt.S. g¡shange Rate

Focus-ARI[,fA 0pbion

84/85 259.37 1.970 510.96 277 .21
85/86 245.05 1.969 482.50 296.62
86/87 251.10 2.075 521 .03 312.97

Focus-Regression 0ption :

84/85 259.37 1.970 510.96 277 .21
85/86 245.05 1.969 482.50 296.48
86/87 251,10 2.075 521.03 304.91

4B-21 llecrease in Èhe Target Cdn./U.S. g¡change Rate

222.99
181.90
202.95

222"99
1 85.84
215.66

233.75
1 85.88
208.06

233.75
186.02
216.12

222.99
173.49
185 .91

222.99
177 .25
197 .55

233.75
175.76
1 88.53

233.75
175 "89
1 95.83

211.97
17 1 .50
1 83.64

211.97
178.54
199.25

Focus-ARIl,ÍA Option:

84/85 248.19
85/86 240.97
86/87 246.19

t'ocus-Regression 0püion :

84/85 248.19 1.971
85/86 .240.97 1.998
86/87 246.19 2.075

489.1 8 277.21 211.97
481.46 303.00 178.46
510.84 312.63 178 "21

489.1 8 277 .21 211.97
481.86 295.68 186.18
510.84 295.78 215.06

1 .971
1 .998
2.075
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$185.91 per hectare to its new level of $188.53 (TabIe 8). Meanwhile,

estimates fron the Focus-Regression ModeI fa11 fron their 1986/87 Base

Scenario Ievel of $197.55 to $195.83 per hectare. A sinilar situation

prevails for Scenario 48. As the target exchange rate decreases, the

Focus-ARIMA Model forecasts a decline in deflated net revenue, while the

Focus-Regressi.on Model predicts an increase relative to the Base Scenario"

6.4 Sunnary of the Sinulation Results

Up to t'his poinb, lhe analysis has concentrated on the inter-

actions which occur.between the variables conprising net revenue. These

results provide an Ídea of the trends which nay develop from a specific

nonetary policy but bhey are not particularly useful in terms of fornula-

ting conclusions. In order to simplify the interscenario conparisons, the

estimates of deflated net revenue will be averaged over the three sinu-

iaLion years. The averaged nesults are displayed in Table 9.

In each scenario, the Focus-Regressi.on estimate of average de-

flat,ed net revenue exceeds the Focus-ARIMA estimate" The reason for this

difference is t,hat, the bivariate ARIMA models which produce the cost

estinates for the Focus-ARIMA option are based on historic price trends,

while the regression nodels found in ühe Focus-Regression opti.on are

directly influenced by the variables derived in ühe Focus Model. Given

that fhe Focus Model predicts price changes which are below past trends,

it is not surprising lhab ühe Focus-Regression costs are lower than the

Focus-ARIMA costs. If fhe Focus-Regression costs are lower, it only

stands to reason thab t,he Focus-Regression estinates for deflated net

revenue will be higher ühan ûheir Focus-ARIMA counterpart.

In addibion to being higher in vaIue, lhe Focus-Regression

estimates of deflated net revenue are also Iess varlable. Under the
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Table 9

Srrmmary of Average Deflated Net' Revenue
(1984/85 - 1986/87)

Focus-ARII'fA Focus-Regression

Scenario 3-Tear
Average

Change Relative
to the Base

3-Tear
Average

Change Relative
to the Base

Base Scenanio 194. 13

Scenario 1 -- Changing the

A) 2Í increase 197 "45B) 2f decrease 190.61

Scenario 2 -- Changing the

A) 2f increase 200.39
B) 2Í decrease 187.26

Scenario 3 -- Changing the

A) 1f i.ncrease 184.62
B) 1f decrease 203.41

Scenario 4 -- Changing the

A) 2f increase 199.35
B) 2f decrease 189.04

199.26

Level of ühe Money Supply:

+3.32 201"67
-3.52 196.82

Growth Rate of the Money Supply:

+6.26 204.05
-6.87 193.97

Target Interest Rate:

-9.51 192"77
+9.28 205.55

Target Exchange Rate:

+5.22 201"82
-5.09 196.59

+2.41
-2.44

+t+ "79
-5.39

-6.49
+6.29

+2"56
-2.67
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Focus-Regression Model, changes in the donesûic inflation rate and the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate nore than offset the impact of an interest rate

change. The situation is different for the Focus-ARIMA Model, where the

cost of producing wheat is always predicted to move in the same direction

as the interest rate"

If we expand the argunent to include lhe deternj.nation of gross

revenue, sone furÈher generalizations are possible. The Cdn"/U.S.

exchange rate is shown to exert a direct influence on tne Canadian price

of wheat. Increasi.ng the exchange rate (i.e., lowering the value of the

Canadian dollar) causes the donestic pri-ce of wheat to increase. Higher

wheat prices pronpt an i.ncrease in the number of hectares seeded to wheat,

and a subsequent decrease in the quantity of wheat which can be delivered

per hectare seeded. Despite the decline in deliveries, the increase in

the price of wheat is sufficient to produce an i-ncrease in the estinated

level of gross revenue per hectare. Sùated nore succinctly, an increase

(decrease) in the- Cdn./U.S. exchange rate is expected to produce an in-
crease (decrease) in the gross revenue received by' Canadian wheat

producers.

l{hen the difference between gross revenue and production cost is

divided by the prevailing inflalion rate, an estinate of deftated net

revenue is produced. Any nonetary poliey which serves to increase the

Canadian noney supply is estinated to have a positive effect on deflated

nef revenue of wheat producers. If we take Scenario 1 as an example, a 2

percent increase in fhe noney supply exerts negative pressure on interest

rates. As the Canadian interest rate begins to decline, an increase in

the net amount of capital flowing out of bhe country causes the Cdn./U.S.

exchange rate bo appreciate. The positive relationship between Cdn./U.S.
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exchange rates and average deflated net revenue now co¡nes into effect.

Table 9 shor¿s that an increase in the money supply has a posiLive inpact

on fhe deflated net revenue of western Canadian wheat producers"

The changes in average deflated net revenue which appear in
Table 9 are not that large. However, we must bear in nind that we are

dealing with deflated (i.e., real) changes rather than noninal changes"

AIso, the nonetary shocks whj.ch initiate the change in net revenue are

only snall adjustnents in thenselves" If fhe monetary shocks were doubled

or trÍpled, the change in deflated net revenue would be much nore proni-

nent.

As discussed in Section 6.1, all of the scenarios included in

this study revolve around adjustments in the noney supply" The manner and

degree t,o which the money supply is shocked determines hor¿ the nonetary

variables react. Changing the target interest rate by 1 percent (Scenario

3) requires the greatest adjustnent in ühe noney supply and hence,

initiates the greatest response in deflated net revenue (taUle 9). The

second largest inpact is brought about by a 2 percent change. in lhe growth

rate of the noney supply (Scenario 2)" Meanr¡hile, changes in fhe target

exchange rate (Scenario 4) and adjustnents in the.Ieve1 of fhe noney

supply itself (Scenarlo 1) create the second snallest and snallest impacts

on deflated net pevenue, respectively.
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CHAPTEN VII

CONCLUSTONS AND POLICY TMPLICATIONS

Ðeclining profit margins and an increase in the nunber of farn

financial failures have pronpted agricultural economists to examine ühe

linkages which exist between monetary policy and individual farning opera-

tions. Previous studies, such as those cited in Chapter II have devoted a

considerable anount of effort toward researching the inpact of exchange

rates on agricultural trade" Concerns have also been voiced in regard to

the impact of interest rates. However, the prices of other factor inputs

such as fertilizer, nachinery and chemicals have generally been ignored.

Given that inflation, interesü rates, and the Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate change sinultaneously, it seens only logical that the impacts of such

ehanges should be neasured in a simultaneous fashion. Instead of limiting

the analysis to how exchange rates affect donestic prices and export

voJ-unes, this study also neasures sone of the aO¡ustnents which occur due

to fhe corresponding changes in inflation and interest rates. In addi-

fion, part of this study is specifically devoted to neasuring how changes

in monetary variables affect input prices.

In order to convey a conplete description of these interactions,

it was necessary to focus on a single commodity. l{heat production was

selected due to ils importance within the Canadian econony. The general

objecùive of the thesis was to establish a connection between a change in

monetary policy at the ¡nacro leve1 and its resulting nicroecononic impact

on the net revenue of wheat producers. As outlined in Chapter I, the four

specific objectives of this study were:

1. to exanine the theoretical linkages between monetary variables
and the Canadian wheat industry;
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2. to buÍ1d an econonetric nodel which can be used to esti.nate
the inpact of monefary shocks;

3'. to use the estinated nodel to sinulate how the net revenue of
wheat producers is affected by changes 1n nonetary policy; and

4. to analyze the results of the sinulations in order to provide
policy prescriptions.

The renainder of this chapter is separated into five sections. A

brief su¡nmary of bhe study is included in fhe firsü seetion. The second

section presents the conclusions which sten fron fhe nodel sinulations,

while the third sectj-on discusses the resulfing policy inplications. The

linitations of the süudy and suggestions for further research are included

in the fourth and fifth sections, respectively.

7 "1 Linking Monetary Policy t,o Net Revenue

This study links ühe net revenue of r¡estern Canadian wheat

producers to the nonetary policy pursued by the Bank of- Canada¡ The

nacro-nicro linkages are traced out using both econonic theory and

modelling techniques. Fron a theorelical perspective, the Cdn./U.S.

exchange rate, interest rates, and bhe inflation rate aIl have a dÍrect

inpact on the profitabiliüy of wheat production. As dj.scussed in Chapter

III', i.ncreasing the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate will have a positive inpact on

both the donestic pri.ce of r¿heat and the price of wheat inputs, as well as

causing an increase in Canadian wheat exports. Meanwhile, increases in

interest rates and inflation rates will lead'fo higher production costs,

which in turn reduce the net revenue resulting from the production and

sale of wheat. It is only after all of these Ínpacts have been neasured

that we can begin to

affected.

The problen

and produclion costs

evaluate hor¿ the net revenue of wheat producers is

at hand i-s not linited to assessing how gross revenue

react to changes in monetary variables. It is also
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necessary to estinate how these nonelary variables (interest,, exchange and

inflation) react to a change in the Bank of Canadafs strategy. In order

to acconplish this, we soliciüed the use of fhe Focus Model, which was

developed by fhe Unj"versity of lorontots Institule for PoIicy Analysis.

The nonetary variables generafed by lhe Focus Model are entered int,o the

Trade and Input Price Models which in turn predict gross revenue and fhe

price of ¡rheat inputs"

Two.different Input Price Models are used within this study" The

Focus-ARIMA version is based on the notion that Canadian input pri.ces are

deternined by a conbination of U.S. prices and Cdn./U.S. exchange rates.

The second way of predicting input prices is through ühe Focus-Regression

Model. The assunption behind the Focus-Regression Model is that Canadian

input prices are more dependent on donestic production costs than on U.S.

prices. '

Once interest expense and niscellaneous costs have been added lo

the results of the Trade and Input Price Models, a neasure of deflated net

revenue is derived. The period over which net revenue is sinulated spans

the three crop years fron 1984/85 to 1986/87. the specific nonetary

policies which are examined include: a change in the size of the noney

supply, a change in ühe growth rate of the money supply, as Ìrell as a

change in both the target interest rate änd the target Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate. In each scenario, the chain of events begins with a nanipulation of

the noney supply which in turn affects the interest rate, the exchange

rate, and the donestic inflation rate. For example, an increase in noney

supply eauses Canadian interest rates to decliner. -which subsequently leads

to a net outflow of Canadian capÍtal and a drop in the value of the

Canadian dollar (i.e., an appreciation in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate).
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As the exchange rate rises, Canada suffers fron imported inflation due to

an increase in the donestic price of inports. The direction and rate of

change in the noney supply (M1) Aepends on the particular monetary policy

which is in place. For exarnple, decreasing the target interest rate by 1

percent (Scenario 38) requires a nore acute increase in the noney supply

than Scenario 24, where the annual growth rate of the money supply is
increased by 2 percent. However, the scenarios included in t,his study

should not be conpared soIeIy on the basis of what happens bo the noney

supply. Each scenario produces a unique pattern of change, not only in

the money supply (M1), but also in terns of the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate,

interest rates and the donestic inflation rate.

7.2 Conclusions from the Stud¡r,

The results of the four scenarios were presented at Iength in

Chapter VI. Those nonetary policies which Iead to an increase in the

money supply exert negative pressure on interest rates while at the same

ti.me increasi-ng the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate and the donestic inflation

rate. In regard to fhe cost of producing wheat, increased input pri-ces

which resull fron higher exchange and inflafion rates cancel out at least

some of the reduction in interest expense. Since only part of the change

in interest expense is offset in the Focus-ARIMA Model, productj-on costs

are shown to move in the same direction as interest rates. In the case of

the Focus-Regression ModeI, lhe inpact which interest rates exert on

production costs is more than offset by changes in the Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate and the domestic inflation rate. The end result is that Focus-

Regression nodel predicts that production cost v¡ill move in an opposite

direction to ühe interest Pate.
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In regard to gross revenue, the Trade Model predicts that donestic

wheat prices will increase and thaü the quantity of wheat delivered per

hectare wilI decrease as the Cdn"/U.S. exchange rate appreeiates. The

change in wheaf prices outweighs the change in deliveries; consequently,

an increase in the Cdn.,/U.S. exchange rate will cause an increase in both

the donestic price of wheat and the gross revenue per hectare seeded to

nheat. Once production cosbs are subtracted from gross revenue, a per

hectare estinate of net revenue is available" Given that the projected

inflation rates differ across scenarios, deflated (real) net revenue is

used as the basis for comparison"

. The simulated inpacts of the various policy shocks are shown in

Table 10. Instead of describing the results in terns of dollars per

hectare as in Chapter VI, the estinates included in Table 10 have been

, converted to elasticities. These elastiçities represent the percentage

change in average deflated net revenue over the 1984/85 Eo 1986/8J period,

which is brought about by a 1 percenb change in a particular nonetary

paramefer.

As shown in Table 10, the direction of change in average deflated

net revenue is consistent between the Focus-ARIMA and Focus-Regression

Mode1s. ÏJhere the results differ is i-n regard to the degree to which

average deflated net revenue responds to a particular nonetary shock. The

cancelling effect, which is present within the Focus-Regression Model

causes its estimates to be less responsive than the ones generated by the

Focus-ARIMA Model. Regardless of this difference, the ranking of ühe

scenarios does not change between nodels, A 1 percent change in ühe

target i-nterest rate ereates the greatest change in deflat,ed net revenue.

Adjusting fhe growth rate of the money supply accounts for the second

largest response. The third and fourth largest responses are produced by
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Table 10

The Elasticiùy of Average Deflated Net
Revenue fo Changes in Monetary Policy

Scenario

f Change Relative to the Base Scenario

Focus-ARIl"lA Focus-Regressi.on

... (in percent)

Scenario 1--Chânging the Level of bhe Money Supply:

(a) lf increase
(b) 1f decrease

(a) 1f increase
(b) 1f decrease

Scenario 2--Changing the Growth Rate of the Money Supply:

+ "86
-.91

+1 .61
-1"77

+ "61
- "62

+1.20
-1 .36

Scenario 3--Changing bhe Targeb Interest Rate:

(a) 1f increase -4"90 -3"26(b) 1f decrease +4"78 +3.16

Scenario 4--Changing bhe Target Exchange Rate:

(a) 1f i.ncrease +1.35 + .64
(b) 1f decrease -1.31 - .67
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a 1 percent change in the target exchange rate and a 1 percent change in

fhe level of ühe money supply, respectively.

Referring once again to Table 10, we see that the response to a 1

pereent increase in a particular monetary paraneter is nof co¡nplefeIy

synmetric to a 1 percent decrease. Th." explanation for this is that, the

Focus Model does not yield entirely linear results" If we go back to

Figure 17¡ we see that the projected response of the Cdn./U.S" exchange

rate to a 2 percent increase j-n the noney supply is opfosite but not equal

to what is predicted to happen should the noney supply decrease by 2

percent. Since the exchange rate is prediebed üo be more flexible on the

downside, it is not surprising thaf fhe net revenue response to a decrease

in money supply outpaces the response whj-ch results fron a corresponding

increase in money supply.

The results of the study Iead to the general conclusion that, in

the short run there is a positive relationshÍp between the deflated net

revenue of wheab producers and changes in the size of Lhe money supply.

tùhen the underlying retabionships are examinedr the deflated net revenue

of wheat producers is found !o be negatively related to interest rabes and

positively related to novenents in fhe Cdn./U.S. exchange rate. The

manner in which donestic wheat pri.ces respond to a change in the Cdn.,/U.S.

exchange rat,e overshadows fhe inpact which interest and inflation rates

exert on the cost of producing wheat.

A systens approach is necessary in order to produce a conprehen-

sj.ve assessment of how deflated net revenue reacts to a change in monetary

policy. Exanj.nj-ng only how exchange rates impact on the trade, or how

interest and inflation rates inpaèt on cost will produce biased results.

The nost logical wáy of approachÍng the problen is through a model such as
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the one presented in this study where the interaction of nonetary vari-
ables and theÍr corresponding inpacts on net revenue are analyzed

sinultaneously.

7 "3 PoU-cy Inplications

At first glance, a wheat producerrs deflated net revenue does not

appear to be overly sensitlve to a change in nonetary policy. When

conpared to the increase in farn income experienced during lhe connod5-ty

price boon of the early 1970rs, fhe nagnitudes of change shown in Table 10

do not appear to be very significant. However, when you conpare r¿heat

producers bo the average wage earner in Canada, a 2 f.o 3 percent change in

deflated net revenue takes on an entirely different perspective. During

the 1980rs individuals have been hardpressed bo naintain their real incone

positions. A. 2 to I pereent change in deflated net income can be erucial

if a producer is operating at or near the break-even point.

The Focus-Regresslon estimates of deflated net revenue which were

presented in Chapter VI (Table 9), show that a 1 percent decrease in the

target interest rate produces a $6.29 per hectare ri.se in deflated net

revenue. I{hen fhis increase is spread over the entire land base of our

case farn (400 hectares), the producer?s total defÍated net revenue i.n-

creases by an average of $2r516 per year. This neans that in each year,

the producer will have an additional $2,516 which can either be applied to

land costs or else used to increase his real level of eonsunption. In-

creasing t,he target interest rate leads to a similar decline in an

individual producerts deflated net revenue. Under such a scenario, ühe

producer will either suffer a declÍne in consunption or else be unable to
meef his land paynents.
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Throughout this analysis, net revenue has been defined as the

difference between gross revenue and operating costs. Out of net revenue

the producer nust pay his land costs in addition to receJ-ving a return on

Iabour and managenent" It Ís logical to assume that a ehange in bhe level

of nel revenue received per hectare should lead to an adjustment in the

price of land. If the þrice of land is bid up or down by bhe full anount

of the change in net revenue, the residual anount of noney which is

available to cover labour and nanagenent will renain unchanged. 0n the

other hand, if land prices respond slowly or not at all to a slight change

in net revenue, the returns to labour and management (farn fanily incone)

will be directly affecbed by a change in monetary policy.

If we assune lhat land costs renain constant over the three simu-

Ìation years at $85 per hectare, a $6.29 per hectare increase in deflated

net revenue is equivalent to a 5.5 percent increase in real farm fanily
income. I{hen income is used as the basis of conparison instead of

deflated net revenue, the elasticities included inTable 10 have to be

increased by approxinately 75 percent. It is inportant to note that lhese

elasticities refer !o a before-tax position.

The above discussion points out that wheat producers are subject

to other sources of income variation in addibion to prices and yields.

Canadats nonetary policy also has a major role to play. I'fithin this study,

ùhe Bank of Canada is assumed to nanipulate the money supply in order to

attain a specific nonetary objective r+hether it be a decline in interest

rates, a reduction in inflation or a realignnent of the Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate.

Out of the four scenarios exani.ned in this study, the best thing

fhe Bank of Canada can do from a wheat producerts perspective is to

decrease lhe target interest rate. The seeond best alternalive is for the
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Bank of Canada to increase the growth rate of the noney supply. The third

and fourth best policies call for j-ncreases in the target exchange rate

and Lhe size of the noney supply, respectively. I{hat is deemed to be nost

advantageous r¿il1 conversely be nost disadvantageous if an opposite policy

stance is adopted. For example, the worst monetary policy fron a wheat

producerts standpoint is for the Bank of Canada to increase the target

interest rate.

In making policy decisions, it is inportant for the Bank of Canada

to examine the implications which result fron the sinultaneous adjustnent

of monetary vari.ables. Exanining the problen from a partial equilibrium

setting may shed sone light on how exchange rates affect export prices or

how interest rates impact on production costs, but if tells us relatively

little about how net revenue or farm fanily income is affecLed. This

sûudy has attempted to bridge the naero-nicro gap by outlining a móde1

which can be used to assess the nicroeconomic inpacts of a particular

nonetary policy.

The reaction of individual subsectors of the econony to changes in

mgnetary policy r¡ilI differ depending on how involved they are in inter-

national trade, the degree to which their inputs are affected by domestic

inflaüion and inport prices, as well as their general ability to pass cost

increases along to bhe consuner. Accounting for fhe interactions wlthin

one subsector represented a fairly onerous task. Expanding the analysis

to include all subsectors of the econony v¡ould be difficult but useful in

that it would provide a better idea of how different groups are affected

by nonetary policy. If one subsector is found to be disadvantaged by a

particular policy, sone type of conpensation such as a subbiay or a

reduction in taxes could be inplenented to alleviate the disparity.
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7.4 Linitations of fhe Study

The noder presented in bhis study is based on a nunber of

simplifying assunptions. Although these assunptions are required in order

to nake the model more conprehensible, they also serve to dininish the

nodelrs representation of reality. The linear equations included in the

Trade and Input Price Mode1s represent a pri.ne example of a sinplifying

assunption. The result is that an equal but opposite change in a

particular parameter (i.e", sensitivity testing) will produce symnetric

results. Given that the real world does not function under perfeet narket

cleari-ng, symmeüric results are unlikely. This problen can be rectified

either by specifying a systen of non-linear equations or by estinating the

nodel using a variable paraneter technique. Although non-1i-near

estination is theoretically attractive, it tends to be cumbersome when

included within an integrated model. 0n the other hand, estimaüing

variable parameters i-s possible only when there is a sufficient number of

positive and negative observatÍons. In the case of Lhe Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate t,his is not possible since there has not been a period of extended

decline since 1976. Parameters estimated fron the 1971-76 period would

hardly be appropriate for predicting future events.

The inabilit,y to measure the overall forecasting pol¡er of the

nodel represents a second linitation. Given that the nodel is a combina-

tion of three individual subnodels, assessing the cunulative forecasting

accuracy is a difflcult task. The situation is further complicated by the

fact ühaf the Focus Model was borrowed, and as a resu1t,, its predietive

power is not kno!¡n.

The use of fhe Focus Model presents a third linitatÍon in that r+e

are restricted to analyzing the policy options available within that
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nodel. l{e are further restri.cted by Lhe degree to which the Focus Model

can be perturbed fron its baseline scenario. The authors of the Focus

Model put confidence in their predictions only when the monetary fargets

are adjusted in a ninor way" For ühis reasonr wê lrere not able to
experinent with how net revenue would react to a more extrene change in

nonetary policy. Thereforer w€ cannot be conpletely confident that the

net revenue elasticities established in this nodel can be applied over a

wide range of policy shocks"

At one point during the developnent of bhis thesis, exogenous

nonetary shocks lvere exani-ned. this option included of a number of

scenarios where the interest rate, the exchange rate, and the inflation

rate were varied by 5 and 10 percent. The results of fhe exogenous

scenarios v¡ere interesting in that Lhey allowed net revenue to be simu-

Iated using a nore extrene series of shocks, but the scenarios suffered

fron a eoncepLual drawback sj-nce they could not be idenüified with a

specific monetary po1Ícy. If ühe macroecononie interactions are i.gnored,

we wÍIl sÍnply be reverting back to a partial equilibriun setting where

net revenue is assessed relative to a change in only one of the nonebary

variables. GÍven that the prinary objective of this st,udy was to trace

how a change ab the nacroecononic leveI affects the net revenue of an

individual wheat producer, the exogenous shock option was not reported.

A fourth linÍtation is that the study falls short of providing a

conpletely sinultaneous system. Although the Focus Model estinates the

monetary variables in a sinultaneous fashion, there is no feed-back

nechanisn. Causation runs in only one direction, with nonetary policy

affecting the moneLary variables which in turn influence gross revenue and

production costs. There is no provision for feeding the changes in net

revenue and export earnings back into ühe Focus Mo-del. One-way causation
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is counter-intuitive given the inportance of wheat within Canadats Current

Account balance and in regard to the Canadian economy in general.

A fifth problen is that bhe analysis has been linited to wheat

production, which means thal the results may not be directly applicable to

the average western Canadian grain producer. If lre !üere able to assume

that all grains and oilseeds react to nonetary variables in a sinilar way,

fhe results would be generalLy applicable" Unfortunately, such an

assunpÈion is not obvious" The way in which exports and prices of various

crops react to changes in the exchange rate nay differ" Sinilarly, i.f a

different nix of inputs is required to produce a particular crop, and fhe

relative price those inputs changes(due to a change in nonetary policy),

the amount of net revenue which can be recovered fron that crop will also

change.

A sixth problen with the nodel deals wit,h input utilization and

supply response. Throughout this analysis, producers lrere assuned to

follow a constant production pattern regardless of changes in output and

input prices. Consequently, yield ís treated as an exogenous factor which

is influenced only by technology. Inparting such rigidities results in an

under-estination of supply response.

7.5 Suggestions for Further Research

The results of this study depend on the predicted values for

interest, inflation and exchange rates. Although the forecasts generated

by the Focus Model appear to be logically consistent, there is always the

possibility thaü they could be somewhat inaccurate. An obvious extension

of this research is exanine how predict,ions fron other nacroeconomic

nodels affeet the net revenue of wheat producers. The Bank of Canadars

RDX2 model and the Chase Econonetrics nodel represent two alternatives
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which could be used to forecast lhe behavior of various nonetary aggre-

gates. In addition to being of interest fron a modelling perspective, the

examination of forecasts from various nodels would also allow a higher

degree of confidence to be attached to the final results.

Although the exaninatj.on of vari.ous nacroecononic nodels is
heIpful, it still falls short of naking Lhe process conpletely sinulta-

neous. As noted in Sect,ion 7.4, the sinulated change in foreign exchange

earnings resulting from wheat e*ports and the adjustment in econonic

activity which is due to an increase or decrease in the net revenue of

wheat producers should be fed back into the macroeconomic nodeI. The

major problen is fhat nost large ¡nacroecononic models do not allor¿ for any

re-entry of infornation once the resulbs have been generated.

The easiest way to design a completely sinultaneous sysben is to

adopt a monetary nodel of exchange rate deternj-nation. The feed-back

betr¡een agriculture and ühe rest of the economy can be acconplished

fhrough an induced change in the monetary base. Higher foreign exchange

earnings due to an increase in Lhe value of wheat exports will cause an

expansion in the monelary base. The noney supply will also have to be

adjusfed fn order to acconmodate an j-nerease in consunption and investment

demand created by an increase in bhe net revenue received by wheat pro-

ducers. Once the imBacts whieh agriculture exerts on the nonetary base

have been neasured, exchange and inflation rates can be solved sinul-
taneously

A third way in whÍch the cument research could be extended is to

apply the methodology outlined in this thesis to other sectors of agricul-

ture. Each comnodity is expected Lo have a dÍfferent sensifiviüy to
changes in nonetary poliey. For instance, the net revenue position of
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Canadian hog and cattle prod.ucers is heavily dependent on both t,he

interest rate and the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate. As a result, these sectors

should be reasonably sensitive to changes in Canadats nonetary policy. By

evaluatlng a number of agriculturets subsectors and aggregating lhe

resultsr it' should be possible to establish how changes in monetary policy

affecb fhe agricultural sector in genèral.

A final suggestion for further research calls for a more indepth

analysis of the input narkets. As agriculture becomes nore intensive and

specialÍ.zed, producers becone nore vulnerable to changes in input prices.

Despite the inportance of these narkets, very little research has been

devoted to ùheir study. I{ithin this thesis, lhe prices of inputs are

predicted usi.ng sone rather naive nethods. Lack of adequate data is ühe

predominant reason why a nore detailed analysis has not been undertaken.

It would be nuch ¡uore appealing to analyze the input markets based on

supply and demand characteristics rather than relying on the assunption

that past price trends will repeat thenselves.
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Table Al

lrlheat Market Data

Crop
Years

Canadian
I{heat
Prieeâ

(cdn. $/ûonne)

u.s.
I'lheat
Priceb

(U.S. $/t'onne)

Exchange
Ratec

(cdn" $/u"s" 6¡

1969/70

1970 /7 1

197 1 /72

1972/73

1973/74

1974/75

1975/76

1976/77

1977 /78

1978/79

1979/80

1 980/81

1981 /82

1982/83

1 983/84

68

67

66

99

204

205

193

143

151

191

236

272

244

235

238

61

64

63

93

190

199

185

136

129

151

186

210

184

174

176

1 .016

1"015

0. ggg

0.933

0"985

1 .001

1.001

1 .020

1.108

1.170

1.168

1.189

1.219

1.232

1.260

aPrice of li 1 C.W.R.S. wheat at 13.5 percent protein in süore al
Vancouver. International l{heat Council, }forld l{heat Staüistics, London'
various issues.

bP"io" of ll 2 D.N.S. r,¡heat at 14 percent protein in store at the
PacifÍc Ports. International l{heat CounciI, World l{heat Statistic'
London, various issues.

cBank of Canada,
Table 65, varj.ous issues.

Bank of Canada Review (Ottawa: Bank of Canada)r
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Tab1e AI (Continued)

Crop
ïears

Canadian
Seeded
Areaa

(r000
hectares)

Canadian
Wheaf
Yieldsa

(r00 kgl
hectare)

Canadian
Ì{heat

Productiona
('ooo
tonnes)

Canadian
Ending
Stocksa
('ooo
tonnes)

CanadÍan
Domestic

De¡nandb
('ooo
tonnes

1969/70

1970/71

197 1 /72

1972/73

1973/74

1974/75

1975/76

1976/77

1977 /78

1978/79

1979/80

1 980/81

1981 /82

1982/83

1983/84

10, 104

5 1052

7,854

8, 640

9 ,430

8,934

9,474

'11,252

10, 1 14

10,584

10,488

1 1 ,098

12,427

12,554

13,697

18 "4

17 "g

18.4

16.8

17 "1

14.9

18 "0

21.0

19.6

20.0

16.4

17 .3

20.0

21.3

19.6

18,267

9 1024

14,413

14,515

16,162

13,304

17 , 081

23,587

19,962

21,145

17,184

19,292

24,803

26,790

26,914

27,452

1 9,980

15 1887

9 ,945

10,089

8,038

T ,979

13, 318

12, 1 15

14,911

10 r721

8,570

9,758

1o,og8

11,212

4,568

4,650

4,786

4,765

4,572

)+,576

4,804

4 1812

5,052

5,265

5,485

5,181

5,168

5,082

5,300

alnternational l{heat Council, l{orId ttheat SIA!¿E!¿SS, London
various issues.

bCanada Grains CounciI, Canadian
Handbook (Winnipeg: Canada Grains Council)r

Grain Industry
various issues.

Statistical
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Table AI (Continued)

Crop
Years

Canadian
I{heat

Exportsa
('ooo

tonnes)

U.S.
lùt¡eat

Exportsa
('ooo
tonnes )

Total Canadian
tJheat Populationb
Tradea
(,000 ('000)
tonnes)

I{orId
Populationc

( '000)

1969/70

1970/71

197 1 /72

1972/73

1973/74

1974/75

1975/76

1976/77

1977 /78

1978/79

1979/80

1980/81

1981/82

1982/83

1983/84

9,430

1 1 ,846

13,720

15,692

1 1 ,446

10,TTQ

12,336

1 3, 436

16,040

13,084

1 5 ,889

16,262

1 8,447

21,368

20,500

16,491

20, 085

17 ,2OO

32,223

31 ,271

28 1277

31,921

25,841

30 ,588

32,496

37,421

41,og5

48,253

41,068

38 ,78 1

45,709

45,423

45 r4gg

6't,g4g

57,008

57 ,175

65,063

59, 6gg

61,986

70,264

82,153

84,747

97,295

94,764

96 ,83 1

21 ,182

21,465

21,710

21,942

22,235

22,567

221881+

23,158

23,'417

23,645

23,912

24 1221

24,512

24,784

25,O16

3,546

3,616

3, 686

3,758

3, 831

3,905

3,951

4 1026

4',182

4,258

4'335

4'437

4 1513

4,591

4, 670

alnternational tJheat Council, liorld I{heat Sbatistics, London,
various isgueg.

bB*k of canada, 4,
various issues.

of Canada Review (Ottawa: Bank of Canada)r

cFood and Agriculture Organization of the United Nationsr F.4.0.
Production Yearbook (Rone: Food and Agriculture Organization), various

-

].SSUeS.
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Table A 2

Seed Price Data

Crop ïear Price Index for Ïlestern Canadian Seed

1969/70

1970 /71

197 1 /72

1972/73

1973/74

1974/75

1975/76

1976/77

1977 /78

1978/79

1979/80

1980/81

191 /82

1982/83

1983/84

102.2

94"0

94.3

89.4

1',tz"6

242"6

293.9

220 "8

215.0

222.3

296.0

344.3

318.3

293.3

303.2

astatistics Canada, Farn Input Price Indexes,
ber 62-004, various issues.

Catalogue Nun-
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Table A3'

Farn Input Price Data

Date FertiU-zer
(in quarters) Price

Indexa

Chenical Petroleun Maehinery
Price Price Price
rndexa rndexa rndexa

1971 r
IT

III
IV

1972 r
IÏ

Iil
IV

1973 r
II

III
IV

1974 r
II

III
IV

1975 r
II

IIT
il

1976 T
II

III
IV

197T I
II

III
IV

1978 r
IT

III
IV

105. 1

105.6
107 "g
110 "2

11'l .4
1 15.8
115.5
117 .7

120.7
122"3
124 "T
130.9

141.6
143.5
165.9
183.9

199 .4
200.8
229 "2
234.3

231.8
237.1
211 .7
210.9

212.7
219.4
219.5
223.1

223.1
229.9
241.2
243.5

253.9
266.0
276.5
274.7

:

244.3
241.7
241.7
243.8

247.0
253.5
255.7
257.5

266.8
281.6
285.5
288.7

98.6
99.2
gg 

"6
101.3

102.0
102"3
102"8
103. 1

105 "7
105.g
108 "4
112"6

114.1
111"1
123.2
125.2

126.1
130 "2
155.4
162.8

164.9
164.2
164"8
172.7

172.3
180.g
182.8
189.2

190 .5
189.2
189 .8
191 .8

194.3
195.2
196.2
208.0

99 "6
100 .2
100"4
100.4

102.4
102.3
103.3
103.4

104.7
105. 1

105.5
107 .6

111.1
114.1
119.2
128.2

134.9
136.1
137.9
1u3.2

146"5
147 .7
1t47 .7
152.6

156.3
157 "7
159.7
164.8

171 "1
172.8
175.2
183.5

191.4
194.2
198.5
209.5

I
ÏT

III
IV

1979
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Table A 3' (Continued)

Date Fertilizer
(in quarters) Price

Indexa

Chenical Petroleum ldachinery
Price Price Price
Indexa rndexa rndexa

1 980

1981

1982

1 983

1 984

I
IT

III
ff

I
IT

IIT
IV

.I
II

III
il

I
II

üI
ïv

I
II

300 .4
317.7
320.5
310" 1

356 "7
366.6
387.1
376"2

350.2
342.3
347.3
327.7

314" 1

320.0
325.6
326.0

329 "7
343" 1

317 .5
327.4
330. 1

334.9

337 "1
359.9
364"t
363"5

387 "7
389 .0
391.2
394.7

406.9
412.2
408.0
406.9

418.9
415.0

213"6
228.3
240.5
263.1

292.3
317 .0
341.6
357 "2

359.9
380.6
381 ,9
407 "7

395.9
410.4
413.0
414.0

423.2
415"6

217.6
220 "4
224 "4
230.8

237 "6
244 "4
250 "4
259 "3

265 "3
270.3
259 "g
264 "1

271.2
278 "4
278 "4
2T9.4

285.0
284.2

aStabistics Canada, Farm Input Price
Catalogue Nunber 62-004, various j-ssues.

ïndexes,
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Table A4

Exchange and Inflation Rates

Date
(in quarters)

Exchange
Ratea

(Cdn. $/U.S" $)

Inflation
Rateb
(CPI)

1971 r
il

III
IV

1972 r
II

III
IV

1973 r
II

III
IV

1974 r
II

IIT
IV

1976 r
TI. IIl
IV

1977 r
IT

IIT
IV

1978 I
IÏ

Iil
IV

1979 r
II

IIÏ
IV

100"85
101"25
1 01 .58
1 00 .24

1 OO.30
98 "79
98.30
98 .88

99 "70
1 00.00
1 00.40
1 00.00

98"00
96.50
98.10
98"60

99.90
102.20
103. 10
101 .80

99 .50
97 .90
97. 80
99.20

1 03.00
105.20
1 07 .00
1 10.20

111.30
112.70
1 14.40
1 17.80

1 18. 60
1 15.80
1 16.60
117 .50

98. 1

99 .4
100.9
101"6

102.8
103. 7
1 05.8
106 .8

108.8
111.3
114"4
116.5

119.3
123"3
127 "0
130.5

133.3
136.2
140"8
143.7

145 "6
147"8
1 50.0
152.2

155.5
159 .1
162.6
166 .1

169.2
173.3
176 "3
180.3

184.6
189.4
193.1
194. 4

1975 r
ÏT

III
IV
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Table A4 (Continued)

Date
(in quarters)

Exchange
Ratea

(can. $/u"s. $)

Inflation
Rateb
(CPI)

1 980

1981

1982

1 983

1984

116"40
117.00 

.

115"90
118"40

119"40
121"20
121"20
119.20

120 "90
124 "50
125 " 00
123. 10

122.73
123"',|1
123.28
123.85

125.54
129.25

202.0
207 "6
213"5
219.5

226.6
,233.7
240"6
246.6

252.8
260.5
266.1
270.4

272"1
275.9
280.3
282"8

286.2
288.6

I
u

ilI
il

I
il

TII
ff

I
u

III
IV

T
II

III
ff

I
II

aBank of Canada, Bank of Canada Review (Ottawa:
Bank of Canada), Table 65, various issues.

bstatistics Canada, Consumer Prices and
Indexes, Catalogue Number 62-010, vari-ous issues.
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APPENDIX B

DETAILS ON I{HEAT PRODUCTION COSTS

The wheat producti"on costs used in Lhis study are based on

Manitoba Agriculturets estinate of average produefi-on costs on a 400

hectare grain farn.1 The assumptions behind the cost estinates are out-

lined in this appendi.x"

1. Seeding Rate: 84"2 W/l:ectare

2. Fertilizer Usez 79 kg of nitrogen and 37 kg of phosphorus per
hectare

3. Chenical Control: Post energent herbicides for broadleaf
weeds, wild oats and nillet

4. Machinery Operating Expense:

Includes repai.rs, licences, insurance, etc.
This estinate will vary from farn to farn
depending on management, machj-ne age, machine
use and farn size. This figure averages
between $20 and $45 per hectare.

5. Crop Insurance: Risk area ll 6 aE fhe 60 percent high dollar
coverage rate plus hail insurance.

6. Miscellaneous: 0verhead expenses such as hydro, telephone,
accounting, etc., assumed to be $12.35 per
hecfare.

7. Interest on Operating:

Interest charges on operating costs are
calculated over a six nonth period at ühe
prevailing chartered bank interest raLe for
prine business loans.

8. Machinery:

Depreciation: Based on a straight line life of eight years
and a 20 percent salvage rate.

1M*itob. Agriculture, ttFarn Planning and Organization--1984 Crop
Planning Guidert, op.cit.
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..1)

Investnent:

Exanple:

Opportunity cost is assumed to be 1.5 percent
below the prine business loan rate.¿ In ühe
case of wheat production, t,he capital inves-
ted in machinery is estinated at $346 per
hectare.

Depreciation: $346 - 69.2 = $34.60/hectare
I years

9. Labour and

Investnent: $346 x "09 = $31.15/hecEare

Managenent, Land Investnent and Taxes:

These costs are not accounted for within
cost of production.

2f'ron 1981 to 1984, the Chartered Bank interest rate on prine
business loans averaged 14.61 percent. Over the sane period, the average
yield on 3 - 5 year Governnent of Canada Bonds was 13.11 p.ercent. This
results in a difference betlleen the two rates of 1.5 percent. Bank of
Canada, BanE of Canada Review (Ottawa: Bank of Canada, Mareh, 1985),
Tab1e F1, pp. 582-583.
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APPENDIX C

ECONOMETRIC TESTS

The equations contaj.ned in the final model will be tested for

econometric acceptability. The Goldfeld-Quandt Tesf is used to detect,

heteroscedasticity; the Farrar-Glauber Test is used to uncover lhe pre-

sence and severity of multlcollinearity; while ühe Durbin-l{atson, Durbin-

h, and Residual Regression Tests are used to examine autocorrelation.

Heteroscedasticity

As noted in Section 5.1.2, Ehe tern heteroscedasLicity refers to

error Lerms which are not constant i.n variance. The result is tha! the

estinated coefficients are unbiased, but inefficienü. Goldfeld and

Quandt3 derived a test for heteroscedasticity which is applicable lo any

equation where the nunber of observations is at least twice the number of

parameters being estimated. The nuII hypothesis for the Goldfeld-Quandt

Test is set up as follows:

H0: lhe uts (error terns) are homoscedasti.c

HA: the urs are heteroscedastic (with increasi.ng variance)

The series of error terns being tested is separated into lr¿o

groupa. The normal procedure is to onit á certain nunber (c) of central

observaLions; however, if there is only a Iinited nunber of degrees of

freedom (as in the Trade Model)r all observations can be used. The mean

squared eror terms for the two subsets are divided in order to derive an

Fl sbatistic.

14. Koutsoyiannisr op.cit., pp. 185-186.
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Fr = Ee|- / (n-c) /, - u

,"ltt'-"'rr-o
-2

= '"2q
where:

n = the number of observations

k = the number of explanatory variables

c = the number of central obsertvations onitted
,tei = mêân squared error for the first subset
I
,¡ei = n€ân squared error for the second subset
¿

The calculafed F* statistic follows an f distribution wiLh V1 = Yz

= (n - c - 2k)/2 degrees of freedom. If F* exceeds the critical F value

we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is heteroscedasti-

ciby in the estinated equation. Table C1 presents the calculated and

critical F statistics for each equation included in the final nodel.

Multicollinearity

Multicollinearity exists bo some degree in all econonic relation-

ships. The problen is to deternine whether the multicollinearify which is

present is severe enough to bias the estinates. Farrar and Glauber con-

sider collinearity between explanatory variables as a departure fron an

orthogonal state. The Farrar Glauber Test wilI be applied in order to

detect the presence and severity of nulticollinearity.4

The standard value of the deterni.nant is calculated fron the

correlation coefficients. The closer the value of the determinant is to

ze?o, the stronger the degree of multicollinearity. In order to statis-

tically test bhe relationship, bhe following hypothesis is established.

H0: the xts are orthogonal

HA: the xts are nof orthogonal

4rbid.r pp. 242-245.
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Table C1

Go1dfe1d-Quandt Test for Heteroscedasticity

Dependent
Variable

Equation
Nunber

rn = É"1 F - crilical
* = .05 -=.01

Mean oSguared Erçor
Xei Le-l

2x",

HECT

UPU

cPc

CEXPS

CEXPD

cDolfD

HECT

SEED

SEEDR

FERT

RMACHR

PETRR

CHEMN

5.8

5.11

5"12

5. 13

5. 14

5. 16

5.18

5 "19

5.20

5 "25

5"26

5.27

5.28

2 9492098

2 1718

2 135

3 18761938

3 2960774

3 48554

2 2660712

2 9944

2 9921

3 924

2 .0036

3 683

2 506

6436923

470

164

14431270

12729516

179462

1862243

1 868

1 883

3728

"0042

2164

318

Q"7

0"3

1.2

0.8

4.3

3.7

0.7

0"2

o.2

4 "oa

1.2

3.24

0.6

5"05

5.05

5 .05

6 "39

6"39

6.39

5 "05

5"05

5"05

2.69

2.60

2.69

2.60

11"0

11"0

11.0

16.0

16.0

16"0

11.0

11.0

11.0

4.16

3.96

4. 16

3.96

asignificant at bhe .05 level.
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where:

bhe xrs represent the explanatory variables.

An *X2 statislic can be calculated which reflecls the degree of

nulticollineariüy present within the sanple"

,xz = E I n - r - t (2k + 5)]'rog[varue of the Standardizedl
6 L Determi'nant 

II
where:

n = the number of observations

k = the number of explanatory variables"

The calculafed rX2 st,aüistic should fol1ow a X2 (cfri-square)

distribution wilh Y =I/Z[n<n-l)] aegrees of freedon. If the calcuated *X2

value exceeds ühe criùica1 X2 value, we reject ùhe nuII hypothesis and

accept that ühere is a significant degree of nulticollinearity in the

equation. The results of the Faruar-Glauber Test are presented in.Table

c2.

Autocorreletion

In terns of autocomelation, there is no one single test which can

be applied in every case. The Durbj-n-tüatson Test5 is appropriate for

debecting first order autocorrelation so long as the set of explanatory

variables does not include a lagged dependent variable. The null hypothe-

sis for the Durbin-Hatson test is set up as:

HO, the ufs are not correlated with a first order schene.

HAr the urs are coruelated with a first order schene.

Testing of the nuIl hypoühesis is carried out by conparing the

calculated dr statistie with its theoretical value.

5rbid.r pp. 212-216.
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Table C2

Farrar-G1auber Test for Multicollinearity

Dependent Equation
Variable Number

Value of bhe
Std" Deterninant

X2 - critical
= .05 = .10

*N2

HECT

uPu

cPc

CEXPS

CEXPD

CDOMD

HECTR

SEED

SEEDR

FERT

RMACHN

PETNR

CHEMN

5.8

5"11

5.12

5. :l3

5. 14

5.16

5"18

5.19

5 "20

5 "25

5.26

5 "27

5"27

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

2.

3

2

3

2

0.861

0.865

0 .804

0.316

0.098

0.222

0.996

0.555

0.543

0.583

0 "995

0.833

0.998

0 "75

0 "72

1"09

5 "7tl

LL "274

7 .30

0.07

2"94

3.07

11.03

0.09

3.73

o"02

3.84

3"84

3.84

7 "81

7.81

7 "81

3"84

3"84

3"84

7 "81

3.84

7.81

3"84

6.63

6.63

6.63

11.34

1 1.34

11.34

6"63

6 "63

6"63

11.34

6.63

11.34

6.63

aSignificant at the .05 level.
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The critical regions for the Durbin-I{atson Test are shov¡n in

Figure C1. Instead of having only one basis of conparison, the d* statis-

tic is conpared to four separate criterion"

1" If d*<d¡r we reject the null hypothesis and accepb that ühere
is positive autocomelation.

2" If dr>(4 - dl), we reject fhe nul1 hypothesis and accept thab
there is negative autocorrelation.

3. If du<df<(4 - du), we accept the null hypothesis.

4. If dl<dr<(4 - dL), the test in inconclusive.

f (d )

inconclusive
region
.å-.
tf:

I

I

I

I Uo e.raocorrelation

(4-d,, x4-dl )

Negative Autocorrelation Positive Autocorelabion

Figure C1

Critical Regions for the Durbin-I'latson Test

Source: A. Koutsoyiannis, Theory of Econonetrics, An Introductory
Exposition of. E-cgnonetrie Methods, second edilion (London:
ÙfacMÍllan Press LËd., L977), p. 2I5.
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As previously nentioned, lhe Durbin-I{atson Test is not capable of

detecting autocorrelation when a lagged dependent variable is included in

the set of explanatory variables. Recently, however, Durbin proposed a

large sanple test for autocomelation when lagged dependent variables are
a

present.o The test statistic for such cases is called the Durbin-h, and

is calculated as follows:

where:

hr=ñtT--""6@J

n = the number of observations

Þ = an estinate of first order autoregressj-on

var (-j ) = the vari-ance coefficient for the lagged dependent
variable

For a large'sample, the h* statistic has been shown to follow a

standard nornal distributj-on. Unlike the four conparisons which are

requi.red in the Durbin-l{atson Test, the Durbin-h s-babistic (4*) needs

only to be conpared to a critical h value obtained fron a standard nornal

ùable. If h* exceeds the critical-h value, we reject the null hypothesis

and accept ühat there is autocorrelation in ühe equation.

' The Durbin-l{atson and Durbin-h Tests suffer from sone serious

drawbacks. In a sna1l sanple, bhe Durbin-h statistic has no validity.

The DurbÍn-I{atson Test remains valid wiühin snall sanples, but its level

of sensitivily has been questioned. Thiel and Nager,T and HernshawS have

6Danadar Gujarati, Basic
Books, Inc., 1978)r pp. 269-272.

Econonetrics (New Tork: McGraw Hill

TH. Thie1 and A.L. Nagar, rrTesti-ng ühe Independence of Regressive
Di.sturbancesrr, Journal of the Amerj.can Statistieal Association, Vo1. 56,
1961, pp. 793-806.

8R.C. Hernshaw, Jr.r'rTesting Single Equation Least Squares
VoI. 34,Regression Models for Autocorrelated Distrubancesrr, Eqqqqllelriçq

pp. 646-660.
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argued fhat if dr falls wibhin the inconclusive region, the null hypothe-

sis should be rejected. In order lo provide a more definibive test for

autocorrelation, various functional forns of past errors will be regressed

against current errors. Exanples of sone functional forns are shov¡n

below"

et=Pet-1+vt

e¡ = pe¿- 12 * ut

' et = Plet-l + 92e¡-2 + v¿

e¿ = p,@f + v¿

If the individual estinates (pts) are found to be statistically

significanL and if the overall explanatory pol¡er (F-statistic) of bhe

equation is also significant, we will reject the nu1l hypothesis. Rejec-

ting the nu11 hypoühesis leads us to conclude that autocorrelation is

present in the forn specified by the regression equation.

Given the above discussion, it is clear ühat the appropriate

nethod for festing autocorrelation depends on the nature of ühe equation.

Each of the equations j-ncluded in the model will be exanined using one or

more of the aforenentioned tests. Tables C3, C4 and C5 outline the re-

specti.ve results'fron the Durbin-l{atson, Durbin-h and Residual Regression

Tests
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Table C3

Durbin-I{atson Test for Autocorrelati.on

Dependent Equation
Variable Nunber

dr dL du 4-dr, 4-du

HECT

uPu

cPc

CEXPS

CEXPD

5"8

5"11

5 "12

5"13

5.14

1.24

2.2b

1.14

2ßb

2.74

"758

"758

"758

.525

"525

1 "064

1 "064

1.064

2"016

2.016

3.242

3"242

3.242

3"475

3"475

1.984

1 "984

1 "984

1 .984

1 "984

11

11

11

10

10

2

2

2

3.

3

aThe Durbin-ttatson Test in i.nconclusive.

bF.il to reject the nu11 hypothesi.s--conclude lhat there is no
first order autocorrelation in the equati-on.

Table C4

Durbin-h Test fon Autocorrelation

Dependent
Variable

Equation
Nunber

Durbin-h
(hr )

h-criûical
(standard normal)

FERT

R},fACHA

PERTb

CHEMC

5.25 .96

2"96

2.83

2.57

1 .645

1 .645

1.645

1.645

text as

text

Lext

aThis-equation is adjusted for autocorrelatj.on and included in fhe
RMACHR (S.Zo).

bttrip equation is adjusted for autocorrelation and included in the
PEnrR $.zz).
cTtriq equation is adjusted for autocorrelation and included in the
cHEMn (¡.eg).
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Table C5

Residual Regression Test for Autocorrelation

Dependent Equation
Variable Nunber

t-statisties
et_1 eL_1' eE_Z iq

f-statistics
calculated critical

( = .05)

HECT

cPc

CEXPD

CDOMD

SEED

5.8

5.12

5. 14

5.16

5.19

1 .06

2.354

1"54

1.824

1.57

2.194

0. 16

0.18

0.21

0.36

0.98

1.29

1"864

0.39

0.53

1.13
0.29
7 "78a
0.96

2.38
0.40
1.70
1 .69

2.45
0.60
2.50
3"47

0.26
0.07
0.06
0. 16

0.04
5 "164
1"76
0 "29

4.84
4"84
4.10
4'.84

4"84
4.84
4.10
4.84

4"84
4"84
4.10
4.84

4"84
4.84
4.10
4.84

4.84
4.84
4. 10
4.84

.54
3. 634

0"63
1 .01

o "77
1 .50

0"26
0.32

2.27ír
1.864

aDenotes statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
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APPENDIX D

ESTIMAÎED RESULTS FOR THE INPUT COST MODEL
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Table D1

Bivariate Fertiti-zer Modela

Univariate Fertil-izer Model:

d=2rP=1

FEnrr = ,r *,i:li;r,-1(r.- 28 + F.2).a,

std. error = 14.85 lXlT = 21.68

Univariate Exchange Rate Modef:

d = 1? q = 'l

E*r = (1 + "?i:;?ì fi - B)-1'br

Süd. error : .015 nXlT = 15"52

Bivariabe Fertilizer Model:

FEnTt = f(EX¿_1) d = 2, p = 1

FERTT = (1 159._558)(1 - B)(1 + .459*8)-1(1 - 28 * s2)-1'Exr-,, *' ( 1.5g) (3.49)

(1 + .45918)-1(j - 28 * B2)-1.at
13 .49 )

Std. error = 14.62 *X17 = 21.62

aEstinated coefficients are included in the equations, with the
corresponding t-statistics shown in brackets. Paraneters which are
statisfically signifieant aù the .05 1eve1 are denoted by an asterisk.
The variables are defined in Section 5.4.
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Table D2

Bivariate Machinery Modela

Univariate Machinery Model:

d = 2r Sd = 1, q = 1, sp = 1

std" error = 3.47 rX16 = 11"06

Univarj-ate Exqþange Rate Model:

d=2r.e=2

EXt = (r .tTSiinl "*t?;:¿;1,.l - 28 + B2)-1'bt

std. error = .016 rX16 = 14"35

Bivariate Machinery Mgdel:

MACHT = f(EX¡-4) d = 2, sd = 1, q = 1, sq = 1

MAcHt = (1 -(1:öo#-r)(r - s4)-1.exr-4 * 1r - iir#i - i8ï?îru,
(1 - 28 * g2)-1(t - B4)-t.",

std. error = 3"46 *X1T = 17.10

aEstinated coefficients are included in bhe equations, with the
corpesponding t-sbatistics shown in brackets. Parameters which are
statistically significant at the .05 Ievel are denoted by an asterisk.
The variables are defined in Section 5.4.

IíACH¡ = (1 -r{.rrl.f - .Ë:;iT',r - 2B + e2)-1(r - b4)-t.",
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Table D3

Bivariate Petroleum Modela

Univariate Petroleun Model:

d=2re=1

PEIR, = (r -,;3:;;i',r - 2B + a2)-1.a,

std. error : 11.28 *X1T = 18.88

Univariate Exchange Rate Model:

d = 1, p = 1

EX¿ = (l -(.458f8)-1(1 - B)-1.b,

std. error = "016 *Xfl = 2O.33

Bivariate Petroleun Model:

PETRT=f(EXt) d=2, q=1

PEIR¡ = (1 -,?l;lïtt,,t - B)(1 - 2B * s2)-1'EX¡ + (1 - 1'037*8)
(20.25)

(1-28*g2).1..t

std. error = 11.12 *X1T = 21.28

aEstinaLed coefficients are included in the equations, with the
corresponding t-statistics shown in brackets. Paraneters which are
stalist,ically signi-ficant at the.05 level are denoted by an asteri.sk.
The variables are defined in Section 5.4.
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Table D4

, Bi-variate Chenlcal Modela

Univariate Chenical Model:

d=2¡p=2

cHEMt = (1 + .u?l:irî .fiä:];l fi - 2B + s2)-1.at

std. error = 8.72 *X1g = 23"18

Univariate Exchange Rate Model:

d = 1, q = 1

EX¡ = ,t -,å13ä*B)(1 - B)-1.b,

std" error'= 0" 18 *X1T = 15"09

Bivariate Chemieal Model:

CHEMT=f(EXt) d=2¡p=2
CHEM¡ = (1 - 23..0?78)(1 + .708*8 * ,64818)-1(1 - 2B + g2)-1'EX¡ +- (.30) (4.40) (3"96)

(1 + .7o8rB + .648rg)-1 (1 - 2B * g?)-1'at
(4"40) (3.96)

std. error = 8.865 *X1T = 16.69

aEstinated coefficients are included in the equations, with the
corresponding t-st,at,isùics shown i¡ brackets. Paraneters which are
statist,ically significant at the .05 level are denoted by an asterisk.
The variables are defined in Section 5.4.
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Dependent
Variable

Y!

FERT

Table D5

Fertilizer Price Regression Resulbsa

FERT

Intercept ït_t

\o(¡
FERTR

8.549 .966r
( 1.68) (35.41 )

fl.569r .828t
(2.51) ( 20.87)

FERl

FERT

FERTR

34.872
(2.02)

.116
(1.60)

.252,
(2.41)

.916t
(4.81)

Yt-.z

Independent Variables

Ex¡-Ex¡_1

aCalculated t-staListics are shown in brackets. Variables
significant at the .05 leve1 are denoted by an'asterisk. The
equations which have been adjusted for firsb order autocorrelation.

.9 14t
( 16.99 )

43.436
(.42)

.731r
( 10.44 )

Ex¡-Ex¿_2

.913å
( 10.44 )

.293*
(2.10)

rt-rt-r

25.833
( "28)

40.81 'l

(.48)

.069
(.lz)

4.045r
( 3.33 )

Tt-rt-z

R2 Durbin-h

. 108
(.21)

4.274t
(4.19)

.98

"96

.175
(.42)

5.224r "72
( 4.54 )

"86

'70

"40

.96

4.77

trtt

1.29

5"64

tr*t

which are statistically
superacript R represenbs



Dependent
Variable

ït

MACH

MACH

MACHR

NMACH

NMACHN

RMACH

RMACHN

Intercept

Table D6

Machlnery Price Regression Resultsa

ts
\o
Þ

1.803 1.003¡
(1.13) (100.74)

2.918 .998t
(.22) (61 .59)

6.254 1.011r
( 1.30) (35.13)

.1 10 .890*
(1.66) (13.41)

.2O7 .792r' .078(2.34) (8.93) ( .49)

.261r .739t(2.66) (7.53)

1.361t -.368*(9.86) ( 2.74)

ït-t Yt-z

Independent Variables

Exg-Ex¡_1 Ex¡-Ex¡_2

5.720
(.18)

aCalculated
significant at Lhe
equations which have

rt-ït-t

T "692(.26)

25"697
(.78)

.058
(.37)

"477
( 1.40)

b-st,atistics are shown in brackets. Variables
.05 level are denoted by an asberj-sk" The
been adjusted for first order autocorrelation.

rt-rt-z

" 069
(.48)

R2 Durbin-h

"642r(2.14)

_.192
(.47)

.99

.99

.96

.79

.87

.56

.95.x22
( 1,17)

1.77

2.96

TTTT

1 .87

tltt

4.85

tltt

which are statistically
superacript R represents



Dependent
Variable

Yt

PETR

PETRR

PETR

PETRN

PETR

PETN

PETRR

Table D7

Petroleum Price Regression Resultsa

Intercept ït_t lt_Z Ex¡-Ex¡_1 Ex¿-Ex¡_2 It-It_t Ít-It_Z

ts
\o
(Jt

-.7503
(1.63)

-6 " 399r
(2.84)

- 1 1 .892r
(3.15)

-9 .58
(1.66)

.024
(.58)

'029*(.54)

' 687r
( 3.94 )

.99 1t
(70.53)

.995*
( 1 10.09 )

Independent Variables

g .8gg
(. lz)

-10.987
(.18)

. g8gt
(62.90)

.981r
(42.19)

aCalculated
significant at the
equations which have

.986r
(27.87)

'988r
(20.67 )

.413
(3.12)

3.724'
(4.50 )

3.712*
( 6.4e )

15"207
(.28)

38. 609
("64)

t-statistics are shown in brackets. Variables
.05 level are denoted by an asterisk. The
been adjusted for first order autocorrelation.

"27 1

(.67)

R2 Durbin-h

"24I(.73)

,475
( 1.6e)

.99

"99

.99

"97

"94

"90

.48

3.635t
Q.42)

3.499*
(5.41)

3.15

Itlt

2.83

¡t***

.84

4.52

tttt

which are statistically
superscript, R represents



Dependent
Variables

ït

CHEM

CHEM

CHEM

ts
\oO\ CHEM

CHEMR

CHEM

CHEMR

Intercept Tt-l

8.807
(.08)

8.los
(.90)

14.515
(1.21)

17 .102
(1.48)

18.8 14
(1.11)

16.147
(1.23)

17 .993
(.87)

Table D8

Chenical Price Regression Resultsa

.626'
(2.65)

.97 1t
(37.00)

.957r
(29.30)

.945r
(29.61)

'942',
(20.06 )

Y¡-z ïr-3

Independent Variables

Yr-4

acalculated t-statistics are shown in brackets. Variables which are statistically signiflcant at the .05 Ievetare denoted by an asterisk. The superscript R represents equations which have been adjusLed for first order auto-correlatÍ-on.

E*t-1

3.67 .517
(.03) (1.30)

rt lr-rt_t

.935
(25.05 )

.920*
( 15.95 )

rt-rt-e

1"617
(1.87)

rt-rr-3

1"379r
(2.18)

rt-rr-I
R2 Durbin-h

1 "424r(3" 17)

1.361t
Q"26)

.98

.98

.97

"97

.93

.96

.90

1.31

1.08

.71

2.25

Itlr

2.57

rttl

1 .602*
3.87 )

1.705r
2.84 )
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Quarter

1984 r
II

III
IV

1985 r
II

III
TV

1986 r
II

III
IV

198T I
ÏI

III
IV

Table El

Interest Rate Forecasbs fron the Focus Model

Base

H
\o
æ

11.167
12.000
12.822
13.259

13.17 1

13.125
13.101
1 3.089

12.330
1 1 .936
11.732
11.627

11 "O92
10.841
10.670
10.596

1A

11.167
1 2.000
1 2.588
12.9O7

12.769
12.7't0
12.694
12.702

11 .971
11.602
11.423
1 1 .341

't0.827
10.567
10.439
10.378

1B

11.167
1 2.000
1 3.062
13.615

13.578
1 3.546
13.515
13. 481

12.694
12.275
12.047
11 .918

11.316
11"066
10.909
10.822

Scenarios

2A

11.167
1 2.000
1 2.588
12.908

't2.783
12.729
12.u82
12.381

1 1.631
11.238
1 0.839
10.67 1

10. 154
9.919
9.596
9 "470

1 1 .167
1 2.000
1 3.063
13.614

1 3.563
13.525
13.792
1 3.807

1 3,055
12.644
12.639
12.597

1 2.043
11.724
11.761
11.736

3n

11 "167
12.000
1 3.284
1 3.960

1 3.996
14.015
14.024
1 4.029

13.279
1 2.890
1 2. 688
12"584

1 2.049
11.772
11.629
1 1 .554

3B

11,167
1 2.000
12.360
12.557

12.345
12.235
12.178
12.149

11"380
10"982
10.776
1 0.669

10. 133
g .955
9.711
9.637

4A

11.167
1 2.000
11.414
12.023

12.544
12"327
12.395
12.940

12.270
1 1 .806
1 1.768
1 1 .674

10.791
1 0.683
10.554
10.088

4B

11.167
1 2.000
14. 1 14
1 4.356

13.770
13.890
"13.774
1 3.288

12.438
12.090
11.751
l"t "629

x 1 .380
1 0.959
10.809
1 1 .082



Quarter

1 984

Table E2

Exchange Rate Forecasts from the Focus Model

Base

ts
\o
\o

I
ÏI

III
IV

I
II

IIÏ
IV

1 985

1.255
1.293
1.314
1.315

1 .307
1.307
1 .307
1 .307

1.302
1.302
1.302
1.302

1.297
1.297
1.297
1.297

1A

1.255
1.293
1.317
1.322

1.317
1.318
1.318
1.320

1.317
1.318
1.318
1.320

1 .316
1.315
1 .315
1.315

1 986

1B

I
II

III
IV

I
II

III
IV

1.255
1.293
1.310
1 .308

1.297
1.296
1.296
1.293

1.286
1.286
1.285
1 .284

1.279
1.279
1.279
1.279

1987

Scenarios

2A

1.255
1.293
1"317
1.321

1.317
1"317
1.321
1.329

1"329
1.329
1 .333
1.341

1 .340
1 .341
1 .346
1 .353

2B

1.255
1.293
1.310
1 .308

1.297
1.296
1.292
1.285

1.274
1.275
1.27O
1.262

1.252
1.252
1.247
1.239

3A

1.255
1.293
1.307
1"302

1.284
1.281
1.281
1.273

1.260
1.258
1.256
't "251

1.241
1.239
1 "238
1"235

3B

1.255
1.293
1.321
1.327

1"329
1"332
1.332
1 .341

1 .344
1.347
1 .350
1.355

1 "353
1 .358
1 .359
1"362

4A

1.255
1"293
1 "340
1 .341

1 .333
1 .333
1.333
1 .333

1.328
1.328
1.329
1"251

1.323
1.323
1.323
1.323

4B

1.255
1.293
1.288
1.289

1.281
1.281
'1.281
1.281

1.276
1.276
1.276
't.276

1 .271
1.27 1

1 .271
1 .271



1984 r
IÏ

ïïI
IV

1985 r
II

w rïr
oIVo

1986 r
II

III
IV

Quarter

Table E3

Inflat,ion Forecasts fron the Focus Model

Base

2"5390
2.5660
2"6455
2.6110

2.6520
2.6910
2.7470
2.7210

2.7655
2.8015
2.8565
2.8290

2.8985
2.9395
3.0005
2.9760

1A

2.5390
2.5660
2.6295
2.6135

2.6575
2.6980
2.7545
2.7305

2.7775
2.8145
2.8720
2. 8460

2.9175
2.9595
3.0220
2.9985

1B

2.5390
2"5660
2.6260
2.6080

2.647O
2" 6840
2"7390
2.7105

2.7525
2.7875
2.8415
2.8115

2.8790
2.9190
2"9795
2.9540

Scenarios

1987

2A

I
II

III
IV

2.5390
2.5660
2.6295
2.6135

2"6575
2.6975
2.7565
2.7345

2.7840
2.8220
2.8835
2.8625

2.9375
2.9830
3.05 10

3.0340

2B

2.5390
2.5660
2.6260
2.6080

2.6470
2.6850
2.7370
2.7060

2.7\60
2.7T95
2.8295
2.7940

2.8575
2.8935
2.9480
2"9145

3A

2.5390
2"5660
2.6245
2.6035

2.6395
2.6745
2.7270
2.6940

2.7305
2"7620
2.8120
2"770

2 " 8385
2.8735
2"9305
2.9000

3B

2.5390
2.5660
2.6315
2.6170

2.6645
2.7075
2.7665
2.7475

2.8005
2.8415
2.9025
2"8820

2.9585
3.0065
3.0725
3.0530

4A

2"5390
2.5660
2.6400
2.6240

2.6690
2.7130
2.7720
2.7465

2"7940
2"8325
2.8goo
2.8620

2.9330
2.9760
3.0380
3.0115

4B

2.5390
2.5660
2.6't55
2.5975

2.6355
2.6700
2"7215
2.6950

2"7360
2"7Too
2.8235
2"T960

2 
" 
8630

2.9025
2"9635
2.9400



APPENDIX F

DESCRIPTION OF THE BASE SCENANIO
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This appendix provides a detailed description of the baseline

projections for the Focus-ARIMA and Focus-Regression Models. The nacro-

economic variables forecasted by the Focus Model fron 1984 to 1987 are

depicted in Figure F1. Throughout this four-year period, the noney supply

(M1) is set so as to increase at a eonstant rate of 6 percent per year"

The interest ratesl which result fron changes in the denand and supply of

noney are shor¡n to increase fron 11"17 percent in the first quarter of

1984 to a peak of 13.26 percent by ühe end of that year. Given that the

noney supply is increasing at a constant rate, the upward pressure on

i-nterest rales stens fron an increase in the denand for noney. During

1984, there l¡as a release of pent-up consumer denand as weIl as a good

deal of upward pressure on interest rates as a consequence of government

deficit financing. The results of the Focus Model predict that ühe gov-

ernment deficit will rise !o $29 billion by the end of 1985.

Returning to Figure F1, 9¡e see Lhat interest rates are predicted

to decline only slightly durine 1985. However, by the first quarter of

1986 interest rates begin a protracted decli-ne, falling to a Iow of 10.67

percent by the fourth quarter of 1987. ParalleIing this decline in in-

ferest rates is a reduction in governnent deficits. The Focus model

predicts that by the end of 1987 the government deficit will decline to

$22 biIlion, down $7 billion fron its 1984 level.

The exchange rate novenents necorded in Figure F1 display a pat-

tern which is sinilar to that of interest raües. The Cdn./U.S. exchange

rate increases from 1.255 to a predicted high of 1.315 by the end of 1984.

1Th" Ínt"resb shown in Figure F1 is the rate for chartered bank
Ioans to prine busÍness customers and is related to the prime interest
rate by a constant percentage adjustnent.
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As Canadian interest rates increase, i-nvestment capit,al flows into Canada,

increasi-ng the demand for Canadian dollars. If this was the only eonse-

quence of higher interest rates, lhe Cdn./U.S. exehange rate would decline

rather than Íncrease. However, when interest rates rise, the debt pay-

ments flowing out of Canada also j.ncrease. In addition, the Focus Model

predicts ühat during 1984 ühere will be an increase in consumer and in-
vestnent denand, as well as eoncerted effort, to rebuild inventory leve1s

¿epieted during the rece.ssion of the early 1980ts. l¡ith an increased

proportion of total producLion going to satisfy donestic denand, the

amount of Canadian product noving int,o ühe export market declines. Mean-

while, inporfs continue to rise since they are t,ied to the incone leveI.

Increased debt servicing and reduetions in Lhe balance of nerchandise

trade outpace bhe inflow of foreign capital. The end result is that, bhe

supply of Canadian dollars exceeds denand and the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate

appreciates.

Beginning in the first quarter of 1985, the Cdn./U.S. exehange

rate experiences a stepwise decline. The increase in Cdn./U.S. exchange

rates, which was recorded during 1984, has a lagged inpact on trade. It
is only after a lag of three lo four quarters t,hat Canadi.an exports begin

to react to the change in the exehange rate. This time lag is necessary

in order for manufacturers to expand production and increase inventories"

The inflation index shown in Figure F1 is conprised of the price

of consumer services and durables. Unlike interest and exchange rates,

the inflation index follows a fairly constant trend. In fhe fÍrst quarter

of 1984, the inflation index is at 2.539 and by the fourth quarter of

1987, the index is predicted fo increase to 2.976. This is equivalent to

an average annuaf inflabion rate of 4.1 percent.
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The exchange rate variable predict,ed by the Focus Model2 and the

exogenous variables included in Table 3 of the text are fed into the Trade

Model. The sinulated results for the 1984/85 to 1986/8T period are dis-

played in Table F1. As we nove from 1983/84 to 1984/85, the first
variable that should be discussed is the nunber of hectares seeded. The

level of prices and detiu""i"" experienced during the 1983/84 crop year

are expected to result in 13.328 nillion hectares of wheat in 1984" Total

production fron this seeded area is predicted to be in the order of 26.735

million tonnes. !{hen current production is added to ühe 11.212 million
tonnes of r¡heat earried over fron 1983/84, total Canadian supply stands at

37.947 nillion tonnes.

Conpared to year earlier leve1s, Canadian wheat supply has in-
creased by .936 nillion tonnes. This increase serves to noderate the U.S.

price of wheat, whÍch rj-ses by only fi"72 to ç176"72 per tonne (ad ex-

pressed j-n U.S. dollars). Alfhough U.S. prices are expected lo renai.n

fairly stable, Canadian wheat prices (as expressed in Canadian dollars)

are shown to rise by $15.78 for a total of $253.78 per tonne. The reason

tha! Canadian wheat pri-ces rise while U.S. prices remai.n constant Ís lhat

the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate increases from 1.260 !o 1.311.

Ïncreases in the price and supply of Canadian wheat cause Canadian

export 1eve1s to rise. Although the increase in price has a negative

inpact on denand, increases in lhe other variables which influence

Canadafs export denand, namely, the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate and the level

of world t¡heat exports overri-de bhe negative price effect. The end result

is that the estinated export demand for Canadian wheat increases from 20.5

2Giu"n that the F'ocus Model i-s quarterly and the Trade Model is
annuar, the cdn./u.S. exchange rate is converted to a crop year basis.
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Table F1

Trade Model Results for the Base Scenario

(Tear)
Crop
Year

(CUEX) (HECT)
Cdn./U.S. Ex- Hectares
Change Rate Seeded

(CPRoD) (CSUP)
Cdn. hlheat Cdn. Wheab
Production Supply

(uPu) (cPc)
U.S. l{heat Cdn. Wheat

Price Price

1984/85

1985/86

1986/87

1"311

1 "305

1 .300

26,735

28,254

27,932

37 ,947

40,115

40,633

('000 ha)

13,238

13,823

13,504

( 'ooo r) (u.s. ç/E)

176 "72

168"04

1 74. 08

(cdn" $/t)

253.78

243.0"t

248 "65

(Tear)
Crop
Year

(CEXPS) (CEXPD)
Cdn. Export Cdn. Export

Supply Denand

( cDot'[D) ( CESTK)
Cdn. Domestic Cdn. Ending

Denand Stocks

( cExP )
Cdn. Ifheat

Exports

1984/85

1985/86

1986/87

20,662

21,745

21,989

20 
'768

22r123

22,903

(,000 r)

2o 
'7't5

21,934

22,446.

5,372

5,480

5,580

11,861

12 
'7Ql

12,608
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t,o 20.768 nillion tonnes. Once the predictions for export demand and

export supply have been averaged, the total volume of wheat noving out of

Canada is estinated to be 20.715 miLlion tonnes. After 5.372 million

tonnes of donestic denand has been added to export novenent bhe total

disposition of Canadian wheat stands aE 26.087 million tonnes. Finally,

by subtracting fotal disposition (domestic plus export denand) fron total

Canadian wheat supply Ì{e are left wibh a carryover of 11"861 million

lonnes.

As we progress fron 1984/85 Eo 1985/86, the area seeded to wheat

increases by .585 nillion hectares. This increase is the direct resulf of

higher wheat prices and deliveries during 1984/85" When the new estinate

for seeded area is nultiplied by a predicted average yield of 2.044 tonnes

per hectare (taUte 3 in the üext), Canadian wheat production reaches

28.254 niIlÍon tonnes. The conbinabion of 1984/85 carryover and current

production serves to i.ncreases fhe botal Canadian wheat supply by 2.168

nillion tonnes.

Despite the predicted increase in world denand for wheat (as

enbodied in the world populalion variable), the increase in Canadian wheat

supply exerts a downward pressure on the U.S. price. The U.S. export príce

for wheat (as expressed in U.S. dollars) is estinated to be $168.04 per

tonne in 1985/86, down $8.68 fron its 1984/85 level. Meanwhile, the

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate (as predicted by fhe Focus Model) falls to 1.305.

The conbined effect of a reduced U.S. price, and a drop in the Cdn./U.S.

exchange rate pushes the Canadian donesti.c price of wheat down to $243.01

per tonne.

As the decline in ühe price of Canadian wheaf works its way

through the system, export supply and export denand increase lo 21.745 and

22.123 nillion tonnes, respectively. Export denand increases due to ühe
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decline in the Canadian price of wheat and the increase in the predicted

volume of world wheat exports" The Cdn./U.S. exchange rate, which repre-

sents a third variable in Canadats export denand equation, exerts a nega-

tive inpact. All Lhree of the variables included in the export supply

equation contribute to increased volune, with price, production and

carryover all producing a positive effect. I{hen export supply and export

denand are averaged and added to Canadats donestic denand, the total

1985/86 disposition of wheat is 27.414 nillion tonnes.

The final sinulation year is 1986/87. Referring once again to

Table F1, we see that the nunber of hectares seeded to wheat is predieted

bo falI fron 13"823 nillion in 1985/86 bo 13.504 nillion in 1986/87. The

price reduction which occurrs during the 1985/86 crop year appears to

overshadow the positive inpact of increased sales. T1" decline in seeded

area subsequently affects both production and suppty. For t,he 1986/87

crop year, Canadi-an wheat production j.s forecast to faII to 27"932 million

tonnes, while supply increases to 40.633 nil1Íon tonnes. The .518 nillion

tonne increase in supply can be derived by subtracting the .322 øÍ-lIion

tonne loss in production from fhe .84 million Lonne increase in 1985/86

caffyover.

Reduced Canadian wheat supplies and rising world population leads

to a $6.04 per tonne increase in'the estinated price of U.S. wheat (as

expressed in U.S. dollars). The rise in the U.S. pri-ce of wheat counters

the decLine in the Cdn./U.S. exchange rate, with lhe Canadian price appre-

ciating lo $248.35 per tonne. Once again, export denand and export supply

increase as average exports reach 22.903 million tonnes. Domestic de¡nand

for wheaL records its third consecutive gain rÍsing to 5.58 nillion
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tonnes. Canadian wheat stocks are predicted to decline slightly during

ühe final sinulation year, ending up at 12"608 nillion tonnes.

Turning fron the Trade Model to the Input Price Model, lhe

Cdn./U.S. exchange rate will once again be used as an input variable" In

addition, the inflation and interest rate variables predicted by fhe Focus

Model will be used to generate nÍscellaneous costs and interest expense.

The simulated results for the ARIMA Input Price Model are presented in

Table F2.

Given that the cost estinates for the 1984/85 crop year are

assuned to be known wiüh certainby (TabIe 2 in the text) tney wiIl not

change from one scenario bo fhe next. As for bhe 1985/86 and 1986/87

esti.nates, production costs r¡ill depend directly on the price of the input

variables. Between 1984/85 and 1985/86, the per hectare cost of wheat

production is forecast to increase by 8.2 percent for a total cost of

fi299.99 (TabIe F2). Each of the individual cost conponents records an

increase. FueI costs experience the greatest j.ncrease (13.3 percent),

while seed costs display the lowest increase rising by less than 1 per-

cent. Fertilj.zer costs increase by 9.8 percent, chenicals 2.6 percent,

and miscellaneous expenses by 4.9 percent" Meanwhile, interest and

nachinery expenses (depreciaLion and investnent) are predicted to increase

by 6.4 and 5.8 percent, respectively.

I{hen we conpa"e 1985/86 to the following year, total production

costs are forecast to rise by 4.3 percent. The estinated total cost of

$313.00 per hectare can be divided into $21.34 for seed (up 2 percent),

ç78.72 for fertilizer (up 11.4 percent), $48.1? for chenicals (up 5.4

percent) and $28.44 for fuel (up 12.g pereent). Miscellaneous expense is

estinated at $45.21 per hectare (up 4.1 percent), while interest and

nachinery expense account for $13.60 and $77.88 per hectare, respectively.
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Table F2

ARIMA Input Cost Results for the Base Scenario

Crop Seed Fertilizer Chenical Fuel Miscellaneous
ïear Expense

(in dollars per hectare)......... c......

1984/85 20.90 64"3S 45"70 22.25 41.40

1985/86 21.02 70"67 46.91 25"20 43.42

1986/87 21.34 78"72 48"17 28.44 45.21

Crop Interest Operating Machinery Total
Expense Cost Depreciation Investnent Cost

ïear

.... o o o........ (in dollars per hectare)

198U/85 11.68 206.28 34.60 36.33 277.21

1985/86 13.60 220.82 36.60 42.57 zgg.gg

1986/67 13.25 235.13 39.10 39.78 313.00
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For both 1985/86 and 1986/87, fuel costs increase at the greatest

rate, averaging 13.1 percent annually. Fertilizer is a close second,

recording an average annual increase of 10.6 percent. Other cost con-

ponents such as nachinery depreciation, niscellaneous expense and cheni-

cals experience an annual average increase of 4.9, 4.5 and 2"7 percent,

respectively. The priee of seed encompasses the lowest increase, rising

at an average annual rate of 1 percent. This nininal increase is the

direct resulb of depressed wheat prices throughouL 1985/86 and 1986/87

(Tab1e F2).

Interest related costs represent an exception in that they do not

record consistent increases. Fron 1984/85 to 1985/86, interest and

machinery j-nvestnent expenses increase by 16.4 and 17"2 percent, respec-

tively (Tab1e F2). However, in the next sinulation year a drop i¡ ühe

noninal interest rate (Figure 16) causes j.nterest expense to decrease by

2.6 percent to i13.25 per hectare, while machinery investment expense

drops by 6.6 percent to $39.78 per hectare.

The sinulated results fron the Regressi.on version of t,he Input

Price ModeI differ fron thaf of the ARIMA Model, As shown in TabIe F3,

the Regressj-on Model predicts that production costs will fotal $296.05 in

1985/86 and $300.29 Ln 1986/87. l{hen the Base Scenarj-os for the ARIMA and

Regression Models are conpared (Tables F2 and F3), rde find that fhe

1985/86 Regression estinate for Loüal cost is 1.3 percent ($3.94 per

hectare) below ils ARIMA counterpart. For 1985/86 the Regression estinate

is 4.1 percent ($12.71 per hectane) Iower. The greatest difference be-

tv¡een the two modelling options is in terns of fuel and fertiLizer con-

ponents. FueI eosts, which were predicted fo increase at an average

annual rate of i3.1 percent under lhe ARIMA Model are linit,ed to an
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Table F3

Regression Input Cost Results for the Base Scenari-o

Crop Seed Fertilizer Chenical FueI Miscellaneous
ïear Expense

(in dollars per hectare)........ o..,. e. o o

1984/85 20"90 64"35 45.70 22.25 41"40

1985/86 21 .O2 69 .51 46 .67 23.04 43.42

1986/87 2',t.34 72.60 47 .25 23.47 45.21

Crop Interest Operating Machinery Tobal
Year Expense Cost Depreciation Investment Cost

... o...... o... (in dollars per hectare)

1984/85 1 1.68 206.28 34.60 36.33 277 .21

1985/86 13.37 217.03 36.54 42.49 296.05

1986/87 12.53 222.40 38. 1 1 39.78 300.29
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increase of 2.7 percent when the Regression option is in place. Fertili-

zer costs exhibit a smaller difference, rising at an average annual rate

of 6.2 percent using the Regression ModeI rather than 10.6 percent as

predicted by fhe ARIMA Model. The Regression Modelrs predictions for

chenical costs are just slightly lower than their ARIMA counterparts. For

1986/87, the Regression lto¿"f estinates chenical costs at $47.25 per

hectare, down only $.92 fron the ARIMA forecast" The other cost co¡tt-

ponents (niscellaneous i-nterest and nachinery) renain virtually unchanged"

The aforenentioned differences Ín fertilizer and fuel prices can

be explained by reverting back to prenises on which the Regressj.on and

ARIMA ModeIs were conslructed. In the case of the Regression Model,

inflation enters the estination O"o"à"" as a separate regressor. When ühe

Regression Mode1 is used for forecasting, predicted changes in inflafion

(and exchange) wilI have a direct impact on fertilizer and fuel costs.

For exanple, if inflation slo$¡s fron 10 üo 5 percent, the change will be

incorporated within a lower price prediction. The sane type of adjustment

does not occur in the ARIMA Mode1. Given ùhat the ARIMA estinates are

based on past occurrences, the nodel assunes that past inflation rates

will continue into the future. Therefore, it should be expected that bhe

cost predictions will differ between the Regression and ARIMA Models.

The results portrayed in Tables F1, F2 and F3 can now be conbi-ned

to estinate net revenue. Gross revenue (as predj-cted by the Trade Model)

remains the same regardless of whether bhe ARIMA or the Regression Input

Price ModeI is in effect. As shown in TabIe F4, the price of Canadian

wheat is estimated to be $253.78 per tonne in 1984/85. FoIIowing this,

wheat price declines üo $243.01 per tonne in 1985/86 before ÍncreasÍng to

$248.65'per tonne in 1986/87. EstÍnated deliveries increase throughout

the sinulalion period, but their rate of i.ncrease varies. Wheat exports
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Table F4

SinulaLed Net Revenue for the Base Scenario

Crop
ïear

Canadian
fJheaü Price

Estinated
Deliveries

Gross
Revenue

Total
Cost

Net Deflated
Revenue Net Revenue

($/t)

Focus-ARIIUIA Option:

84/85 253"78

85/86 243.01

86/87 248"65

ft/tra) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha)

1.971

1"983

2"075

500"20 277.21

481.89 2gg"gg

515.95 313.00

222"99

181 " 90

202.95

222.99

1 85.84

215.66

222.99

173.49

185 " 91

222.99

177 .25

197 .55

Focus-Regression Option :

84/85 253"78 1.971

85/86 243.01 1.983

86/87 248.65 2.075

500 " 20

48 1 .89

515 "95

277 .21

296.05

300.29
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are ¿he driving force behind changes in estimated deliveries. As fhe

price of Canadian wheat falls (1985/86) and then rises (1986/87), the

total disposition of Canadian wheat (exports plus donestie demand) con-

tinues to increase. Multiplying wheat prices by estinated delj-veries

yields a per hectare value of gross revenue. SubtractÍng production costs

fron gross revenue leaves us with an estinate of neL revenue. Deflaüed

net revenue can then be calculated by discounting net revenue by the

inflation rate which prevails in the model. As such, deflated net revenue

is nothing more than net revenue expressed in constant (1984/85) do1lars.3

The results of the Base Scenario (Tab1e F4) predict that the price

of Canadian wheat, gross revenue, net revenue, and deflated net revenue

wiIl alt follow a sinilar pattern. Both net revenue and deflated net

revenue are forecast to be û222.99 per hectare during the 1984/85 crop

year. As we begin to si-nulate input costs, net nevenue eslinaLes for the

Focus-ARIMA and Focus-Regression options diverge. In 1985/86, the Focus-

ARIMA option predicts deflated net revenue lo be $173.49 per hectare

before inereasing to $185.91 per hectare in 1986/87" Sinilarty, deflated

net revenue for bhe Focus-Regression option drops t,o $177.25 per hectare

before rebounding to its 1986/87 level of $197.55 per hectare. The diver-

gence between the two deflat,ed net revenue series can be aceounted for by

changes in deflated botal costs. In Lhe final sinulation year (1986/87),

deflated net revenue for the Focus-Regressi.on option is $11.64 per hectare

above the corcesponding Focus-ARIMA esLinate.

3tn"
interscenario

use of deflated net
conparisons are made

revenue becones more important when
in which inflation rates differ.
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APPENDIX G

TRADE MODEL SIMULATIONS.
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Table G1

Simulabed Results for the Trade Model Using Focus Forecastsa

Year cPc CEXPS CEXPD CEXP CDOMD

Base Scenario:
'84/85 1.311 13238
85/86 1.305 13823
86/87 1.300 13504

Scenario 1A:
84/85 1.319 13238

, 85/86 .1.318 13876
86/87 1.317 13552

Scenario 18:
84/85 1.303 13238
85/86 1.290 13770
86/87 1.282 13445

Scenario 2A:

"84/85 1.31I 13238
)85/86 1.327 13869

"86/87 
1.338 13616

Scenario 28:
84/85 1.303 13238
85/86 1.282 13770
86/87 1.259 13392

26735 37947
28254 401 15
27932 40633

26735 37947
28362 40226
28030 40802

26735 37947
28146 40004
27807 40437

26735 37947
28349 40212
28163 40930

26735 37947
28146 40004
27698 40324

26735
28025
27597

26735
28470
28265

26735
28605
28029

26735
27903
27837

176.72
1 86.04
174.08

176 "72
1 67.03
172.67

176.72
1 69.04
175.95

176.72
1.67 "16
171 .51

176.72
1 69.03
176.97

37947 176.72
39878 ',t70.16
40144 't78.59

37947 176.72
40337 166.03
41111 '169.88

37947 176.72
40476 164.78
40953 171 .31

37947 176.72 .

39753 171.29
40315 177.O5

20662 20768
21745 22123
21989 22903

20690 20739
21844 22115
22115 22900

20634 20797
21639 22138
21846 22899

20687 20743
21869 22078
22252 22870

20634 20797
21611 22167
217',t1 22943

20829
22174
22923

207 15
21934
22446

207 15
21980
22508

207 15
21 889
22373

207 15
21973
22561

207 15
21889
22327

207 16
21838
22261

20711 20714
22071 22025
22875 22627

20675 20714
22155 22082
22920 22554

20861 20716
22091 21786
22886 22339

5372 1 1861
5480 12701
5580 12608

5368 1 1864
5474 12772
5573 12721

5375 11857
5485 12630
5587 12478

5369 1 1864
5471 12768
5566 12804

5375 11857
5488 12626
5595 12402

5378 1 1854
5493 12547
5600 12283

5365 11867
5466 12847
5560 12925

5362 11872
5470 12924
5570 12829

5381 1 1850
5489 12479
5590 12387

253.78
243.01
248 "65

255.50
244 "71
250.65

252.06
240.88
246.79

255.29
246.79
253.90

252.06
239.16
242.87

Scenario 3A:
.294 ',t3238

.268 13711

.247 13343

84/85
85/86
86/87

Seenario 38:
84/85 1.327 13238
85/86 1.341 13929
86/87 1.354 13666

Scenario 4A:
84/85 't.337 13238
85/86 1.331 13995
86/87 1.326 13552

Scenario 48:
84/85 1.285
85/86 1.279
86/84 1.274

250.12 20602
237.38 21502
242.06 21599

257.22 20718
248.57 21978
255.57 23379

259.37 20753
245.05 22010
251"'t1 22187

-248. 1g 20571
240.97 21481
246.19 21792

13238
13651
1 3459

in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 of fhe text.

2I7
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Table H1

Sinulated Results for lhe ARIl,lA Input Price Model Using
Focus Forecasts

(in dollars per hectare)

Crop Seed Fertillzer Chenlcal FueI Mlscellaneous Interest operatfng MachÍnery Total
Year Expense Expense Cost Depreciation Investnent Cost

Bâae Solutlon:
8U/85 20"90 6\"ls 45"70 22.25 41.40 11.68 206"60 34"60 36.33 277"21
85/86 21"02 70"67 46.91 25.20 43.rr2 13"60 220"82 36"60 U2.57 2gg"gg
85/86 21"3tr 78"72 48"17 28.44 45.21 13"25 235"13 38"10 39.?8 313.00

ScenarLo 1A:
84/85 2o"9O 64.¡S 45.?0 22"25 41.40 11.68 206"28 34.60 36.33 277.21
85/86 21.06 70"67 46.91 25"21 43"53 13. l8 220"56 36"60 41.03 298"19
86/87 21.41 78"72 48.1? 28.46 45"42 12"89 235"07 38.1 1 38"49 31 1.67

Scenarlo lB:
8\/85 20.90 64.¡S 45"70 22"25 41.40 11"68 206.28 34.60 36.33 277.21
85/86 20"96 70"66 46"91 25"20 43.30 14"03 221.05 36"60 4rt"1o 301"76
86/87 21"26 78"70 48.16 28.43 44"90 13.60 235"13 38"10 41.07 314.30

Scenarf.o 2À:
8tt/85 20"90 64"¡s 45"70 22.25 41.40 11 "68 206"28 34.60 36.33 277.21
85/86 21"16 76"67 46"91 25"21 43.53 13"21 220"68 36"60 41"10 298"39
86/87 21.62 78"74 48"17 28"45 45"53 12"50 235"01 38"11 37 "12 310.24

Scenario 28:
84/85 20"90 64.¡¡ 45.70 22.25 41"40 11.68 206.28 34"60 36.33 277.21
85/86 20.88 70.66 46"91 25"20 \3"32 14"00 220"97 36"60 44.03 301.60
86/87 21.04 78.69 48"17 28"rt4 44.85 13.98 235"17 38.10 42"44 315"71

ScenarLo 3A:
84/85 20.90 64.3S 45"70 22"25 41.¡10 11.68 206.28 34"60 36"33 277.21
85/86 20.84 70.6tt 46"91 25"20 43"16 14.49 221"2tt 36.60 45"82 303"66
86/87 21.03 78.66 48.1? 28"43 44.56 14.23 235.08 38.10 43.rlo 316"57

Scenårio 38:
8tt/85 20.90 64.¡¡ 45.70 zz"z5 41"40 1r.ó8 206.28 3q.60 re.rr ¿77.¿.1
85/86 21"20 70.67 46.91 25"22 43"69 12.71 220"40 36.60 39.31 296"31
86/87 21.67 7A"72 48.16 28.47 45.85 12"2tt 235"16 38.11 36"13 309.35

Scenario 4A:
84/85 2o.9o 64.¡S 45.70 22.25 41.40 11.68 206"28 34.60 36.33 277.21
85/86 20.98 70.71 46.91 25.21 43.7? 12"80 220"38 36.60 39.64 296.62
86/87 21.30 78.80 48.18 28.47 45.71 13. 14 235"59 38" 10 39"28 312.97

Scenarlo 48:
8U/85 20.90 64.¡¡ 45.70 22.25 41.rr0 11"68 206"28 34.60 36.33 277.21
85/86 21"06 70.50 46.90 25"16 43.08 14"35 221,05 36.60 45.35 303.00
86/87 21.38 78.32 48.11 28.33 44"69 13.35 234.18 38.10 40.31 312.63
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Table H2

Sírrulated ResulËs for Èhe Regressíon Input Price Model Using
Focus Forecasts

(ín dollars per hectare)

Crop Seed
Year

Fertllizer Cl¡enical Fuel MlsceLl.an€ous Interest Operating
Expense Expense Cost

l,lachinery Total.
Depreclation Investnent Cost

Base Solution:
84/85 20"90
85/86 21"o2
86/87 21"34

Scenarl.o 1Ä:
84/84 20.90
85/86 21"06
86/87 21.41

Scenarf.o 18:
84/85 20.90
85/86 20"96
86/87 21"26

Scenarlo 2Å:
84/85 20"90
85/86 21"16
86/87 21"62

Scenario 28:
84/85 20.90
85/86 20.88
86/87 21 "04

Scenario 3A:
84/85 20"90
85/86 20.84
86/87 21.o3

Scenario 39:
84/85 20.90
85/86 21.20
86/87 21.67

Scenario 4À:
8U/85 20.90
85/86 20.98
86/87 21.30

Scenario 48:
8\/85 20"90
85/86 21.06
86/87 21.38

64.35
69.51
72.60

64"¡s
70.22
73 "71

64.¡s
68.93
71"53

64"9s
70.16
74"38

64. ¡s
69.o2
70. 82

64.3s
68 .04
69 .41

64. 3s
71.08
75.96

64.3s
71.48
74.97

64.=s
67 .74
70.31

45"70
tt6"67
47.25

45.70
46.81
47.51

45.70
It6"51
46"97

45"70
46.80
47.67

¡r5.70
46"54
46"79

45.70
46"32
46.44

1r5.70
47.01
48.07

45 .70
47 "13
47 .87

45 "70
46.22
46.61

22"25
23"04
23"4?

22"25
23.21
23.22

22"25
22.87
23"14

22"25
23"20
23"94

22.25
22"89
22"96

22"25
22"65
22.57

22.25
23"44
24.38

22.25
23"55
24"15

22"25
22"55
22.77

41 .40
43. 42
45.21

41 "lto
43.53
45"42

41"40
43" 30
44. 98

41 "40
43.53
45"53

41.¡10
43.32
44"85

41.40
43" 16
44.56

41 .40
43"69

luttu

41.40
43"77
q5.71

Ir1"40
43.08
44.69

11"68
13"37
12.53

11 .68
13.O2
12"25

11.68
13"72
12"76

11.68
1 3"04
11"98

r 1"68
13"71
13.05

11"68
14.09
16 "2U

11.68
12"63
1 r.85

11.68
12.76
12.64

r 1.68
13.94
12.41¡

206"28
217.O3
222"40

206"28
217 "85
223"52

206"28
216 

" 30
220"65

206"28
217 "89
225"13

206.28
216"36
219 "51

206.28
215 "10
217 "16

206"28

"19.0522',1"78

206.68
219 "67
226"63

206.28
21u.58
218 "22

34 .60
36.54
38.11

34 .60
36"65
38.30

34"60
36"43
37.90

34.60
36.6s
38"44

34"60
36 .44
37.78

34.60
36 "26
37 .51

34"60
36.82
38.72

34. 60
36 .88
38.54

34 .60
36.22
37.67

36.33 277 "2142.49 296"o5
39"785 300"29

36-33 277 "21
41 "08 295.57
38.68 300.51

36.33 277.21
43.89 296"62
40.86 299"41

36"33 277.21
41.'f 5 295.69
37.45 301.00

36.33 277.21
43.84 296.63
42"08 299"37

36.33 277.21
45"39 296.75
42.72 297.39

36.33 277.21
39.54 295.41
36.70 303.20

36.33 277 .21
39.94 296.44
39 .?4 3or{ .9 1

36.33 277.21Ir4.88 295 .68
39.89 295.78
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Dependenb Equation
Variable Number

Sinultaneous Trade Model:

5.1 CEXPS .20

5.2 CEXPD -.43

5.3 CPC

Recursive Trade Model:

HECT .48

5.11 UPU

5.12 CPC

5.13 CEXPS .20

5.14 CEXPD -.43

5.16 CD0M0 -.oT

¡\)
N)
l\)

cPc cPct_1

Table 11

Trade Model Elasticit,iesa

CUEX CSUP CPROD CESTK¡-t DEL¡-t CDOMDT-1 CEXPS !'IEXP CPOP IdPOP

.28

.93 1.15

Independent Variables

aThe elast,icities included in this tabte are expressed at the nean level.

.81 .39

.92

-1.86

1 .30

.29

"80 1.11

.31

.07

1.13

"56

3.45

.78



Dependent Equation
VarÍable Nunber

SEED

FERT

NMACHR

PETRN

CHEMR

5.20

5.25

5.26

5.27

5.28N)
1..)
(¡)

cPc sEEDr_1 FERTT_1 RMACHT_1 PETR CHEM¡_4 EXr-EXt_1 EXt-EXt_2 It-Ir_t lt-It_e rr-Ir_4

Table 12

Input Price Model Elasflcitiesa

.41

aThe elasticifies included in this table are expressed at the nean level,

.48

.948

Independent Variables

.792

.924

.001

,001

"766

"002

.062

.118

.127


